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Chapter 1

Introduction

While it is conceivable that artificial intelligence (AI) could have a tremendously ben-

eficial future impact on society, the associated ethical and safety-relevant ramifications

need to be addressed given their potential range. In this light, the field of AI safety has

been recognized as a critical academic research direction at an international level over

the intervening years [33, 223, 392, 400, 456]. Etymologically speaking, “AI safety” rep-

resents a shortened form for the longer phrase “artificial intelligence safety and security

engineering”. Both terms were introduced in 2010 in a peer-reviewed form by Roman

Yampolskiy [451], one of the early advocates of the underlying relatively young field.

Prior to that, terms like “machine ethics” [308] and “friendly AI” [453] were utilized to

refer to different related subtopics. However, this thesis is rather premised on AI safety

in its property of being framed from a cybersecurity-oriented and risk-centered perspec-

tive [338, 446, 451]. Although there is currently no consensus on a formal definition for

AI safety, its initial research objectives can be outlined when considering the main task

it addressed. Hitherto, AI safety research was predominantly concentrated on the fol-

lowing twofold key issue: solving both the value alignment problem [456] and the control

problem [83]. More precisely, the former refers to the problem on how to implement AIs

aligned with human ethical values and the latter to the connected issue on how to build

AI systems that will not harm humans. While a more comprehensive and risk-centered

account going beyond this twofold view on AI safety is specified in a few paragraphs, the

main research question of this thesis can already be indicated as follows: “what types of

scientifically grounded strategies can be employed to facilitate AI safety?”.

Given the steadily progressing capabilities of AI, its integration into decision-making

processes and its application in areas affording an increasing degree of autonomy, require-

ments for AI safety need to already be urgently identified at this stage. In order to do

justice to the underlying broad and complex research issue, this theoretical and analyti-

cal thesis devises an integrated approach via a transdisciplinary methodology dovetailing

considerations from diverse scientific fields. For this purpose, we establish a set of hybrid
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and cognitive-affective strategical clusters to foster AI safety – a field which we remodel

throughout the thesis and whose problem space we shift and recontextualize. A priori, the

necessity to consider “hybrid” solutions emanates from the realization that improvement

and enhancement measures for safer AI systems cannot be solely applied to the artificial

system in isolation [428]. Instead, AI has to be considered in the wide socio-technological

context of its deployment amidst human entities [30]. As a result, it is crucial to account

for human cognitive dispositions when designing AI safety strategies for the implementa-

tion of value-aligned and controllable AIs. Building on this, AI safety strategies need to

more specifically encompass “cognitive-affective” aspects due to the inherently affective

nature [47, 111, 150, 263] of human cognition. With that in mind, this thesis harnesses

a quintessentially transdisciplinary and hybrid cognitive-affective approach to AI safety

in order to obviate methodological blind spots. Simultaneously, this thesis facilitates a

coalescence of both short-term and long-term AI safety.

Given the breadth of the topic, we paradigmatically take the meaningful control of “in-

telligent systems”1 as point of departure – an already practically relevant and graspable

contemporary challenge [428] encompassing both control and value alignment issues. Af-

ter determining AI safety strategies for the meaningful control of intelligent systems from

Chapter 2 to 9, we analyze their transferability to other sorts of AI systems in Chap-

ter 10. In the course of this, we identify the fundamental necessity of an ethically-relevant

distinction between the yet to be described “Type I” systems and “Type II” systems. On

this view, all present-day AIs (including intelligent systems) represent a subset of Type I

AI with Type I and Type II AI systems representing disjunct sets. To put it very simply,

hypothetical not yet implemented Type II AI systems can be characterized as exhibit-

ing the ability to consciously create and understand explanatory knowledge. Explanatory

knowledge creation can be simply seen as a process that brings forth explanations. In

this connection, Deutsch describes an explanation as being a “statement about what is

there, what it does, and how and why” [136]. Thereby, note that we utilize the term

“Type II systems” as a general substrate-independent denotation for systems capable of

consciously creating and understanding explanatory knowledge. Obviously, human be-

ings represent Type II systems whereby “the processes of constructing and understanding

explanations are intrinsic to our mental lives from an early age” [260]. When considering

Type II systems, it is important not to overlook the element of conscious understanding

implied. Thus, by way of example, a present-day recommender AI system or intelligent

system generating a set of data that human entities conceive of as explanations, does not

represent a Type II system. It instead clearly corresponds to a Type I system.

1Intelligent systems are often referred to as “autonomous systems”. In this thesis, we opt for the former

term to emphasize that these Type I AI systems are not autonomously and independently setting own

intentional goals. While intelligent systems are described to feature the ability to independently perform

the OODA-loop (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act), their decision component is fully pre-determined by

human-defined goal settings [153]. Hence, “autonomous vehicles” are understood as intelligent systems.
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While this thesis predominantly focuses on Type I AI with Type II AI only covered in the

last chapters, we briefly comment on Type II AI for more clarity in the delineation. Impor-

tantly, what we refer to as Type II AI is also not characterized by “superintelligence”2 as

frequently pronounced in the AI safety literature. Instead, we zero in on conscious under-

standing and explanatory knowledge linked to the creation of explanations. Thereby, we

emphasize the why aspect in Type II systems and the hereto associated active elucidation

and conscious understanding-why of novel previously unknown perspectives on the ex-

ternal and internal milieu of the system at different spatiotemporal scales. For instance,

hypothetical future Type II AI could have the capability to construct and understand

novel concepts in the domain of ideas regarding science, technology and philosophy but

also morality and social reality including the underlying cognitive-affective, embodied and

participatory sense-making3. In contrast to this, Type I AI is constrained to the specifi-

cations of its implementation in the sense that it can neither transcend those consciously

nor understand and transform its own nature. By way of example, present-day run-time

adaptive intelligent systems can be designed to dynamically adapt and “transform” in line

with given specifications such as utility functions [261]. However, those Type I systems

could not consciously aim at transforming themselves nor could they develop a conscious

understanding of what it means to be a system that transforms itself and consciously

engage in disobedience. Yet, all together, even if hypothetical Type II AI might seem

futuristic nowadays, it seems responsible to theoretically consider its opportunities, risks

and implications since its implementation is physically speaking possible [135, 136] and

is not prohibited by any law of nature. Moreover, even if humanity would not succeed to

craft a Type II AI in the long-term, the intense examination of this topic might provide

scientific insights of inherent value for human (self-)knowledge. Hence, while the focus

of this thesis is set on the more tangible Type I AI safety, we also briefly elaborate on

Type II AI especially in Chapter 10 and 12.

Initially, AI safety was focused on long-term safety considerations related to a scenario

termed “intelligence explosion” [394, 457] or “technological singularity” [451] – a puta-

tive moment at which AI abruptly surpasses human intelligence. (Already in 1965, such

an event was speculated to imply an ultraintelligent recursively self-improving AI [197].)

While it was acknowledged that the exact date of occurrence of this phenomenon is un-

known, researchers often referred to a heuristic prediction of Ray Kurzweil according to

which machine intelligence would surpass its human counterpart at around 2045 [272].

Against this backdrop, AI safety often framed the value alignment and the control prob-

2Mostly, the use of “superintelligence” in AI safety refers to a super-human problem-solving ability

that “exceeds the cognitive performance of humans in virtually all domains of interest” [83]. In this

word usage in the literature, it prevalently corresponds to a Type I AI and does not even imply artificial

consciousness, let alone conscious explanatory knowledge creation.
3Likewise, cognition has been depicted as “an embodied, enactive, affective process involving cultural

affordances” [420] and has been linked to social participatory sense-making [130, 299].
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lem in this specific context of conjectured superintelligent AI systems. Thereby, this

type of AI system was understood to represent a potential enabler of existential risks for

humanity [28] given that a “single failure of a superintelligent system may cause a catas-

trophic event without a chance for recovery” [451]. Proposed solutions to solve the control

problem for superintelligent systems ranged from building an artificial superintelligence

constrained to be a disembodied question-answering system denoted “oracle AI” [28] over

initiating a “controlled intelligence explosion” [311] to confining the system within an

“AI box” [411, 442]. Furthermore, in order to solve both control and value alignment

problem, it was suggested to a priori restrict any goal-directed behavior in superintelli-

gent systems to durable human-crafted and human-friendly goals [441]. Proponents of

related approaches often discarded any AI research aimed at artificial systems with a set

of own motivations and intentions arguing away any philosophical debates related to asso-

ciated moral rights [443]. Beyond that, other researchers assumed the unachievability of

mathematico-logical guarantees for the safety of human-level and superintelligent AI sys-

tems and proposed to focus on early educational measures [71]. In addition, mathematical

work focused on artificial general intelligence (AGI) formulated within the reinforcement

learning paradigm proposed a set of “partial solutions” [159] to AI safety.

Whereas the mentioned early approaches to AI safety focused on highly advanced AI sys-

tems exhibiting human-level intelligence (and beyond), a short-term oriented branch of

this research field emerged which brings into focus present-day AI systems. Thereby, the

emphasis is frequently set on unintentionally occurring safety risks with reinforcement

learning agents operating in diverse environments [20]. Such contemporary AI agents

could then be utilized as toy model for more complex anticipated AI safety issues [280].

More generally, this integration of contemporary AI as research object in the domain of AI

safety is for instance reflected in the Asilomar AI principles which were crafted in 2017 [33]

and endorsed by 1668 AI researchers and 3655 other individuals worldwide4. In addition,

with the first of these 23 multifaceted principles being the general goal for AI research

“to create not undirected intelligence, but beneficial intelligence”, it became obvious that

AI development and safety required an extension beyond the classical boundaries of com-

puter science. Similarly, the technology company Open AI crafted a publication in 2019

stating e.g. that “properly aligning advanced AI systems with human values will require

resolving many uncertainties related to the psychology of human rationality, emotion, and

biases” [242]. In the last years, the general requirement for a multidisciplinary approach

to AI has as well been stressed e.g. in the domains of AI ethics [146], AI governance [127],

responsible AI [336] and explainable AI [63].

Alternatively to conceiving AI safety as a twofold subject dealing with value alignment

and control problem, it can be apprehended in risk-centered and cybersecurity-oriented

4These numbers correspond to the status displayed on the corresponding website as of April 2020. A

full list of signatories is provided on https://futureoflife.org/principles-signatories/.
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Figure 1.1: Simplified overview of main Type I AI risks. Modified from [11].

taxonomic terms. In the style of a taxonomy of AI risks introduced by Yampolskiy [446],

one could describe AI safety as a discipline that addresses AI risks forming themselves at

the pre- and post-deployment stage. For clarity, consider the 4 main risks for Type I AI

safety illustrated in the simplified Figure 1.1. First, risk Ia refers to intentional malevolent

design by malicious human actors and could e.g. include the intentional crafting of an AI

maximizing on harmful goals. Second, Ib is associated with intentional malicious attacks

on deployed AI systems such as e.g. integrity-related attacks on AI sensors. Third, the

risk Ic involves unintentional design-time mistakes with negative repercussions such as

e.g. misspecified AI utility functions. Fourth, risk Id encodes unintentionally occurring

operational failures such as e.g. misinterpretations of commands.

Originally, AI safety was mainly focused on unintentional problems (on risks Ic and

Id) while neglecting security aspects of intentional malevolent design and malicious at-

tacks [88, 338] (risk Ia and Ib). As described by Pistono and Yampolskiy [338], the

cybersecurity paradigm aims by contrast at a balanced research comprising an exchange

on both malicious exploits and safety measures for cyber-infrastructure – a balance anal-

ogously needed in AI safety. In accordance with this view, the thesis incorporates the

eventuality of malicious actors in its analysis. In fact, it has been recently stressed in

a security-relevant report that malevolent adversaries performing attacks on AI systems

and malicious entities exploiting AI systems could have critical societal impacts in areas

such as “content filters, the military, law enforcement, traditionally human-based tasks

being replaced by AI, and civil society” [114]. For instance, by exploiting vulnerabilities

of AI systems, content filters could be bypassed to spread unethical data, military sys-

tems could be systematically fooled, AI tools for law enforcement could be circumvented,

attacks on intelligent systems could expose humans to dangers. Moreover, through ma-

licious AI-based monitoring, parts of civil society could be specifically oppressed. For

this reason, AI safety, AI ethics or AI governance approaches that do not address issues

brought about by malicious actors may miss important facets of the security landscape5.

5Appendix A provides a few examples of AI risk instantiations that already occurred in practice

including some cases pertaining to malevolent actors (risks Ia and Ib).
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Overall, this thesis provides the following 4 main contributions:

1. From Chapter 2 to 9, we paradigmatically analyze Type I AI safety in the context

of the meaningful control of intelligent systems with a focus on the risks Ib, Ic and

Id (whereby the risk Ia is addressed in the third contribution). For illustrative

purposes, we consider the use case of autonomous vehicles.

2. In Chapter 10, we introduce the so-called AI safety paradox figuratively stating

that value alignment and control represent conjugate requirements in AI safety.

Consequently, we explain why a bifurcation of AI safety research into Type I and

Type II AI safety is advisable and expound on why classical twofold AI safety cannot

be solved.

3. In Chapter 12, we extract 10 (non-exhaustive) transdisciplinary and hybrid cognitive-

affective strategical clusters out of our analysis tackling the Type I AI risks Ia, Ib, Ic

and Id and complementarily also diverse instantiations of Type II AI risks. These 10

clusters implicitly touched upon within Chapter 2 to 11 range from large-scale con-

ceptual AI governance to small-scale concrete AI engineering recommendations and

comprise: 1) international (meta-)goals, 2) transdisciplinary Type I/II AI safety

and related education, 3) socio-technological feedback-loop, 4) integration of affec-

tive, dyadic and social information, 5) security measures and ethical adversarial

examples research, 6) virtual reality frameworks, 7) orthogonality-based disentangle-

ment of responsibilities, 8) augmented utilitarianism and ethical goal functions, 9)

AI self-awareness and 10) artificial creativity augmentation research.

4. In the final Chapter 13, we take the acquired insights and further transdisciplinary

literature as basis to develop 3 concrete suggestions for future research directions

within the two proposed branches of AI safety. These 3 research suggestions include:

1) Type I and Type II AI observatory, 2) hybrid cognitive-affective defense methods

for Type I AI and finally 3) comparative transdisciplinary epistemology for Type I

versus Type II systems.

Outline

� Chapter 2 specifies requirements for the architecture of advanced Type I intelligent

systems including the technical self-awareness property and collate a set of hybrid

proactive Type I AI safety measures.

� Chapter 3 introduces the notion of ethical goal functions to control these Type I

intelligent systems and elaborates on why it is possible to craft context-sensitive

utility functions that are not touched by mathematically relevant consequentialist

impossibility theorems.
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� Chapter 4, we contextualize this proposed type of affective and perceiver-dependent

goal functions within a novel non-normative scientifically grounded ethical frame-

work termed augmented utilitarianism.

� Chapter 5 integrates the mentioned Type I architecture requirements for intelligent

systems with the use of ethical goal functions within an AI governance framework

denoted orthogonality-based disentanglement of responsibilities.

� Chapter 6 formalizes ethical goal functions from a cybernetics perspective and uses

knowledge from psychology and cognitive neuroscience to inform this approach.

� Chapter 7 elaborates on virtual reality frameworks as support for human ethical

debiasing and as counterfactual experiential testbed for the meaningful control of

Type I intelligent systems as exemplarily applied to the use case of autonomous

vehicles.

� Chapter 8 provides a short overview on opportunities that virtual reality frameworks

offer to various Type I AI safety endeavors.

� Chapter 9 considers synergies between an international global humanitarian frame-

work and sustainability issues in Type I AI safety utilizing the autonomous vehicle

context as toy model.

� Chapter 10 introduces Type II AI safety and the AI safety paradox.

� Chapter 11 addresses the augmentation of both anthropic and artificial creativity

as indirect approach to global challenges including AI safety.

� Chapter 12 concludes and explicitly enumerates the 10 hybrid cognitive-affective

strategical clusters for AI safety implicitly identified throughout the thesis.

� Chapter 13 discusses the mentioned 3 suggestions for future research directions for

Type I and Type II AI safety.
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Chapter 2

Self-Awareness and Proactive AI

Safety Measures

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman and

L. Kester. Hybrid Strategies Towards Safe “Self-Aware” Superintelligent Systems. In

International Conference on Artificial General Intelligence, pages 1-11. Springer, 2018.

As the first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital contribution and it was solely my

responsibility to write down the content and to perform an extensive literature research

as well as in-depth analysis.

2.1 Introduction

Being a topic of major importance in AI safety research, AI alignment – which is often

interchangeably used with the term of value alignment – has been analyzed from diverse

points of views and incorporates a variety of research subareas many of which were re-

viewed by Taylor et al. [400]. Two highly relevant approaches in the realization of AI

alignment the authors considered in this context are value specification and error toler-

ance which were both introduced by Soares and Fallenstein [392]. In order to do justice

to these two distinct issues, Taylor et al. postulate that “we can do research that makes

it easier to specify our intended goals as objective functions” concerning the first and “we

can do research aimed at designing AI systems that avoid large side effects and negative

incentives, even in cases where the objective function is imperfectly aligned” concerning

the latter. We take these high-level considerations alongside additional multidisciplinary

observations as point of departure and apply a more abstract and holistic analysis than

many prior papers have utilized in this particular context to identify solution approaches.

For instance, we see the need for “self-awareness” in intelligent systems for reasons such as

safety, effectiveness, transparency or explainability just as such a functionality is required
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from the perspective of systems engineering for the effectiveness and safety of advanced

models. Beyond that, we agree that methods inspired from cybersecurity practices [338]

could provide a valuable support for AI safety including the safety of AGIs1. Furthermore,

we also focus on the human factor in the AI development and suggest to make allowance

for human cognitive constraints in AI safety while considering ethical aspects.

Outline In the next Section 2.2, we posit that a (yet to be defined) “self-awareness”

functionality might beside other benefits account for an enhanced error tolerance within

highly advanced to future human-level Type I AI models and might indirectly facilitate

the value or goal specification process. Thereafter, in Section 2.3, we suggest that a self-

aware advanced AI that should be deployed in a real-world environment will have to be

supplemented by additional AI safety measures including for instance an AI red teaming2

approach in order to maintain a high error tolerance level. In Section 2.4, we analyse

how AI developers could proficiently face the problem of adequate value specification in

the first place, which could interestingly imply the need for an enhancement of human

“self-awareness” to a certain extent with respect to the goal to identify the values humans

really intend on the one hand and regarding the aim to subsequently encode these values

into prioritized goals a self-aware AI will have to adhere to on the other hand. Finally, in

the last Section 2.5, we reflect upon this set of hybrid strategies as an interwoven entirety,

consider its possible ethical implications and place it in the context of a hypothetically

thereof emerging type of superintelligence.

2.2 Self-Awareness

While the notion of “self-awareness” which is often used in the context of concepts like

“self-conciousness”, “self-control” or “self-reference” is not in the focus of classical AI

research, it is considered to be one of the key elements out of the crucial competency areas

for human-level general intelligence according to many AGI researchers (as investigated

by Adams et al. [3]) and the notion itself or related terms have been considered in some

ways within various AI designs (e.g. in [39, 40, 192, 195, 318, 375, 404, 425]). However, the

relevancy of AI self-awareness from the perspective of AI safety remains a poorly studied

topic, even though the omission of such a functionality in an advanced AI architecture

might lead to far-reaching implications in the future in regard to the safety of this system

if deployed in a dynamic real-world environment. Given that a definition of this relatively

abstract term is controversial and nontrivial, we will in the following first provide a simple

technically oriented definition of AI self-awareness – for which we do not claim any higher

1Note that the term “AGI” as used in this chapter refers to future advanced Type I intelligent systems

whose problem-solving ability exceeds or equates human problem-solving within the domains of interest.
2Red teaming refers to an attack simulation to identify vulnerabilities of systems in a given context.
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suitability in general, but which is specifically conceptualized for our line of argument

– and then subsequently elucidate the reasons for its crucial importance in AI safety

frameworks.

The definition is inspired by systems engineering practices with applications to diverse

types of dynamic systems as e.g. adapted by Kester et al. [261, 262] or van Foeken et al.

[416] and is not restricted to the choice of any particular Type I AI architecture provided

that the AI acts in a not further defined goal-oriented manner, possesses sensors and

actuators as well as the ability to somehow communicate with human entities. For clarity,

when we refer to an advanced AI exhibiting self-awareness in this work, we explicitly

mean an advanced AI which is able to independently perform self-assessment and self-

management, whereby self-assessment designates a set of processes enabling the AI to

determine the performance of its various functions with respect to its goals (e.g. for

associated physical instances, internal cognitive processes, own abilities, own resources,...)

by itself and self-management the capability to adapt its behavior in the real-world on its

own in order to reach its goals based on the information collected through self-assessment.

In addition, the AI is presupposed to be able to communicate the insights obtained after

having performed self-assessment and the choices made in the self-management step to

specified human entities.

In the following, we collate some possible highly relevant advantages for a self-awareness

functionality within an advanced Type I AI architecture from the perspective of AI safety:

� Transparency: Through the ability of a self-aware AGI to allow important insights

into its internal processes to its designers, it by design does not correspond to a

“black-box” system as is the case for many contemporary AI architectures. The

resulting transparency presents a valuable basis for effective AI safety measures.

� Explainability: Since the AGI performs self-management on the basis of a transpar-

ent self-assessment, its decision-making process can be independently documented

and communicated, which might increase the possibility for humans to extract help-

ful explanations for the actions of the AI.

� Trustworthiness: An improved AGI explainability might increase its trustworthiness

and acceptance from a human perspective, which might in turn offer more chances to

test the self-aware AI in a greater variety of real-world environments and contexts.

� Controllability: Through the assumed communication ability of the AGI, a steady

feedback loop between human entities and the AGI might lead to an improved hu-

man control offering many opportunities for testing and the possibility to proactively

integrate more AI safety measures. More details on possible proactive measures are

provided in the next Section 2.3.
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� Fast Adaptation: Self-awareness allows for faster reactions and adaptations to changes

in dynamic environments even in cases where human intervention might not be pos-

sible for temporal reasons which allows for an improved error tolerance and security.

Unwanted scenarios might be more effectively avoided in the presence of negative

feedback from the environment.

� Cost-Effectiveness: There is often a tradeoff between security and cost-effectiveness,

however a self-aware system is inherently more cost-effective for instance due to the

better traceability of its errors, the facilitated maintainability through the trans-

parency of its decision-making processes or because the system can adapt itself to

optimal working in any situation, while lacking any obvious mechanism which might

in exchange lower its security level – by which a double advantage arises.

� Extensibility : Finally, a self-aware AGI could be extended to additionally for in-

stance contain a coarse model of human cognition which could consider human

deficiencies such as cognitive constraints, biases and so on. As a consequence, the

AI could adapt the way it presents information to human entities and consider their

specific constraints to maintain a certain level of explainability.

However, after having compiled possible advantages AI self-awareness could offer to Type I

AI safety, it is important to note that up to now, it was not specified on what basis the

goals of the self-aware goal-oriented AI are crafted in the first place. Moreover, the odds

that a self-aware AI spawns many of the mentioned desirable properties are even largely

dependent on the quality of the goals assigned to it and it is thus clear that self-awareness

taken alone is far from representing a panacea for AI safety, since it does not per se solve

the underlying goal alignment problem. Nonetheless, we argue that AI self-awareness

represents a highly valuable basis for future-oriented AI safety measures due to the vitally

important advantages it could bring forth if combined with appropriate goals. In addition,

AI self-awareness might be able to itself facilitate the process of goal alignment through

the interactive transparent framework suitable for tests in real-world environments it

offers, whereby the selection of adequate goals clearly remains a highly debatable topic on

its own. From our perspective, the therefore required goal function intrinsically reflecting

desirable human values for a self-aware AI could be stipulated by humans which would be

specifically trained in interaction with that AI and possibly ethically as well as cognitively

enhanced on the basis of technological advances/scientific insights, since humanity at its

current stage, seems to exhibit rather insufficient solutions for a thoughtful and safe

future in conjunction with AIs – especially when it comes to the possible necessity for

an unambiguous formulation of human goals. We will further address the motivations for

human enhancement to provide assistance during this mentioned process of goal selection

in Section 2.4.
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2.3 Proactive AI Safety Measures

After having depicted possible benefits as well as still unanswered implications in the con-

text of a self-aware Type I AI, we now focus on crucial AI safety measures which might

be necessary in addition to avoid unintended harmful outcomes during the development

phase and prevent risky scenarios after a subsequent deployment of such an advanced

Type I AI architecture. While the suggested methods would undoubtedly not guarantee

an absolutely risk-free AGI, their indispensability to at least obtain a well tested architec-

ture built with a certain security awareness which particularly also takes the possibility of

intentionally malevolent actors [338] into account, seems however to prohibit their omis-

sion. Beyond that, it seems imperative to incorporate a type of simulations of undesirable

scenarios while developing an advanced Type I AI as a proactive rather than reactive ap-

proach, since the latter might be reckless given the extent of possible future consequences

which could include a number of existential risks [83, 338, 401].

In the long run, further research on the following (unquestionably non-exhaustive and

extendable) measures building on previous work and extending certain concepts could

offer forward-looking hints in this regard:

� Development under adversarial assumptions: Already during the A(G)I develop-

ment phase, the developers should take into account the most important known

types of e.g. integrity vulnerabilities that have been reported regarding other AIs in

the past (this could include rather similar architectures, but importantly also cogni-

tively less sophisticated AIs since it could represent a type of minimum requirement)

and should not per default conjecture a benign environment. In a simplified scheme,

assuming the development of an advanced AI starting nowadays, it should for in-

stance among others be ascertained that none of the known adversarial methods to

fool narrow AIs such as deep neural networks [326] would also lead to a defective

information processing of security-relevant kind if correspondingly corrupted inputs

are presented to the sensors of the AI at hand. Besides that, new types of A(G)I

attacks and corresponding defense mechanisms should be actively ethically investi-

gated. In this context a new subfield of study on “adversarial examples for Type I

AGIs” appears recommendable. While adversarial examples for narrow AIs are for

instance associated with definitions such as “inputs to machine learning models that

an attacker has intentionally designed to cause the model to make a mistake”3, a

corresponding analogy could be derived for Type I AGIs. Ideally, the self-aware

AI itself could be trained in identifying situations susceptible to involve particular

known safety threats.

� A(G)I red team: As it is the case in the context of security systems, developers tend

3Mentioned in: https://blog.openai.com/adversarial-example-research/
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to be biased towards emphasizing the robustness of their system and might addi-

tionally exhibit “blind spots” to existing vulnerabilities while implementing defense

strategies [304], which is why realistic red team events offer an invaluable security

tool in many cybersecurity frameworks [349, 351, 352]. Red teaming has recently as

well be proposed by Brundage et al. [88] in the context of recommendations for an

AI safety framework covering short-term issues for the next 5 years. Similarly, an

external AI red team could in the long-term periodically perform real-world attack

simulations after the deployment of an advanced AI, with the goal to identify certain

types of possibly overlooked vulnerabilities to sophisticated attacks. The red team

could for instance explicitly try to trigger unethical actions on the part of the AI by

placing it in unknown or unusual contexts. In these settings, the blue team would

correspond to the A(G)I developers which are responsible for the defense design

within the AI architecture. Possibly, social engineering performed by the red team

on the blue team could disclose biases underlying the AI training or its architecture

and facilitate the crafting of specific targeted attacks. It is to be expected that such

red team exercises will contribute to strengthen the robustness and possibly even

enhance the cognitive abilities of the AI by providing the AI developers with com-

prehensive hints on how to enhance the defense designs which could for instance be

of meta-cognitive nature. The ultimate objective would be to achieve a state from

which on the self-aware Type I AI has learned to automatically and independently

run self-tests simulating such systematical adversarial attacks.

� Regular measurement of cognitive ability: To maintain transparency and allow for

a certain minimal monitoring of the Type I AI or AGI, it might be essential to be

regularly aware of the level of cognitive ability it exhibits in order to customize the

security measures. Besides classically proposed Turing tests, one further interesting

type of test is the recently proposed “test for detecting qualia” introduced by Yam-

polskiy [447] based on visual illusions. However, instead of utilizing the described

test measures to attempt to reveal the presence of qualia4, we suppose that it could

provide invaluable cues to detect higher cognitive abilities as exhibited by a Type I

AI, since just like human misperceptions (including e.g. optical illusions) can for

instance help to better understand the mechanisms underlying the perception of

humans in cognitive science, so could the analysis of AI misperceptions analogously

help to understand the internals of an advanced AI system. An automatic pro-

gram could periodically test the AI and generate an alarm in the case of “cognitive

anomalies” indicating an unusual increase of cognitive capacity. This regular test

could also be implemented as a self-test mechanism within the self-aware Type I

AI architecture itself. However, an explicit protective mechanism that prevents the

AI or AGI from evolving any kind of harmful goals should be additionally designed

in order to obviate any undesirable scenario. A related core idea to prevent an

4Simply put, qualia can be understood as conscious subjective experiences.
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advanced AI from evolving a type of misaligned goal setting has been described by

Goertzel [191] in the context of his suggestion for a specifically designed “AI Nanny”

developed with a pre-defined set of goals and encompasses for instance “a strong

inhibition against modifying its [the AI Nanny’s] preprogrammed goals” or “a strong

inhibition against rapidly modifying its general intelligence”.

Yet, these strategies in combination with Type I AI self-awareness taken alone might not

be sufficient given the human component in the development of the AI entailing a wide

array of undesirable ethical, cognitive and evolutionary biases.

2.4 Human Enhancement

Whereas in the context of the value alignment problem, the focus is often set on how future

advanced Type I AIs could optimally learn values from human agents be it for instance by

imitation or by predefined ethical goals, a jointly performed technology-supported learning

approach for human agents to enhance their cognitive abilities and ethical frameworks in

order to be able to develop improved capabilities qualifying them to more competently

deal with this highly relevant problem in the first place, remains an under-explored topic.

Given the large array of human deficiencies including for instance cognitive biases [455],

unintentional unethical behavior [386] or limitations of human information processing

which could be considered as major handicaps in succeeding to solve the AI alignment

problem, the approach to extend the abilities of humans in charge of developing an ethical

AI or AGI by science and technology emerges as an auspicious strategy, however certainly

not without reservations.

We postulate that the following two complementary types of human enhancement could

be decisive to ameliorate the value specification abilities of humans improving the odds

to succeed in AI alignment:

� Ethical enhancement: One prominent subproblem of goal alignment can be simply

described as to make the AI learn human goals [401]. For this purpose, humans

obviously need to be first aware of the values they really intend to implement in

order to encode them as a factual set of prioritized goals within an advanced Type I

AI model. Similarly, as stated in [30], humans need to become better “ethical regu-

lators” (e.g. of themselves and of AIs) in an era which will be more and more shaped

by AI. This task might inter alia require a better type of “self-assessment” on the

part of humans – especially with regard to their own concrete ethical preferences,

abilities and constraints. To improve the required human ethical self-assessment
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for the development of safe AIs, developers should consider a dynamic multifari-

ous science-based ethical framework which could for instance encompass debiasing

training [309] as well as methods from behavioral ethics [148] and could in the future

even include a type of Type I AI-assisted debiasing training where the same self-

aware Type I AI which is periodically checked for safety could e.g. act as “teacher”

in game settings providing a personalized feedback to its developers which could be

expanded to a testing of acquired ethically relevant skills. Additionally, the group

formation of the AI or AGI developers itself should ideally reflect a synergetic het-

erogeneity of worldviews to fend off inequality and unnecessary biases at the core

of the goal selection process.

� Cognitive enhancement: Some decades ago, the cybernetics pioneer Ross Ashby ex-

pressed the following train of thought [31] : “[...] it is not impossible that what

is commonly referred to as “intellectual power” may be equivalent to “power of ap-

propriate selection”. [...] If this is so, and as we know that power of selection can

be amplified, it seems to follow that intellectual power, like physical power, can be

amplified.” Even if this statement might still reflect a controversial issue and hu-

man enhancement technologies are still in their infancy, expected progresses in areas

such as nanorobotics, bionics, biotechnology, brain-computer interface research or

the newly arisen field of cyborg intelligence integrating “the best of both machine

and biological intelligences” [388] might lead to considerably extended possibili-

ties for cognitive enhancement in the foreseeable future. Transferring the term

used in Ashby’s statement to a different context, we argue that (possibly Type I

AI-assisted) methods to increase the human “power of appropriate goal selection”

within the framework of A(G)I development given the ethical values agreed upon

while supported by preceding ethical enhancement procedures, represent an essential

future research direction to be pursued for AI safety reasons. For this purpose, one

could first experimentally improve on presently clearly not sufficient enhancement

concepts such as mental training, human-machine interface tools, neurofeedback,

non-invasive brain stimulation methods, multi-mind brain-computer interfaces for

decision-making or nootropics. Later on, a reasonable priority for a self-aware Type I

AI might even be to generate methods facilitating human cognitive enhancement

and develop concepts where if procurable the Type I AI augments rather than surro-

gates human entities initiating a bidirectional learning framework. Besides that, the

group composition of A(G)I developers should ideally promote multidisciplinarity in

order to reduce the occurrences of AI safety relevant blind spots in the development

phase and should comprise numerous partcipants with diverse research backgrounds.

While it should be clear that human enhancement pathways cannot guarantee the preven-

tion of an occurring unethical Type I AI [10], not to perform human enhancement does

not guarantee it either. Furthermore, the abstention from ethical human enhancement
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also does not necessarily prevent the performance of unethical human enhancement by

malevolent actors at a later stage. Therefore, we argue that the early practice of human

enhancement for ethical purposes like the improvement of the value specification process

for AI alignment, might increase the odds of a resulting ethical AGI and could even in

the long-term facilitate the detection of potential unethical AGI development or uneth-

ical human enhancement through the bundled cognitive and ethical abilities that could

emerge out of the suggested bidirectional framework of mutual enhancement.

2.5 Conclusion and Future Prospects

We postulated that Type I AI self-awareness represents a highly valuable functionality

from the perspective of AI safety as it might be helpful for the error tolerance subtask of

AI alignment as well as indirectly for value specification and provides many advantages

such as transparency or explainability. We then introduced a number of proactive AI

safety measures including A(G)I red teaming which could be necessary in addition to the

self-awareness functionality to maintain security and which might be beneficial for the

error tolerance subproblem. We set forth that the described framework alone might not

be sufficient due to the ethical and cognitive constraints AI developers exhibit as human

beings and proposed a jointly performed inter alia AI-assisted ethical as well as cognitive

enhancement procedure to support the goal selection process. We do not claim that the

described hybrid framework represents a complete approach warranting the safety of the

Type I AI or of a therefrom emerging superintelligence, but argue that it might underpin

the importance of a multidisciplinary approach to AI safety and motivate a new useful

holistic perspective on the complex problem of AI alignment which might in turn shape

future developments towards a beneficial form of Type I superintelligence (i.e. an AI with

problem solving abilities exceeding the human baseline across the most relevant domains

of interest). Finally, we stress that possible future research on self-aware Type I AIs as

well as research on ethical and cognitive enhancement for AI safety should not be reserved

to stakeholders like corporations, the military or a presumed elite group of AI or AGI de-

velopers, but be instead performed open-source and shared across diverse communities for

the benefit of mankind. Moreover, a science-based debate on the implications of disrup-

tive technological advancements [342] should be encouraged and existential risks through

Type I superintelligence should be thoroughly analyzed – especially regarding scenarios

implying the presence of malicious actors [10, 338].
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2.6 Contextualization

In this chapter, a preliminary approach to the value alignment problem (value specification

and error tolerance) has been discussed. Among others, self-awareness and proactive AI

safety measures have been proposed to increase error tolerance and indirectly support

the value specification process. While the focus in this chapter was generally on highly

advanced Type I AI, the self-awareness concept has been described as a challenge for

the computer science community and been identified as requirement for the meaningful

control of any intelligent system in a follow-up work by Werkhoven et al. [428] – making

self-awareness already essential for present-day projects on intelligent systems. However,

for a full account of the value specification subtask, the briefly mentioned concept of a

goal function encoding human ethical values and legal constraints is necessary in addition.

This type of utility function is denoted ethical goal function in the following.

The complex endeavor of equipping intelligent systems with an appropriate ethical goal

function can be understood as an AI governance task and additionally requires a scientifi-

cally grounded approach to morality with elements from psychology and cognitive science

as will become apparent in the next chapters. For instance, it was initially assumed that

such ethical goal functions would need to correspond to a consequentialist and utilitarian

framework given that a mathematical utility function was required to explicitly quantify

ethical and legal constraints. Thereby, the need for classical utilitarian utility functions

U(s′) assigning utilities to the outcomes of actions widely used in the AI field [363] for

Markov decision process related “rational” agents and borrowed from economics was an

implicit assumption. The reason being that back then, alternative theoretical motivations

for cardinal utility functions were missing and utilitarian utility functions were seen as

sole option as a consequence.

However, as will be expounded in the next Chapter 3, Eckersley [152] showed in the

meantime that such utilitarian objective functions/utility functions face certain impos-

sibility theorems if applied in contexts where human lives and well-being measures are

at stake (which could be the case for certain types of intelligent systems). Simply put,

classical utilitarian utility functions were shown to be unable to capture human ethical

intuitions which seemed to entail that ethical goal functions for meaningful control in

sensible safety-critical contexts are per definitionem impossible. Would that conclusion

be true, it would raise multiple security-relevant open questions on the feasibility of mean-

ingful control of intelligent systems. However, the following Chapter 3 identifies a solution

to the puzzle by pointing out a possibility (and the linked necessary conditions) to formu-

late context-sensitive and affective ethical goal functions that would not be touched by

the mentioned impossibility theorems. For this purpose, we analyze the underlying philo-

sophical and mathematical considerations while incorporating aspects from psychology
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and elements from a branch of mathematics denoted order theory5. This novel approach

differing from classical utilitarianism paves the way for a reformulation of the concept of

utility functions. Moreover, this view incorporating affective elements is more scientifi-

cally plausible as touched upon in Chapter 4 and 6. Beyond that, Chapter 7 conveys the

necessity of conceiving of human enhancement measures for ethical debiasing in AI safety

as cognitive-affective.

5Order theory [324] is a subfield of mathematics dealing with binary relations. The link to utilitarian

utility functions U(s′) can be illustrated by a simplified example. Consider a set of outcomes (of actions)

S = {s′1, s′2} and a binary relation ≥ determining the subjective ethical desirability of an outcome such

that s′1 > s′2 iff s′1 is ethically more desirable than s′2. In the case s′1 > s′2 holds, a corresponding

cardinal utility function U(s′) formulated at the level of the outcomes s′ of actions would encode that

U(s′1) > U(s′2).
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Chapter 3

Transformative AI Governance and

Preemptive Simulations for Ethical

Goal Functions

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman

and L. Kester. Transformative AI Governance and AI-Empowered Ethical Enhancement

Through Preemptive Simulations. Delphi – Interdisciplinary Review of Emerging Tech-

nologies, 2(1):23–29, 2019. As the first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital

contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write down the content and to perform

an extensive literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

3.1 Introduction

As the problem-solving ability of AI increased significantly during this decade, its scope of

application has been extended to various areas including ethically relevant fields such as

the development of autonomous systems. In this chapter, we evince why for the purpose

of effective AI governance, humans have to quantitatively specify their ethical conceptions

within a utility-based framework. Thereby, the implementation of advanced Type I AI sys-

tems not only forces society to provide machine-understandable ethical goal functions, but

it also simultaneously facilitates a new transformative socio-technological feedback-loop

with the potential for a dynamic ethical enhancement at the societal level. Furthermore,

we exemplify why a common objection to consequentialism related to impossibility theo-

rems does not represent a general argument against the feasibility of such a utility-based

framework with ethical goal functions despite the soundness of these theorems. Finally,

we elaborate on how AI (and broader science and technology) might equip humans with

a novel particularly powerful preemptive tool within a socio-technological feedback-loop:
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the ability to get access to a simulated first-person experience of future states of the world

and the estimation of the related – as we term it – artificially simulated future instant

utility.

3.2 Utility-Based AI Governance Strategy

The pertinent progress in research on intelligent systems exhibiting a higher and higher

problem-solving ability confronts society with the need to select appropriate AI gover-

nance strategies in order to identify the required legal and ethical framework. In this

context, one could distinguish four main conceivable candidate clusters of strategies to

govern intelligent systems: 1) prohibitive, 2) self-regulative, 3) deontological and 4) utility-

based approaches. In the following, we will explain how for different social and technical

systems- engineering oriented reasons, solution 4) represents the only recommendable AI

governance strategy from this pool. First, the prohibitive strategy 1) aiming at funda-

mentally restricting or even banning research on advanced AI systems can be classified

as an approach with a highly unlikely practicability given the incentives for technological

progress and is thus not further considered. Second, method 2) foresees self-regulative

mechanisms which might be inherent to the market or to the specific architectural design

of the intelligent systems and might account for the emergence of a certain stability after

the deployment of these systems. However, since the AI landscape is highly heteroge-

neous, society could not rely on the conception that safe, secure and ethical designs are

necessarily preeminent on the market and would moreover face confusing entanglements

within the assignment of responsibilities to specific users, manufacturers, operators or

legislators. Since it therefore appears unfeasible to ensure a sufficient level of controlla-

bility within a deployment of intelligent systems in accordance with strategy 2), it is not

further considered in this analysis. At first sight, the remaining feasible strategies seem

to be the deontological method 3) whose goal is to embed ethical values in AI systems

via deontological rules and the utility-based approach 4) for which ethical values have to

be quantitatively encoded into machine-readable mathematical objective functions.

Generally, it can be assumed that it is in the interest of a democratic society that the eth-

ical framework utilized for intelligent systems is determined by society itself or a suitable

representation of society such as the legislative power. In this context, a transparent dis-

entanglement of responsibilities ensuring that the systems act in accordance with ethical

and legal frameworks as specified by the legislative power and facilitating the attribution

of responsibilities by the judicial power would be made possible. On a technical level, one

would thereby need an approach able to actually practically realize the necessary disen-

tanglement of the what and the how. More precisely, it has to be a technically feasible

method within which the final (ethical) goals of an intelligent system (the what) and its
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problem-solving ability (the how) are orthogonal [82] to each other. We denote this type

of technical systems-engineering oriented solution for a responsible governance of intelli-

gent systems orthogonality-based disentanglement of responsibilities. In the case of both

methods 3) and 4), legislators could theoretically be responsible for the ethical framework

and the manufacturers for the technical implementation of the intelligent systems includ-

ing their safety and security. However, in the next paragraph, we will briefly enumerate

a number of rationales that exemplify why the deontological method 3) cannot be seen

as a possible instantiation of that disentanglement procedure, leaving the utility-based

method 4) as the only realistic AI governance strategy.

First the attempt of method 3) to try to formulate deontological rules for every sit-

uation an intelligent system might encounter in a complex real-world environment is

technically impracticable (it leads to a “state-action space explosion” [428]). Conversely,

for the utility-based strategy 4), there exist corresponding systems engineering oriented

techniques on how to implement run-time adaptive models equipped with a so-called

“self-awareness” functionality (self-management, self-assessment and the ability to pro-

vide explanations [12]) that would not face such problems. Second, since law is formulated

in natural language which is intrinsically ambiguous on multiple linguistic levels, either

an intelligent system implemented in accordance with method 3) will have to extract

meaning out of this text material using fault-prone natural language processing tech-

niques or the developers might make use of ontologies encoding law which would however

require them to first interpret law,which would in turn violate the idea of disentangling

responsibilities. Using approach 4), one could circumvent these drawbacks by crafting

unambiguous mathematical functions formulated by (a representation of) society. In the

following, these objective functions that should encode the ethical and legal framework

are referred to as ethical goal functions. Third, legal frameworks often leave trade-offs

and dilemmas open which the deontological approach cannot directly solve [428], a prob-

lem which a utility-based system would not encounter. Fourth, an update of laws in the

deontological case will require every manufacturer to costly modify the built-in ethical

framework, while the utility-based solution would only require a centralized update of

an ethical goal function. Fifth, the mathematically defined nature of approach 4) opens

up new possibilities for a dynamical AI-empowered ethical enhancement of society and

might – with an ethical goal function as its core – generate a beneficial socio-technological

feedback-loop (as will be introduced in Section II) which a deontological approach cannot

afford. Therefore, the utility-based strategy can be regarded as the only both feasible

and desirable instantiation of the orthogonality- based disentanglement of responsibilities

required if society is willing to realize efficient AI governance measures.
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3.3 Dynamical Ethical Enhancement

The realization of a utility-based approach to AI governance utilizing ethical goal func-

tions should be considered as a dynamical process in which these functions are steadily

reviewed and updated. Given a domain, the legislative could provide anethical goal func-

tion to a given stakeholder. This ethical goal function would quantitatively specify the

utility of every outcome of actions an intelligent system might select in that domain while

the stakeholder operates a system which would have to perform actions maximizing the

expected utility given that (potentially customised) function. During the deployment of

the intelligent system, the system provides explanations for its actions to the stakeholder

while the legislative as well as policy-makers have the possibility to collect observations

on the environment within which the intelligent systems carry out actions. Based on this

analysis considering quantifiable ethical impacts, a new scientifically grounded update of

the ethical goal function can be undertaken. In a next step, the legislative provides the

new updated goal function to the stakeholder by which the loop starts anew. (Thereby,

the role of the manufacturer is to provide sufficient security and safety testing measures

before the deployment of an intelligent system after every update of ethical goal functions.

Finally, after the deployment of the system, the judicial power is able to adequately as-

sign responsibilities to participating entities given their explanations.) We call this loop

within which society achieves an ethical enhancement through the use of technology the

socio-technological feedback-loop. Importantly, this feedback-loop is not restricted to an

implementation within real-world environments, since an AI-aided technique called “pol-

icy by simulation” [428] enables the generation of what-if scenarios via simulations in

a much more time-efficient, cost-efficient and safer way. As a result, policy-makers can

perform policy experimentation with different goal functions in simulation environments

which facilitates the choice of appropriate safe ethical goal functions. Moreover, since the

ethical goal functions represent a type of encoding of ethics, AI might enable society to

implement more ethical AI systems and by doing this ultimately enhance human ethical

thinking.

From the perspective of Type I AI safety, this socio-technological feedback-loop might

immanently contribute to tackle the control problem and the value alignment problem –

with the former being the task on how to build advanced AI systems that do not harm

humans and the latter addressing how to implement AI that is aligned with human values.

Likewise, it is cogitable that if multiple societies at an international level opt for this type

of governance solution with ethical goal functions, which, as in the case of classical laws

will have to be made publicly accessible, this will promote transparency and safety of

global AI research while fostering the efficient development of more ethical frameworks.

Achieving an international consensus on using this strategy might thereby additionally

represent a solution to the “AI coordination problem” which is the non-trivial issue of
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making sure that global AI research is dovetailed in such a way that no entity actually

implements an unethical and unsafe advanced AI in the first place. However, the success

of initiating an approach based on ethical goal functions will be crucially dependent on

the quality of the procedure of utility assignment consisting of a mapping of utility values

to states of the world as required to be performed by (a representation of) society. In

the next section, we will address a common apparently weighty objection against the

feasibility of such a clear assignment within consequentialist frameworks and explain why

it does not affect the design of ethical goal functions for artificial intelligent systems. What

is more, we point out a fundamental misconception underlying that objection. Finally,

in a further section, we elaborate on a conceivable possibly futuristic seeming research

direction that might contribute to obtain utility assignments of an improved quality by

allowing humans to in a sense experience future well-being in the present.

3.4 Implications of Impossibility Theorems for AI

Governance and Ethical Enhancement

Possible areas of application for intelligent systems encompass ethically relevant contexts

within which the decision-making process might directly affect the well-being of currently

living people or populations of people that might exist in the future [152]. For this

reason, it is of critical importance to make sure that ethical goal functions are able to

safely encode desirable conceptions on population ethics which are not in conflict with

those of the society that crafted it. Population ethics [214] is an area of philosophy

addressing ethical issues concerning populations with varying numbers or/and identities

of their members. One interesting element of a population ethics theory is the derived

population axiology which represents the ordering of different population states according

to their ethical desirability. By way of illustration, consider the simplified example of

comparing a population A of ca. 10 billion members and a very high positive welfare with

a population Z of ca. 10.000 billion members and a much lower only barely acceptable

but still positive welfare. At first sight, it seems that population A should be ranked

higher than population Z, since it appears to be the ethically preferable population state

of both if one had the choice. However, the näıve application of total utilitarianism to this

example leads to the circumstance that “any loss in the quality of lives in a population can

be compensated for by a sufficient gain in the quantity of a population” [29] which might

potentially lead to the solution that population Z should be preferred to population A.

This would be the case if the area below the welfare curve – here simply representing the

number of people multiplied by their welfare – is bigger for population Z in comparison to
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population A1. This non-intuitive and potentially unethical type of result when applying

total utilitarianism to population ethics has been termed a “repugnant conclusion” by

Derik Parfit [328].

Diverse mathematical and philosophical approaches to avoid this repugnant conclusion

have been studied, but led to the insight that reasonable approaches able to avoid this

conclusion entail one or more comparable unethically seeming conclusion( s) as shown

by Arrhenius [29] in one of his impossibility theorems. More precisely, he proved that

no welfarist population axiology can concurrently satisfy a certain number of required

ethical desiderata [214]. This means that a complete ranking of states of populations

(mathematically corresponding to a total order of these populations) according to their

ethical desirability is not possible2. Prima facie, this circumstance might pose a poten-

tial obstacle to the implementation of intelligent systems equipped with an ethical goal

function assigning utility to states of the world for instance related to the well-being of

people, since it seems as if this utility assignment could not be performed in the first place

without inherently leading to one or more unethical conclusion( s). However, we will elab-

orate on how despite their soundness, impossibility theorems asserting the impossibility

of an unambiguously ethical welfarist population axiology (and thus the impossibility of

a corresponding ethical total order over possible population states) do not represent a

valid argument against the general viability of crafting ethical goal functions in order to

achieve ethical intelligent systems.

In the example comparing population A to population Z, it was assumed that the utili-

tarian observer( s) performing the assignment of utility to each of these population states

would allot the higher utility to the population state for which the area below the wel-

fare curve is bigger. Thereby, the utilitarian observer( s) would assume a third-person

perspective, since a remote measure of the welfare of people within the populations is con-

sidered. However, by doing this, a detachment from any own hedonic utility is actually

taking place. We designate this detachment as the perspectival fallacy of utility assign-

ment. We argue that in fact, a utility-based decision-making should not be necessarily

regarded as a remote, detached and passive endeavor, but could instead be implemented

as an active task based on the own experienced utility (as perceived from a first-person

perspective) that arises in real-time while mentally evaluating and thereby simulating the

different alternative scenarios. For it is e.g. known that “anticipatory emotions arise in

reaction to mental discrete images of the outcome of a decision” [54] and that this men-

tal simulation phenomenon termed “conceptual consumption” [187] provides a basis for

decision-making. Moreover, to consider the thereby experienced utility in this immediate

1However, note that in a few paragraphs it will become apparent that this type of utility assignment

can be too simplistic.
2Note, that this finding does not only apply to consequentialist frameworks, since every classical

normative moral theory needs a population axiology which is why e.g. deontological analogues for impos-

sibility theorems are similarly conceivable, see [214].
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hedonic sense is much closer to the original idea of “utility” as introduced by Jeremy Ben-

tham [68]. Therefore, we argue that a society willing to perform a utility assignment with

the goal to achieve a contextualized population axiology, could rate different populations

states according to the aggregated experienced utility that the simulation of these states

generates in the minds of the members of this society.

When further considering this type of utility elicitation, it becomes clear that the util-

ity that a utilitarian would assign to an outcome would be dependent on its mental state

which might e.g. inherently encode individual psychological, temporal, biographical, social

and cultural information. In the case of a utilitarian society, the overall resulting utility

would encode an aggregation of the mental states of all its members. In the following,

we refer to this general dependence on mental states as the mental-state-dependence of

population axiology. Due to this dependence, it is cogitable that different mental states

could potentially lead to different population axiologies i.e. varying mental states could

lead to varying total orders over population states. Now reconsidering the impossibility

theorem of Arrhenius stating that no welfarist axiology can simultaneously satisfy a num-

ber of required ethical desiderata, it becomes however clear that he actually examined

the possibility of the one single absolute context-independent and state-independent ax-

iology given a population ethics framework. Therefore, what was proven is only that no

single mental-state-independent axiology can simultaneously satisfy a number of ethical

desiderata. This lets the eventuality untouched that a utility assignment considering the

first-person perspective of a society performing that assignment might be able to lead to

a mental-state-dependent axiology which could simultaneously satisfy a number of eth-

ical desiderata. More precisely, it might still be possible that a state-dependent total

order of population states would be achievable without entailing any unethically seeming

conclusion.

For illustrative purposes, one could reconsider the example with population A and popula-

tion Z, but now considering utility assignments based on own experienced utility. Further,

we assume that both populations are future populations that could result out of a policy-

making measure that the society which performs the utility assignment might take or not

take. In today’s society, it appears intuitively ethical to prefer population A, because for

most people, mentally simulating the future population A seems to have a higher positive

intensity than the case with the future population Z. This is well reflected in the emo-

tionally connoted use of the term repugnant conclusion in the case population Z would be

preferred instead. However, one could conversely for instance imagine that the current so-

ciety performing the utility assignment is similar to population Z both with regard to the

number of persons and their welfare. Supposing that this society would like to perform

a utility assignment for a policy measure that should either transform society towards

population A in the future or rather keep it in a similar form with the same number of

people and the same welfare, it is easily comprehensible that a different conclusion might
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arise. Namely, it is possible that this society might perceive the option with population

A as a dying out or even as a genocide and would, despite the higher welfare level, assign

higher utilities to population Z due to the negatively valenced mental simulation of this

scenario. This new total order placing population Z before population A would however

appear natural to most people3. This circumstance can be explained by the introduced

mental-state-dependence of population axiology. Without a mental context, the utility of

a state has no meaning in ethics. To sum up, coming back to the realization of ethical

intelligent systems via ethical goal functions, we showed that an impossibility theorem for

consequentialist frameworks does not represent a valid argument against the possibility for

a society to actually craft these ethical goal functions – as long as their nature is inherently

mental-state-dependent4. In that respect, a dynamical update of ethical goal functions as

society evolves towards different states along the time axis within a socio-technological

feedback-loop might even be necessary since different total orders of population states

could be suitable for different distinct states that society might reach as time goes by.

3.5 Experiencing Future Well-Being in the Present

As described in the last section in the context of the perspectival fallacy of utility assign-

ment, it is expedient to consider utility as being grounded in hedonic experience from

a first-person perspective. Admittedly, so far, we did not concretize how to objectively

measure this experienced utility which might however be crucial for the process of craft-

ing ethical goal functions. For one thing, one might question the scientific measurability

of hedonic experience in the first place. Secondly, one might assume that experienced

utility can if measurable, be indirectly inferred from a third-person perspective via ob-

served choices of individuals from which the so-called decision utility – potentially already

reflecting hedonic experience – is often extracted in economics. However, as shown by

Kahneman in multiple studies [254] experienced utility can indeed be measured and used

for interpersonal comparisons. Moreover, he demonstrated that decision utility is not nec-

essarily congruent with experienced utility due to multiple human cognitive biases. Thus,

in the following, we presuppose that experienced utility is objectively measurable and

3Put very simply, if the utility assigning population M has less than 8 billion people (such as the world

today), choosing a policy-making measure p to get to either A (a population with 10 billion members

and very high positive welfare) or Z (a population of 10.000 billion members with much lower and only

barely acceptable but still positive welfare), leads to the selection of A. The reason being that it appears

that U(A) > U(Z) since in this context, the transition (M,p,A) seems ethically preferable and because

(M,p, Z) seems “repugnant” in comparison. If however M consists of 10.000 billion members like Z, the

transition (M,p,A) suddenly seems repugnant instead and U(Z) > U(A) simply because to get from M

to A might signify that p implies e.g. a genocide reducing 10.000 billion people to 10 billion people.
4The next Chapter 4 provides more details on the novel framework required to encode such mental-

state-dependent i.e. affective and context-sensitive utility functions.
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represents a more realistic model of hedonic experience which is directly linked to human

wellbeing/ happiness. While other approaches considering a first-person perspective on

experienced well-being are certainly possible, this contribution exemplarily focuses on the

assumption made by Kahneman according to which experienced utility can be measured

via its basic building block termed instant utility. He describes instant utility as being

“a measure of hedonic and affective experience, which can be derived from immediate re-

ports of current subjective experience or from physiological indices” [254]. For subjective

experiences spanning over a certain time slot, Kahneman introduces the notion of total

utility which is constructed from temporal profiles of instant utility. (More precisely, he

defines it as being the temporal integral of instant utility.) Further, he assumes that

objective happiness represents the average utility given a certain period of time [253].

Thus, the consideration of instant utility can be seen as a bottom-up approach to well-

being/happiness.

Having introduced what could be the basic measure for the experienced utility assignment

procedure, it is important to note that instant utility would capture the immediate hedonic

experience while the outcome of a certain decision is taking place. However, one has to

craft ethical goal functions before the outcomes of actions performed by the intelligent

system take place. This requirement seems impossible to fulfill. The only practicable

approximation seems to be a predicted utility representing our belief on the experienced

utility we might experience from a future outcome. With other words, individuals might

envisage a future scenario and assign utility according to the effect this mental simulation

has on them. However, experiments led to the conclusion that predicted utility is subject

to diverse considerable cognitive biases and often crucially differs from instant utility. For

instance, it has been shown that people exhibit a “limited understanding and ability to

predict their own enjoyment of goods and activities” [254]. Since this circumstance might

lead to ethical goal functions that do not maximize on the actually desired objective

of happiness/well-being and this might even lead to safety issues, we argue that it is

important to complement the utilization of predicted utility with sophisticated proactive

measures.

Given current technological advancements including the possibility to perform AI-aided

preemptive techniques for policy-making like “policy by simulation” (as mentioned in Sec-

tion 3.3), we argue that it might similarly be possible to approximate the instant utility

of future outcomes more accurately by means of simulation environments. In the future,

such preemptive policy experimentation procedures could allow society (or a represen-

tation thereof) to directly experience scenarios leading to future states of the world as

computed by AI systems for instance within a simulated virtual reality or augmented

reality environment. By doing this, society might literally be able to experience (an ap-

proximation of) future well-being in the present. During this simulated future experience,

one might use respective methods to measure instant utility (and the total utility com-
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puted therefrom) in real-time. We call this type of experienced utility artificially simulated

future instant utility. Depending on the quality of the simulations, it is thinkable that this

artificially simulated future instant utility would represent a much better approximation

of the true instant utility that the outcome would elicit than it would be the case for

the predicted utility. While predicted utility is among others mainly based on a mental

simulation distorted by human biases which could lead to safety-critical errors, realistic

simulation environments might provide a more concise estimation and thus a better and

safer assessment on how different outcomes of actions that intelligent systems might take

finally relate to human well-being.

3.6 Conclusion

If it holds that objective happiness represents a suitable bottom-up approach to well-

being/happiness5, then an ideal strategy to promote human well-being, would be to im-

plement ethical intelligent systems able to maximize on the aggregated simulated future

instant utility (i.e. the correspondingly aggregated total utility) that a society experienced

during the preemptive simulations of states of the world. In this ideal world, ethical goal

functions would serve exactly this purpose. However, besides the fact that AI models are

not omniscient and might not be able to always yield reliable predictions of future world

states, it is obvious that a utility assignment by society on all possible outcomes is not fea-

sible. Therefore, this full utility assignment reflecting the aggregated artificially simulated

future instant utility of society with regard to all states of the world can only be comple-

mented and approximated by AI models via cardinal ethical goal functions with multiple

parameters. (Note that one could also consider to conceptually incorporate parameters

derived from top down approaches to well-being such as e.g. the PERMA model of positive

psychology [382] which similarly considers a first-person perspective on experienced well-

being.) However, we presume that already a dynamic update of such approximate ethical

goal functions might offer a huge potential to promote human well-being using intelli-

gent systems. Overall, it can therefore be summarized that the presented utility-based

AI governance approach would not only be able to address fundamental global issues

such as the AI value alignment problem, but it would also facilitate a transformative

socio-technological feedback-loop with unseen opportunities for the ethical enhancement

of humans and their pursuit of well-being. Importantly, we further showed that despite

the soundness of impossibility theorems for classical consequentialist frameworks, these

theorems do not entail the impossibility of the proposed transformative AI governance

strategy which is based on mental-state-dependent ethical goal functions.

5From the perspective of constructionist accounts in psychology such concepts would be instead un-

derstood as constructions and a valence-based instant utility could be categorized as one of the affective

ingredients of every construction. This view is further considered in Chapter 6.
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3.7 Contextualization

This chapter expounded why a Type I AI governance strategy based on utility functions is

not categorically impossible if those functions additionally encode information about the

mental simulations underlying moral judgements. Such simulations do not only consider

the outcome of actions but also the context within which these outcomes occurred. This

could for instance include the nature of the actions and the initial state from which on ac-

tions are performed. It has been argued in this chapter that by allowing a context-sensitive

and mental-state-dependent perspective beyond purely behavioristic considerations, ethi-

cal goal functions could overcome the constraints of classical utilitarian objective functions

linked to consequentialism. However, it seems premature to regard the problem as solved

without further specifying the fundamental difference between this novel type of context-

sensitive utility functions and their classical counterpart. Furthermore, such a clarification

would facilitate a subsequent formalization necessary for guidelines to obtain an appropri-

ate machine-readable format. In the next Chapter 4, we elaborate further on this novel

framework underlying context-sensitive and affective utility functions which we denote

augmented utilitarianism. Importantly, it is crucial to note that augmented utilitarianism

does not represent a subtype of utilitarianism/consequentialism since it allows to consider

simulations encoding agent, action and outcome as opposed to these views. Moreover, it

does not represent a prescriptive normative framework. In short, the goal of augmented

utilitarianism is not the formulation of ethical imperatives motivating “what humans

ought to do”, but it represents a descriptive and explanatory scientific endeavor aiming

at aggregating information relevant to human moral judgements in a more adequate form

than prevailing utility functions (and in a manner that is untouched by the mentioned

impossibility theorems) to facilitate meaningful control. One guiding question is rather

for instance: “how to formulate ethical goal functions that do not violate human ethical

intuitions?”. While so far, the field of AI safety addressed ethical frameworks for AI

systems mainly from the perspective of philosophy, this new endeavor necessitates consid-

erations from scientific disciplines such as cognitive science and psychology. In our view,

philosophical thought experiments often offer excellent opportunities for illustrations in

AI safety, however a grounding in science is necessitated to accurately model human ethi-

cal conceptions and try to capture meaning in ethics pertaining to intelligent systems – a

requirement for meaningful control. Thus, the next chapter uses philosophical questions

from AI safety related to moral judgements as starting point but then theoretically mo-

tivates the need for augmented utilitarianism from a psychological and cognitive sciences

perspective. In a later Chapter 6, we address more practical details and mathematical

formalization aspects for ethical goal functions crafted with augmented utilitarianism.
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Chapter 4

Augmented Utilitarianism for AI

Safety

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman and

L. Kester. Augmented Utilitarianism for AGI Safety. In International Conference on

Artificial General Intelligence, pages 11-21. Springer, 2019. As the first author of the

underlying paper, I had a vital contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write

down the content and to perform an extensive literature research as well as in-depth

analysis.

4.1 Introduction

The problem of unambiguously specifying human goals for advanced AI systems such that

these systems once deployed, do not violate the implicitly underlying intended human con-

ceptions by pursuing unforeseen solutions, has been referred to as the “literalness”[301,

445] or also “perverse instantiation” [83, 444] problem. A higher problem solving ability

does not necessarily entail the integration of the contextual knowledge required from an

advanced AI in order to accurately interpret human ethical conceptions. Therefore, it

is of great importance from the perspective of AI safety and AI ethics to a priori con-

sider this crucial issue when crafting quantitative utility functions for intelligent systems

that would operate based on the human goals these functions encode. Recently, a novel

type of such explicitly formulated utility functions denoted ethical goal functions [14, 428]

has been introduced as critical tool for a society to achieve a meaningful control of au-

tonomous intelligent systems aligned with human ethical values. Departing from this,

we show why in order to design ethical goal functions and avoid perverse instantiation

scenarios, one needs a novel type of ethical framework for the utility elicitation on whose

basis these functions are crafted. We introduce a new to be described socio-technological
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ethical framework denoted Augmented Utilitarianism (which we abbreviate with AU in

the following).

While multiple methods have been suggested as moral theory approaches to achieve eth-

ical objective functions for AIs [159, 160] (including classical ethical frameworks like con-

sequentialism or encompassing methods based on uncertain objectives and moral uncer-

tainty [79, 152]), most approaches do not provide a fundamental solution to the underlying

problem which wrongly appears to be solely of philosophical nature. According to Go-

ertzel [193], “pithy summaries of complex human values evoke their commonly accepted

meanings only within the human cultural context”. More generally, we argue that in order

to craft utility functions that should not lead to a behavior of advanced AI systems vio-

lating human ethical intuitions, one has to scientifically consider relevant contextual and

embodied information. Moreover, it could be highly valuable to take into account human

biases and constraints that obstruct ethical decision-making and attempt to remediate re-

sulting detrimental effects using science and technology. In contrast to the AU approach

we will present, most currently known moral theories and classical ethical frameworks

considered for advanced AI systems do not integrate these decisive elements and might

therefore riskily not exhibit a sufficient safety level with regard to perverse instantiation.

4.2 Deconstructing Perverse Instantiation

Using the generic notation < FinalGoal > : < PerverseInstantiation >, we enumerate

a few conceivable perverse instantion scenarios that have been formulated in the past:

1. “Make us smile” : “Paralyze human facial musculatures into constant beaming

smiles” (example by Bostrom [83])

2. “Make us happy” : “Implant electrodes into the pleasure centers of our brains”

(example by Bostrom [83])

3. “Making all people happy” : “Killing all people [...] as with zero people around all

of them are happy” (example by Yampolskiy [445])

4. “Making all people happy” : “Forced lobotomies for every man, woman and child

[...]” (example by Yampolskiy [445])

From our view, one could extract the following two types of failures out of the specified

perverse instantiations: misspecification of final goal criteria and the so called perspec-

tival fallacy of utility assignment [14] which will become apparant in our explanation.

First, one could argue that already the proposed formulations regarding the criteria of

the final goal do not optimally capture the nature of the intended sense from a scientific
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perspective which might have finally misguided the AI. While the concept of happiness

certainly represents a highly ambiguous construct, modern research in the field of positive

psychology [337, 383], hedonic psychology [253] and further research areas offers a scien-

tific basis to assess what it means for human entities. For instance, one might come to

the conclusion that a highly desirable final goal of humanity for a superintelligence rather

represents a concept which is close to the notion of “well-being”. In psychology, well-being

has been among others described as a construct consisting of five measurable elements:

positive emotions, engagement, relationships, meaning and achievement (PERMA) [382].

Another known psychological measure for well-being is subjective well-being [290] (SWB)

which is composed of frequent positive affect, infrequent negative affect and life satisfac-

tion [91, 138]. In both cases, happiness only represents a subelement of the respective

well-being construct. Similarly, as stated by Diener and Bieswas-Diener [139], “happiness

alone is not enough; people need to be happy for the right reasons”. Coming back to the

provided examples for perverse instantiation, in the cases 1, 2 and 4, it is implausible that

a pluralistic criteria of well-being like PERMA would have been met.

Second, it is however important to note that even if the final goal would have been specified

in a way reflecting psychological insights, a perverse instantiation cannot necessarily be

precluded without more ado. By way of illustration, we correspondingly reformulate the

example 3 within a new type of perverse instantiation and provide an additional example.

We thereby use the term “flourish” to allude to the achievement of a high level of well-

being in line with a psychological understanding of the concept as exemplified in the last

paragraph.

5. Make all people flourish : Killing all people

6. Make all people flourish : Initiate a secret genocide until the few uninformed people

left in future generations all flourish

Despite a suitable final goal, value alignment is not succesful in 5 and 6 because the

underlying assignment of utility seems to be based on a detached modus operandi in

which the effects of scenarios on the own current mental states of the people generating

this function are ignored. Thereby, it is assumed that during utility assignment, the

involved people are considered as remote observers, while at the same time one inherently

takes their perspective while referring to this mapping with the emotionally connoted

description of a perverse instantiation. This type of detached design of utility functions

ignoring i.a. affective and emotional parameters of the own mental state has been described

as being subject to the perspectival fallacy of utility assignment [14]. Although most

people would currently dislike all provided examples 1-6, the aggregated mental states

of their current selves seem not to be reflected within the utility function of the AI

which instead considered a synthetic detached measure only related to their future selves
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or/and future living people. In the next paragraph, we briefly introduce a known problem

in population ethics that exhibits similar patterns and which might be of interest for the

design of utility functions for advanced AI systems in certain safety-relevant application

areas [152].

Population ethics [214] is an issue in philosophy concerning decision-making that poten-

tially leads to populations with varying numbers or/and identities of their members. One

interesting element of a population ethics theory is the derived population axiology which

represents the total order of different population states according to their ethical desir-

ability. As an example, consider the choice of either perform a policy measure that leads

to a population A of ca. 10 billion members and a very high positive welfare or to rather

prefer another policy measure leading to a population Z of ca. 10.000 billion members and

a much lower only barely acceptable (but still positive) welfare. Intuitively, most people

would rank the policy measure leading to population A as higher than the one leading

to population Z. However, given the population axiology of total utilitarianism [214], Z

might well be ranked higher than A if the number of people multiplied by their welfare is

bigger for population Z in comparison to population A. This type of violation of human

ethical intuitions when applying total utilitarianism to population ethics has been termed

“Repugnant Conclusion” by Derik Parfit [328]. In this context, Arrhenius [29] proved in

one of his impossibility theorems that no population axiology1 can be formulated that

concurrently satisfies a certain number of ethical desiderata.

However, as shown in Chapter 3 (in [14]), this type of impossibility theorem does not

apply to population axiologies that take the mental states of those attempting to craft

the total orders during utility elicitation into account. Similarly to the perverse instanti-

ation examples 1-6, the application of e.g. total utilitarianism to the described scenario is

subject to the perspectival fallacy of utility assignment. As in the case of these perverse

instantiations, the fact that most people consider the scenario involving population Z as

repugnant is not reflected in the utility function which only includes a detached measure

of the well-being of future people. In practice, how humans rate the ethical desirability of

for instance a policy measure leading to a certain population, is dependent on the effect

the mental simulation of the associated scenario has on their corresponding mental states

which inherently encode e.g. societal, cultural and temporal information. For instance,

from the perspective of a current population Z0 being similar to population Z both with

regard to number of people and welfare level, it might instead be “repugnant” to prefer

the policy measure leading to population A [14]. The reason being that the scenario

leading from Z0 to A might have included a dying out or even a genocide. The lack of the

required contextual information in consequentialist frameworks (such as utilitarianism)

has implications for AIs and AIs that are implemented in the form of expected utility

maximizers mostly operating in a consequentialist fashion.

1Importantly, this also applies to non-consequentialist frameworks such as deontological ethics [214].
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4.3 Augmenting Utilitarianism

In the light of the above, it appears vital to refine classical utilitarianism (CU) if one

intends to utilize it as basis for utility functions that do not lead to perverse instantiation

scenarios. However, as opposed to classical ethical frameworks, AU does not represent

a normative theory aimed at specifying what humans ought to do. In fact, its necessity

arises directly from a technical requirement for the meaningful control of artificial intelli-

gent systems equipped with a utility function. Since the perverse instantiation problem

represents a significant constraint to the design of ethical goal functions, a novel tailored

ethical framework able to alleviate issues related to both misspecification of final goal

criteria and perspectival fallacy of utility assignment emerges as exigency. With this in

mind, AU is formulated as a non-normative ethical framework for AI safety which can be

augmented by the use of science and technology in order to facilitate a dynamical soci-

etal process of crafting and updating ethical goal functions. Instead of specifying what an

agent ought to do, AU helps to identify what the current society should want an (artificial

or human) agent to do if this society wants to maximize expected utility. In this connec-

tion, utility could ideally represent a generic scientifically grounded (possibly aggregated)

measure capturing one or more ethically desirable final goal(s) as defined by society itself.

In the following, we describe by what type of components AU could augment CU:

� Scientific grounding of utility: According to Jeremy Bentham [67], the founder of CU

“by the principle of utility is meant that principle which approves or disapproves of

every action whatsoever according to the tendency it appears to have to augment or

diminish the happiness of the party whose interest is in question”. For AU, one could

for instance reformulate the principle of utility by substituting “happiness” with a

generic scientific measure for one or more final goal(s). In the context of crafting

ethical goal functions, the party whose interest is in question is society. Further,

a crucial difference between CU and AU is that in order to assess the tendency

an action has to augment or diminish the chosen ethical measure, AU considers

more than just the outcome of that action as used in the classical sense, since AU

presupposes the mental-state-dependency [14] of utility as will be expounded in the

next subitem. With this application-oriented view, one could then argue that what

society should ideally want an agent to do are actions that are conformable to this

modified mental-state-dependent principle of utility. In this chapter, we exemplarily

consider well-being as arbitrary reasonable high level final goal candidate which is

e.g. already reflected in the UN Sustainable Developmental Goals (SDGs) [461] and

is in the spirit of positive computing [93]. Besides SWB [290] and PERMA [382],

multiple measures of well-being exist in psychology with focus on different well-being

factors. For instance, the concept of objective happiness [253] has been proposed

by Kahneman. Well-being has moreover been linked to the hierarchy of needs of
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Abraham Maslow which he extended to contain self-transcendence at the highest

level on top of self-actualization in his later years [258, 266, 297]. (Recently, related

AI research aiming at inducing self-transcendent states for users has been considered

by among others Mossbridge and Goertzel [310].) For a review on relevant well-

being factors that might be pivotal for a dedicated positive computing, see Calvo

and Peters [91].

� Mental-state-dependency: As adumbrated in the last section, human ethical evalu-

ation of an outcome of an action is related to their mental states which take into

account the simulation that led to this outcome. The mental phenomenon of actively

simulating different alternative scenarios (including anticipatory emotions [54]) has

been termed conceptual consumption [187] and plays a role in decision-making.

Similarly, according to Johnson [248] “moral deliberation is a process of cognitive

conative affective simulation”. Moreover, it has been shown that for diverse eco-

nomical and societal contexts, people do not only value the outcome of actions but

also assign a well-being relevant procedural utility [170, 256] to the policy that led to

these outcomes. In light of this, AU assigns utility at a higher abstraction level by

e.g. considering the underlying state transition (from starting state s over action a

to outcome s′) instead of the outcome alone as performed in classical consequential

frameworks like CU. Furthermore, according to constructionist approaches in neuro-

science [48], the brain constructs mental states based on “sensations from the world,

sensations from the body, and prior experience” [325]. Hence, ethical judgements

might vary with respect to multiple parameters encompassing e.g. psychological,

biographical, cultural, temporal, social and physiological information. Likewise, the

recent Moral Machine experiment studying human ethical conceptions on trolley

case scenarios with i.a. autonomous vehicles showed “substantial cultural variations”

in the exhibited moral preferences [38]. Ethical frameworks for AI utility functions

that disregard the mental-state-dependency may more likely lead to perverse instan-

tiations, since they ignore what we call the embodied nature of ethical total orders. In

the light of the aforesaid, AU considers perceiver-dependent2 and context-sensitive

utility functions which could e.g. be formulated at the transition level leading to

utility functions Ux(s, a, s′) for each perceiver x instead of the general U(s′) in CU.

� Debiasing of utility assignment: One might regard decision utility based on observed

choices (as exhibited e.g. in big data [348]) as sufficient utility source for a possible

instantiation of AU if one assumes that humans are rational agents that already

act as to optimize what increases their well-being. However, utility as measured

from this third-person perspective might not capture the actual experienced utility

from a first-person perspective due to multiple human cognitive biases [69, 254].

2How to possibly aggregate utility assignments of different perceivers to a societal-level perspective is

briefly addressed in Chapter 6.
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Since it is impossible to directly extract the instant utility (the basic building block

of experienced utility [254]) of future outcomes to craft ethical goal functions, AU

could – in its most basic implementation – rely on predicted utility which represents

the belief on the future experienced utility people would assign to a given scenario

from a first-person perspective. However, the mental simulations on whose basis

predicted utility is extracted are still distorted among others due to the fact that

humans fail to accurately predict their appreciation of future scenarios [254]. There-

fore, it has been suggested in Chapter 3 to augment the utility elicitation process

by the utilization of technologies like virtual reality and augmented reality within

a simulation environment in order to be able to get access to a less biased artifi-

cially simulated future instant utility. (Thereby, simpler techniques such as movies

or diverse types of immersive storytelling are as well conceivable.) Analogous to

the AI-aided policy-by-simulation approach [428], this technique might offer a pow-

erful preemptive tool for AI safety in an AU framework. Overall, the experience

of possible future world scenarios might improve the quality of utility assignment

while having the potential to yield an ethical enhancement for one thing due to the

debiased view on the future and secondly, for instance due to beneficial effects that

immersive technologies might have on prosocial behavior including certain forms of

empathy [93, 417]. Interestingly, the experience of individualized and tailored sim-

ulations itself might provide an alternative simulation-based solution to the value

alignment problem [449].

� Self-reflexivity: As opposed to CU, AU is intended as a self-reflexive ethical frame-

work which augments itself. Due to the mental-state-dependency it incorporates and

the associated embodied nature of ethical total orders, it might even be necessary

to craft new ethical goal functions within a so-called socio-technological feedback-

loop [14]. In doing so, ongoing technological progresses might help to augment the

debiasing of utility assignment while novel scientific insights might facilitate to filter

out the most sophisticated measure for the ethically desired form of utility given

the current state of society. Advances in AI development itself leading to a higher

problem solving ability might further boost AU with an improved predictability of

future outcomes leading to more precise ethical goal functions. Given its generic

nature, what humans should want an agent to do might thereby vary qualitatively

in an AU framework, since quantitatively specifiable observations at specific time

steps within a socio-technological feedback-loop might even lead society to modify

the desired final goal candidate(s) making it possible to ameliorate the framework

as time goes by.
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Ethics Framework / Focus Agent Action Outcome Experiencer S&T

Virtue Ethics x

Deontological Ethics x

Consequentialist Ethics (e.g. CU) x

AU x x x x x

Table 4.1: Decision-making focuses within different possible ethical frameworks for AI

safety. “S&T” denotes a foreseen augmentation of the ethical decision making process by

science and technology including AI itself. By “experiencer”, we refer to the entities in

society performing the ethical evaluation via the experience of simulations (in a mental

mode only or augmented).

� Amalgamation of diverse perspectives : Finally, we postulate that AU3, despite its

intrinsically different motivation as a socio-technological ethical framework for AI

safety and its non-normative nature, can be nevertheless understood as allowing a

coalescence of diverse theoretical perspectives that have been historically assigned to

normative ethical frameworks. To sum up and contextualize the experiencer-based

AU, Table 4.1 provides an overview on the different decision-making focuses used in

relevant known ethical frameworks that might be seen as candidates for AI safety.

4.4 Conclusion and Future Prospects

In a nutshell, we proposed AU as a novel non-normative socio-technological ethical frame-

work grounded in science which is conceived for the purpose of crafting societal ethical

goal functions for AI safety. While CU and other classical ethical frameworks if used

for AI utility functions might engender the perverse instantiation problem, AU directly

tackles this issue. AU augments CU by the following main elements: scientific grounding

of utility, mental-state-dependency, debiasing of utility assignment using technology, self-

reflexivity and amalgamation of diverse perspectives. Thereby, AU facilitates the explicit

formulation of perceiver-dependent and context-sensitive utility functions (e.g. of the form

Ux(s, a, s′) instead of U(s′) as performed in CU) for an aggregation at the societal level.

These human-crafted ethical goal functions should be made publicly available within a

white-box setting e.g. for reasons of transparency, AI coordination, disentanglement of

responsibilities for AI governance and law enforcement [14] (which differs from using util-

3AU is not be to confused with agent-relative consequentialism which – as opposed to AU – is a norma-

tive agent-based framework, does not foresee a grounding in science and seems to assume a “pretheoretical

grasp” [376] of its “better-than-relative-to” relation
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ity functions implicitly learned by AI agents or AIs learning moral conceptions from data

such as e.g. in [348]). Besides being able to contribute to the meaningful control of intelli-

gent systems, AU could also be utilizable for human agents in the policy-making domain.

Overall, we agree with Goertzel [193] that the perverse instantiation problem seems rather

not to represent “a general point about machine intelligence or superintelligence”.

One of the main future challenges for the realization of AU could be the circumstance that

one can only strive to approximate ethical goal functions, since a full utility elicitation on

all possible future scenarios is obviously not feasible. However, already an approximation

process within a socio-technological feedback-loop could lead to an ethical enhancement at

a societal level. Besides that, in order to achieve safe run-time adaptive artificial intelligent

systems reliably complying with ethical goal functions, a “self-awareness” functionality

might be required [12, 428] as described in Chapter 2. Moreover, the security of the

utility function itself is essential, due to the possibility of its modification by malevolent

actors during the deployment phase. Finally, proactive AI safety research [12] on ethical

adversarial examples – a conceivable type of integrity attacks on the AI sensors having

ethical consequences might be important to study in future work to complement the use

of safe utility functions.

4.5 Contextualization

In Chapter 3, we introduced a systems-engineering oriented solution for AI governance

refered to as orthogonality-based disentanglement of responsibilities. In this context, a

missing piece was a suitable ethical framework to craft ethical goal functions. Now that

AU has been identified to be able to fill that gap for the support of a meaningful control of

intelligent systems, it seems expedient to provide a preliminary integration of the elements

suggested so far in the thesis and to touch upon open questions. Given an AU-based ethical

goal function for a specific domain, a compatible safe type of AI architecture capable of

self-management and self-assessment is required to reliably perform actions maximizing

on that goal function. In the next Chapter 5, we recapitulate the motivation for the

mentioned disentanglement of responsibilities, provide more details on how to implement

self-management and self-assessment in AI systems, present clarifying illustrations and

formulate tentative future-oriented AI governance recommendations on this basis. We

also elaborate further on the notion of a socio-technological feedback-loop which also

emphasizes the need to modify ethical goal functions with time in order to facilitate

corrigibility.
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Chapter 5

Orthogonality-Based

Disentanglement of Responsibilities

for Ethical Intelligent Systems

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman,

L. Kester, P. Werkhoven, and R. Yampolskiy. Orthogonality-Based Disentanglement of

Responsibilities for Ethical Intelligent Systems. In International Conference on Artificial

General Intelligence, pages 22-31. Springer, 2019. As the first author of the underlying

paper, I had a vital contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write down the

content and to perform an extensive literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

5.1 Introduction

In the current both safety-critical and ethically relevant international debate on how to

achieve a meaningful control of advanced intelligent systems that comply with human

values [365], diverse solution approaches have been proposed that fundamentally differ in

the way they would affect the future development of A(G)I research. In a nutshell, one

could identify a set of four main clusters of conceptually different solution approaches for

which one could advocate for by distinguishing between 1) prohibitive, 2) self-regulative,

3) deontological and 4) utility-based methods. While the prohibitive approach aims at

restricting or even banning the development of highly sophisticated AI until problems re-

lated to control and value alignment are solved in the first place, it seems highly unlikely

to be put into practice especially in its most extreme forms and it is therefore not further

considered in this chapter. By contrast, option 2) implies the assumption that certain

mechanisms (for instance specific market mechanisms or mechanisms inherent to certain
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types of A(G)I architectures) could allow for a more or less automatically emerging sta-

bility or desirability of the behavior as exhibited by intelligent systems. Furthermore,

solution 3) classically considers the direct hard-coding of ethical values into AI systems

for instance by encoding deontological values at design time [414], while in the case of

the utility-based approach 4), one mostly foresees a human-defined utility function [456]

quantitatively encoding human values. This debate – especially on whether to prefer the

solution approach 3) or 4) – is often strongly imprinted by particularly difficult to solve

philosophical issues and the AI-related responsibilities of different involved stakeholders

such as users, programmers, manufacturers and legislators appears to be only vaguely

and therefore insufficiently definable. Against this backdrop, the need for a practicable

technically oriented and at the same time forward-looking solution appears to be of urgent

importance for a responsible future planning of a hybrid society in close conjunction with

advanced AI systems.

5.2 Disentanglement Of Responsibilities

For reasons of safety, security, controllability, accountability and reliability, it can be

assumed that it is in the interest of a democratic society to achieve a transparent di-

vision of responsibilities for the deployment of intelligent systems in diverse application

areas. Thereby, the systems should act in accordance with ethical and legal specifications

as formulated by the legislative power and allow for traceability in order to facilitate

an assignment of responsibility by the judicial power. Consequently, we argue that the

self-regulative solution 2) can be ruled out since it would lead to a heterogeneous set

of different ethical frameworks implemented within different types of intelligent systems

yielding highly complex entanglements especially with regard to responsibility assign-

ments (e.g. among manufacturers, programmers, users and operators). Furthermore, as

the problem solving ability of the intelligent systems increases, the severity of possible

unintended effects, malicious attacks [88] or the development of intentionally crafted un-

ethical systems [338] which could even induce existential risks seems to prohibit a laissez-

faire approach. Thus, the remaining options are the deontological approach 3) and the

utility-based solution 4) since both could be in theory implemented within a framework

separating the responsibilities as described.

According to the orthogonality thesis by Bostrom [83], “intelligence and final goals are

orthogonal axes along which possible agents can freely vary”. Though, the thesis is not

uncontroversial for reasons comprising the fact that it does not address probabilities

as postulated by Goertzel [194]. However, for the purpose of our specific argument,

it is not necessary to consider the soundness of the thesis, since we only presuppose

that “there exists a type of AI architecture for which final goals and intelligence are
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orthogonal” which is self-evident considering utility maximizers [27] as classical examples

epistomizing solution 4). From this, it trivially follows that formulating a goal function

for a utility maximizer and designing the architecture of this agent are separable tasks.

Building on that, we argue that the already existing practice of the legislative power

having a say on the what goals to achieve as long as societal impacts are concerned and

the manufacturers implementing the how in various contexts can be adapted to goal-

oriented utility maximizers (albeit with certain reservations particularly on the nature of

the architecture used) and can thus be pursued as postulated by Werkhoven et al. [428].

Apart from that, it is undoubtedly possible to think of a similar disentanglement of re-

sponsibilities in accordance with a solution of the type 3). However, for mostly technical

reasons we will now illustrate, we do not consider a deontological framework in which law-

ful and ethical behavior is encoded for instance in ontologies [236] or directly in natural

language as possible instantiation of our orthogonality-based disentanglement approach.

First, the attempt to formulate deontological rules for every possible situation in a com-

plex unpredictable real-world environment ultimately leads to a state-action space explo-

sion [428] (it is thereby obvious that law does not represent a complete framework). To be

able to handle the complexity of such environments and the complexity of internal states,

the intelligent system needs to be run-time adaptive which cannot be achieved by using

static rules. Second, since law is formulated in natural language which is inherently highly

ambiguous at multiple linguistic levels, the intelligent system would have to either make

sense of the legal material using error-prone Natural Language Processing techniques or

in the case of the ontology-based approach, the programmers/manufacturers would have

to first interpret law before encoding it which induces uncertainty and violates the desired

disentanglement of responsibilities. Third, law leaves many legal interpretations open and

entails tradeoffs and dilemmas that an intelligent system might encounter and would need

to address leading to an unspecified assignment of responsibilities. Fourth, an update of

laws will require a costly and laborious update of designs for every manufacturer. Fifth, a

deontological approach with fixed rules cannot easily directly endorse a process in which

progresses in AI could be efficiently used to transform society in a highly beneficial way

enabling humans to overcome their cognitive and evolutionary biases and creating new

possibilities to improve the foundations of society.

Having expounded why the deontological solution approach 3) is inappropriate for the

central problem of disentangling responsibilities for the deployment of intelligent systems,

we now elucidate how a properly designed solution 4) is able to avoid all mentioned

disadvantages associated with solution 3). First, it might be possible to realize run-

time adaptivity within utility maximizers by equipping them with a “self-awareness”

functionality [12] (self-assessment, self-management and the ability to deliver explanations

for actions to human entities) which we outline in Section 5.4. Moreover, deontological

elements could be used as constraints on the utility function of such utility maximizers in
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order to selectively restrict the action or the state space. Second, by quantifying law within

a publicly available ethical goal function as addressed in the next Section 5.3, one achieves

an increased level of transparency. Third, through a utility function approach tradeoffs

and dilemmas are more easily and comprehensibly solved. Thereby, for safety reasons,

the utility functions can and should include context-sensitive and perceiver-dependent

elements as integrated e.g. in augmented utilitarianism [13]. Fourth, updates of law are

solely reflected in the ethical goal functions which leads to a more flexible and controllable

task. Fifth, the use of such an ethical goal function opens up the opportunity for a society

to actively perform an enhancement of ethical abilities which we depict in Section 5.5.

5.3 Ethical Goal Function And “What One Should

Want”

A first step of crafting ethical goal functions could be for instance to start with the

mapping of each relevant application domain of law to a specific utility function which

quantifies the expected utility of the possible transitions of the world. For this purpose,

the legislative has for instance to define the relevant components of each goal function

and assign weights to each component, decide which parameters to consider for each

component and identify possible underlying correlations. (It is thinkable that specific

stakeholders might then while applying the goal function to their particular area of appli-

cation, craft a lower-level customized mission goal function [153] for their specific mission

goals which would however have to be compliant with the ethical goal function provided by

the legislative.) The implementation of this strategy will require a relatively broad multi-

disciplinary knowledge by policy-makers or might require the practical collaboration with

trained multidisciplinary researchers with expertise in e.g. AI and systems engineering.

One important feature of the proposed framework is the requirement of transparent

human-readable goal functions that can be inspected by anyone which substantially facil-

itates accountability. In order to obtain a specification of a human-oriented goal function,

different methods have been proposed including inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) [160]

and reward modeling [279]. However, the IRL method comes with the main drawback of

yielding ambiguous reward functions that could explain the observed behavior and within

reward modeling, a black-box model is trained by a user in order to act as reward function

for a reinforcement learning agent which violates both the transparency requirement of

our approach and the disentanglement of responsibilities since it is the user that trains

the reward model (and not a representation of society).

However, it is important to note, that as implicit so far, the goal functions would be rather

specified based on what humans want and not necessarily on what humans should want
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from a scientific perspective, since it is known that humans exhibit biases for instance

inherent to their neural systems [267], due to their evolutionary past of survival in small

groups [428] or through ethical blindspots [386] which represent serious constraints to their

ethical views. On these grounds, the framework described in this chapter is intended to

be of transformative and dynamical nature and might enable the legislative to receive

a quantitatively defined feedback from the environment, which in turn might foster the

human-made evidence-based adjustment of the explicitly formulated ethical goal functions

towards more scientifically sound assumptions.

Beyond that, as postulated by Harris [225], a science of morality which might enable

humans to identify the peaks on the “moral landscape” which he described as “a [hy-

pothetical] space of real and potential outcomes whose peaks correspond to the heights of

potential well-being and whose valleys represent the deepest possible suffering” could rep-

resent a feasible general approach to solve moral issues. In the light of the aforesaid, one

could attempt to in the long-term pursue research that facilitates the design of a scientif-

ically grounded universal ethical goal function whose local optima will ideally be concep-

tually equivalent to the peaks of this hypothetical moral landscape potentially reflecting

what humans should want. Another interesting point of departure to be mentioned in

this context, has been introduced by Ziesche [461] who describes how the UN sustainable

development goals already representing an international consensus and containing values

such as well-being could be quantified to start to practically tackle the value alignment

problem (more details in this regard are analyzed in Chapter 9).

Note that Yudkowsky’ s early idea of a coherent extrapolated volition [454] in the context

of friendly AI which envisaged an AI maximizing the utility based on an extrapolation of

what we would want “if we knew more, thought faster, were more the people we wished we

were, had grown up farther together” while being relatively close to it, is though subtly

different from our described concept of what we should want based on a scientifically

grounded ethical goal function, since an improvement of our problem solving ability does

not necessarily improve our ethical abilities nor does “the people we wished we were”

necessarily corresponds to a more ethical version of ourselves on average. Moreover, there

is no reason to assume that human values would necessarily converge to ethical values if

they “had grown up farther together”. However, as will be introduced in Section 5.5, our

method of utilizing ethical goal functions aims at actively grounding the implementation

of ethics in a transformative socio-technological feedback-loop for which the legislative

provides the seed.
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5.4 “Self-Aware” Utility Maximizer

After having commented on the procedure of crafting ethical goal functions, we now de-

scribe a class of architectures able to yield controllable utility maximizers that strictly

comply with a generic goal function specified by humans. In the following, we explain

how a top-down analysis leads to an exemplary technically feasible and minimalistic in-

stance of this class. Note that when we refer to an intelligent system in the following,

we specifically mean a system able to independently perform the OODA-loop (Observe,

Orient, Decide, Act). One can further decompose the system into four distinct cogni-

tive functions: sensors, orienter, decision maker and actuators according to these four

subcomponents respectively. In a first step, we assume that the utility maximizer can-

not be based on a subsymbolic learning paradigm alone (such as Deep Learning (DL)),

since desirable reactions to all possible situations an intelligent system could encounter in

complex real-world environments cannot be learned in reasonable time with finite compu-

tational resources. Thus, we postulate in a second step that a certain level of abstraction

is required which can be achieved by combining a symbolic reasoning component with

a perception exploiting the advantages of learning algorithms resulting in a “hybrid ar-

chitecture”. However, this hybrid intelligent system needs to be as well-equipped with

a self-model to face the possible complexity of its internal processes without which the

system would be confronted with similar problems caused by the inability to anticipate

reactions to all possible internal states. In a third step, we argue that the requirement for

a self-awareness capability [12] comprising self-assessment and self-management as well as

the ability to provide counterfactual explanations for actions to human entities appears

essential for instance for reasons such as the necessity of constructing solutions in real-time

that have not been learned before including sensor management [261], adaptivity in the

case of communication to other intelligent systems [262] and for explainability purposes.

Apart from this, the view expressed by Thorissón [404] that “self-modeling is a necessary

part of any intelligent being” which similarly considers the importance of feedback-loops

relating the actions of a system to the context of its own internal processes could be a

further argument supporting the relevance of self-awareness.

Taking these requirements into account, one feasible instance of the described class of hy-

brid self-aware utility maximizers could integrate DL algorithms – presently representing

relatively accurate machine learning models especially in the vision domain – as sensors

at the subsymbolic level able to output classification results that can be further processed

by the orienter component yielding a symbolic representation of the situation and the in-

ternal processes. As decision maker one could envisage a utility-based reasoning/planning

(and not learning) process such as e.g. with (partially observable) Markov decision pro-

cesses (MDP) equipped with the ethical goal function as specified by the legislative, a

causal model of the world and of the system itself. The decision maker would map sym-
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Figure 5.1: Simplified illustration and contextualization of a socio-technological feedback-

loop (highlighted in blue) implementing the orthogonality-based disentanglement ap-

proach for a generic stakeholder domain.

bolically encoded situations and internal processes to actions maximizing on expected

utility with respect to the ethical goal function that are finally executed by the actuators

either on the environment or on the system itself. In this framework, explanations could

be delivered at the symbolic level. Concerning the input-to-output mappings of the DL

sensors, one possibility could be to strive to monitor the related uncertainty by means of

self-management which will have to be reflected in the goal function.

5.5 Socio-Technological Feedback-Loop

Having discussed how a disentanglement of societal responsibilities for the deployment of

intelligent systems could be achieved, introduced the notion of an ethical goal function

and described the corresponding requirements an intelligent system might need to fulfill

in order to comply with such a function, we illustrate and contextualize the composite

construction of a consequently resulting socio-technological feedback-loop in Figure 5.1.

At the pre-deployment stage, the manufacturer is responsible for verification and vali-

dation practices including the conduct of system tests demonstrating the ability of the

intelligent system to adhere to the ethical goal function. At post-deployment stages, the
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judicial power determines for instance whether the different agents acted in compliance

with an ethical goal function given a set of explanations. Concerning the main socio-

technological feedback-loop, its key characteristic lies in the fact that it would enable the

legislative to dynamically perform revisions of an ethical goal function based on its quan-

tifiable impacts on the environment and that it could serve as powerful policy-making tool.

Thereby, this feature is paired with the peculiarity that the nature of the environment is

not restricted to solely encompass real-world frameworks. More precisely, one could for

instance distinguish between three different variations thereof enumerated in an order of

potentially increasing speed of formulating/testing hereto related policy-making measures

that might be substantiated in an ethical goal function: 1) classical real-world environ-

ments, 2) specifically crafted and constrained synthetic environments and 3) simulation

environments.

Since the design of an appropriate ethical goal function represents a highly complex task

and the necessary time window to collect evidence on its societal impacts in real-world

settings on a large-scale might often represent an undesirable complication, policy exper-

imentation on a small-scale in restricted synthetic environments relating the ethical goal

function to specific impacts might represent a complementary measure. However, an even

more efficient solution allowing for faster decision-making is the “policy by simulation”

approach [428] in which human expert knowledge can be extended by AI systems within

simulation environments. In doing so, AI might finally assist humans in developing more

ethical AI systems while ultimately enhancing human ethical frameworks by relating the

mathematic formulation of an ethical goal function to its direct impacts on the (simu-

lated) environment making possible answers to the crucial question on “what humans

should want” graspable and beyond that, potentially a direct object of scientific inves-

tigation. Finally, the proposed orthogonality-based disentanglement of responsibilities

could provide a new perspective for the AI coordination subtask in Type I AI safety– the

non-trivial issue of making sure that global AI research is dovetailed in such a way that no

entity actually implements an unethical and unsafe AI – e.g. by offering a starting point

for considerations towards an international consensus on the principle of using publicly ac-

cessible ethical goal functions that can be easily inspected by the public and international

actors. This method might reduce the AI race to the problem-solving ability dimension

while at the same time providing incentives for demonstrably ethical and transparent

frameworks tightly coupled to an ethical enhancement of partaking societies. Given that

the law already represents a public matter, it does thereby not seem to represent an

exceedingly disruptive step to advocate for public ethical goal functions.
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5.6 Conclusion and Future Prospects

In a nutshell, the systems-engineering oriented approach presented in this chapter which

we termed “orthogonality-based disentanglement” evinced a technically feasible solution

for a responsible deployment of intelligent systems which jointly tackles the control prob-

lem and the value alignment problem. We postulated that for this purpose, manufacturers

should be responsible for the safety and security of the intelligent systems which they

could implement using a utility-based approach with hybrid “self-aware” utility maxi-

mizers combining e.g. symbolic reasoning/planning with deep learning sensors. Comple-

mentarily, the legislative as representation of the whole society should be responsible for

the selection of final goals in the form of human-made, publicly available and quantita-

tively explicitly specified ethical goal functions (which are not implicitly encoded in an

opaque learning model). Additionally, we discussed how a socio-technological feedback-

loop stemming from this particular disentanglement might facilitate a dynamical human

ethical enhancement supported by AI-driven simulations. Moreover, we briefly explained

how the presented framework provides hints on how to solve the AI coordination problem

in AI safety at an international level.

However, certain crucial safety and security challenges remain to be separately addressed

and should be taken into consideration in future work. First, self-improvement within

an intelligent system could for instance be implemented by an online learning process

or by reconfigurability through run-time adaptivity. While it is reasonable to avoid self-

improvement by learning during the deployment of the system in order to limit safety

risks, future work will need to examine the possibility of verification methods for self-

improvement by reconfigurability at run-time. Second, while the self-awareness function-

ality facilitates (self-)testing mechanisms, extended research on the controllability of spe-

cific test procedures in synthetic testing environments will be required. Third, a turn-off

action could be seen as a primitive form of self-management in the context of tasks where

the performance of the system superseded human performance. However, the possibility

to turn-off the system for security reasons by specified human entities should always be

given. Fourth, for the purpose of malevolence prevention, it is important to rigorously

consider proactive security measures such as A(G)I Red-Teaming at the post-deployment

stage and research on adversarial attacks on the sensors [12, 407] of the self-aware intelli-

gent system. Fifth, a blockchain approach to ensure the security and transparency of the

goal functions themselves and all updates on these functions might be recommendable.

Crucially, in order to avoid formulations of an ethical goal function with safety-critical

side effects for human entities (including implications related to impossibility theorems

for consequentialist frameworks [152]), it is recommendable to assign a type of perceiver-

dependent and context-sensitive utility to simulations of situations instead of only to the

future outcome of actions [14, 13]. In the long-term, we believe that scientific research
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with the goal to integrate the first-person perspective of society on perceived well-being

within an ethical goal function at the core of the presented socio-technological feedback-

loop might represent one substantial element needed to promote human flourishing in the

most efficient possible way aided by the problem solving ability of AI.

5.7 Contextualization

In this chapter, it has been theoretically motivated that ethical goal functions for the

control of Type I intelligent systems should be iteratively crafted by a representation of

society (e.g. the legislative). This strategy could also enable a broader acceptance and

could represent a human-centered approach. However, what remains unclear is how to

practically and mathematically formalize these non-consequentialist utility functions to

make them fit-for-purpose. Given the urgency to identify systematic solutions, we pos-

tulate that it might be useful to start with the simple fact that for the utility function

of an AI not to violate human ethical intuitions, it trivially has to be a model of these

intuitions and reflect their variety – whereby the most accurate models pertaining to hu-

man entities being biological organisms equipped with a brain constructing concepts like

moral judgements, are scientific models. Thus, in order to better assess the variety of

human morality, the next Chapter 6 performs a transdisciplinary analysis applying a se-

curity mindset to the issue and summarizing variety-relevant background knowledge from

cognitive neuroscience and psychology. We complement this information by linking it to

augmented utilitarianism as a suitable ethical framework. Based on that, the next chap-

ter proposes first practical guidelines for the design of approximate ethical goal functions

that might better capture the variety of human moral judgements.
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Chapter 6

Requisite Variety in Ethical Utility

Functions for AI Value Alignment

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N. Aliman and

L. Kester. Requisite Variety in Ethical Utility Functions for AI Value Alignment. In

Proceedings of the Workshop on Artificial Intelligence Safety 2019 co-located with the 28th

International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AISafety@IJCAI 2019, Macao,

China, August 11-12, 2019., 2019. As the first author of the underlying paper, I had a

vital contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write down the content and to

perform an extensive literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

6.1 Introduction

AI value alignment, the attempt to implement systems adhering to human ethical values

has been recognized as highly relevant subtask in AI safety at an international level

and studied by multiple AI and AI safety researchers across diverse research subar-

eas [223, 392, 456] (a review is provided in [400]). Moreover, the need to investigate

value alignment has been included in the Asilomar AI Principles [33] with a worldwide

support of researchers from the field. While value alignment has often been tackled using

reinforcement learning [2] (and also reward modeling [279]) or inverse reinforcement learn-

ing [1] methods, we focus on the approach to explicitly formulate cardinal ethical utility

functions crafted by (a representation of) society and assisted by science and technology

which has been termed ethical goal functions [14, 428] (see Chapter 3). In order to be able

to formulate utility functions that do not violate the ethical intuitions of most entities in

a society, these ethical goal functions will have to be a model of human ethical intuitions.

This simple but important insight can be derived from the good regulator theorem in

cybernetics [116] stating that “every good regulator of a system must be a model of that
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system”. We believe that instead of learning models of human intuitions in their apparent

complexity and ambiguity, Type I AI safety research could also make use of the already

available scientific knowledge on the nature of human moral judgements and ethical con-

ceptions as made available e.g. by neuroscience and psychology. The human brain did not

evolve to facilitate rational decision-making or the experience of emotions, but instead to

fulfill the core task of allostasis (anticipating the needs of the body in an environment

before they arise in order to ensure growth, survival and reproduction) [47, 263]. Thereby,

psychological functions such as cognition, emotion or moral judgements are closely linked

to the predictive regulation of physiological needs of the body [263] making it indispens-

able to consider the embodied nature of morality when aspiring to model it for AI value

alignment.

For the purpose of facilitating the injection of requisite knowledge reflecting the vari-

ety of human morality in ethical goal functions, Section 6.2 provides information on the

following variety-relevant aspects: 1) the essential role of affect and emotion in moral

judgements from a modern constructionist neuroscience and cognitive science perspective

followed by 2) dyadic morality as a recent psychological theory on the nature of cognitive

templates for moral judgements. In Section 6.3, we propose first guidelines on how to

approximately formulate ethical goal functions using a recently proposed non-normative

socio-technological ethical framework grounded in science called augmented utilitarian-

ism [13] that might be useful to better incorporate the requisite variety of human ethical

intuitions (especially in comparison to classical utilitarianism). Thereafter, we propose

how to possibly validate these functions within a socio-technological feedback-loop [14].

Finally, in Section 6.4, we conclude and specify open challenges providing incentives for

future work.

6.2 Variety in Embodied Morality

While value alignment is often seen as a safety problem, it is possible to interpret and

reformulate it as a related security problem which might offer a helpful different perspec-

tive on the subject emphasizing the need to capture the variety of embodied morality.

One possible way to look at AI value alignment is to consider it as being an attempt

to achieve advanced AI systems exhibiting adversarial robustness against malicious ad-

versaries attempting to lead the system to action(s) or output(s) that are perceived as

violating human ethical intuitions. From an abstract point of view, one could distinguish

different means by which an adversary might achieve successful attacks: e.g. 1) by fooling

the AI at the perception-level (in analogy to classical adversarial examples [198], this

variant has been denoted ethical adversarial examples [13]) which could lead to an un-

ethical behavior even if the utility function would have been aligned with human ethical
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Figure 6.1: Intuitive illustration for the law of requisite variety. Taken from [320].

intuitions or 2) simply by disclosing dangerous (certainly unintended from the designer)

unethical implications encoded in its utility function by targeting specific mappings from

perception to output or action (this could be understood as ethical adversarial examples

on the utility function itself). While the existence of point 1) yields one more argument

for the importance of research on adversarial robustness at the perception-level for AI

safety reasons [199] and a sophisticated combination of 1) and 2) might be thinkable, our

exemplification focuses on adversarial attacks of the type 2).

One could consider the explicitly formulated utility function U as representing a separate

model1 that given a sample, outputs a value determining the perceived ethical desirability

of that sample which should ideally be in line with the society that crafted this utility

function. The attacker which has at his disposal the knowledge on human ethical intu-

itions, can attempt targeted misclassifications at the level of a single sample or at the level

of an ordering of multiple samples whereby the ground-truth are the ethical intuitions of

most people in a society. The Law of Requisite Variety from cybernetics [31] states that

“only variety can destroy variety”, with other words in order to cope with a certain variety

of problems or environmental variety, a system needs to exhibit a suitable and sufficient

variety of responses. Figure 6.1 offers an intuitive explanation of this law. Transferring it

to the mentioned utility function U , it is for instance conceivable that if U does not encode

affective information that might lead to a difference in ethical evaluations, an attacker

can easily craft a sample which U might misclassify as ethical or unethical or cause U to

generate a total ordering of samples that might appear unethical from the perspective of

most people. Given that U does not have an influence on the variety of human morality,

the only way to respond to the disturbances of the attacker and reduce the variety of

1A conceptually similar separation of objective function model and optimizing agent has been recently

performed for reward modeling [279]
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possible undesirable outcomes, is by increasing the own variety – which can be achieved

by encoding more relevant knowledge.

6.2.1 Role of Emotion and Affect in Morality

One fundamental and persistent misconception about human biology (which does not only

affect the understanding of the nature of moral judgements) is the assumption that the

brain incorporates a layered architecture in which a battle between emotion and cognition

is given through the very anatomy of the “triune brain” [291] exhibiting three hierarchical

layers: a reptilian brain on top of which an emotional animalistic paleomammalian limbic

system is located and a final rational neomammalian cognition layer implemented in

the neocortex. This flawed view is not in accordance with neuroscientific evidence and

understanding [47, 302]. In fact, the assumed reactive and animalistic limbic regions in

the brain are predictive (e.g. they send top-down predictions to more granular cortical

regions), control the body as well as attention mechanisms while being the source of the

brain’s internal model of the body [48, 52].

Emotion and cognition do not represent a dichotomy leading to a conflict in moral judge-

ments [230]. Instead, the distinction between the experience of an instance of a concept as

belonging to the category of emotions versus the category of cognition is grounded in the

focus of attention of the brain [53] whereby “the experience of cognition occurs when the

brain foregrounds mental contents and processes” and “the experience of emotion occurs

when, in relation to the current situation, the brain foregrounds bodily changes” [237].

The mental phenomenon of actively dynamically simulating different alternative scenar-

ios (including anticipatory emotions) has also been termed conceptual consumption [187]

and plays a role in decision-making and moral reasoning. While emotions are more akin

to discrete constructions, core affect allows a low-dimensional experience of interoceptive

sensations (statistical regularities of the internal milieu) [48] and is a continuous property

of conciousness with the dimensions of valence (pleasantness/unpleasantness) and arousal

(activation/deactivation) [263]. It has been argued that core affect provides a basis for

moral judgements in which different events are qualitatively compared to each other [92].

Like other constructed mental states, moral judgements involve domain-general brain

processes which very simply put combine 1) the interoceptive sensory array, 2) the ex-

teroceptive sensory inputs from the environment and 3) past experience/ knowledge for

a goal-oriented situated conceptualization (as tool for allostasis) [325]. From these key

constituents of mental constructions one can extract the following: concepts (including

morality) are perceiver-dependent and time-dependent. Thereby, affect, (but not emo-

tion [95]) is a necessary ingredient of every moral judgement. More fundamentally, “the

human brain is anatomically structured so that no decision or action can be free of inte-

roception and affect” [47] – this includes any type of thoughts that seem to correspond
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to the folk terms of “rational” and “cold”. Therefore, a utility function without affect-

related parameters might not exhibit a sufficient variety and might lead to the violation

of human ethical intuitions.

Morality cannot be separated from a model of the body, since the brain constructs the

human perception of reality based on what seems of importance to the brain for the

purpose of allostasis which is inherently strongly linked to interoception [47]. Interestingly,

even the imagination of future not yet experienced events is facilitated through situated

recombinations of sensory-motor and affective nature in a similar way as the simulation

of actually experienced events [4]. To sum up, there is no battle between emotion and

cognition in moral judgements. Moreover, there is also no specific moral faculty in the

brain, since moral judgements are based on domain-general processes within which affect

is always involved to a certain degree. One could obtain insufficient variety in dealing

with an adversary crafting ethical adversarial examples on a utility model U if one ignores

affective parameters. Further crucial parameters for ethical utility functions could be e.g.

of cultural, social and socio-geographical nature.

6.2.2 Variety through “Dyadicness”

The psychological theory of dyadic morality [373] posits that moral judgements are based

on a fuzzy cognitive template and related to the perception of an intentional agent (iA)

causing damage (d) to a vulnerable patient (vP ) denoted iA
d−→ vP . More precisely, the

theory postulates that the perceived immorality of an act is related to the following three

elements: norm violations, negative affect and importantly perceived harm. According to

a study, the reaction times in describing an act as immoral predict the reaction times in

categorizing the same act as harmful [371]. The combination of these basic constituents is

suggested to lead to the emergence of a rich diversity of moral judgements [211]. Dyadic-

ness is understood as a continuum predicting the condemnation of moral acts. The more

a human entity perceives an intentional agent inflicting damage to a vulnerable patient,

the more immoral this human perceives the act. As stated by Schein and Gray, the dyadic

harm-based cognitive template “is rooted in innate and evolved processes of the human

mind; it is also shaped by cultural learning, therefore allowing cultural pluralism”. Impor-

tantly, the nature of this cognitive template reveals that moral judgements besides being

perceiver-dependent, might vary across diverse parameters such as especially e.g. in rela-

tion to the perception of agent, act and patient in the outcome of the action. Further, the

theory also foresees a possible time-dependency of moral judgements by introducing the

concept of a dyadic loop, a feedback cycle resulting in an iterative polarization of moral

judgements through social discussion modulating the perception of harm as time goes

by. Overall, moral judgements are understood as constructions in the same way visual

perception, cognition or emotion are constructed by the human mind. Similarly to the
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existence of variability in visual perception, variability in morality is the norm which often

leads to moral conflicts [374]. However, the understanding that humans share the same

harm-based cognitive template for morality has been described as reflecting “cognitive

unity in the variety of perceived harm” [373].

Analyzing the cognitive template of dyadic morality, one can deduce that human moral

judgements do not only consider the outcome of an action as prioritized by consequentialist

frameworks like classical utilitarianism, nor do they only consider the state of the agent

which is in the focus of virtue ethics. Furthermore, as opposed to deontological ethics,

the focus is not only on the nature of the performed action. The main implications for

the design of utility functions that should ideally be aligned with human ethical values,

is that they might need to encode information on agent, action, patient as well as on

the perceivers – especially with regard to the cultural background. This observation is

fundamental as it indicates that one might have to depart from classical utilitarian utility

functions U(s′) which are formulated as total orders at the abstraction level of outcomes

i.e. states (of affairs) s′. In line with this insight, is the context-sensitive and perceiver-

dependent type of utility functions considering agent, action and outcome which has been

recently proposed within a novel ethical framework denoted augmented utilitarianism [13]

(abbreviated with AU in the following) which was introduced in Chapter 4. Reconsidering

the dyadic morality template iA
d−→ vP , it seems that in order to better capture the variety

of human morality, utility functions – now transferring it to the perspective of Type I AI

systems – would need to be at least formulated at the abstraction level of a perceiver-

dependent evaluation of a transition s
a−→ s′ leading from a state s to a state s′ via an

action a. We encode the required novel type of utility function with Ux(s, a, s′) with x

denoting a specific perceiver. This formulation could enable an AI system implemented as

utility maximizer to jointly consider parameters specified by a perceiver which are related

to its perception of agent, the action and the consequences of this action on a patient.

Since the need to consider time-dependency has been formulated, one would consequently

also require to add the time dimension to the arguments of the utility function leading to

Ux((s, a, s′), t).

6.3 Approximating Ethical Goal Functions

While the psychological theory of dyadic morality was useful to estimate the abstraction

level at which one would at least have to specify utility functions, the closer analysis on the

nature of the construction of mental states performed in Section 6.2, abstractly provides

a superset of primitive relevant parameters that might be critical elements of every moral

judgement (being a mental state). Given a perceiver x, the components of this set are the

following subsets: 1) parameters encoding the interoceptive sensory array Bx (from within
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the body) which are accessible to the human consciousness via the low-dimensional core

affect, 2) the exteroceptive sensory array Ex encoding information from the environment

and 3) the prior experience Px encoding memories. Moreover, these set of parameters

obviously vary in time. However, to simplify, it has been suggested within the mentioned

AU framework, that ethical goal functions will have to be updated regularly (leading to

a so-called socio-technological feedback-loop [14]) in the same way as votes take place at

regular intervals in a democracy. One could similarly assume that this regular update will

be sufficient to reflect a relevant change in moral opinion and perception.

6.3.1 Injecting Requisite Variety in Utility

For simplicity, we assume that the set of parameters Bx, Px and Ex are invariant during

the utility assignment process in which a perceiver x has to specify the ethical desirability

of a transition s
a−→ s′ by mapping it to a cardinal value Ux(s, a, s′) obtained by applying

a not-nearer defined type of scientifically determined transformation vx (chosen by x)

on the mental state of x. This results in the following naive and simplified mapping

however adequately reflecting the property of mental-state-dependency formulated in the

AU framework (the required dependency of ethical utility functions on parameters of the

own mental state function mx in order to avoid perverse instantiation scenarios [13]):

Ux(s, a, s′) = vx(mx((s, a, s′), Bx, Px, Ex)) (6.1)

Conversely, the utility function of classical utilitarianism is only defined at the imper-

sonal and context-independent abstraction level of U(s′) which has been argued to lead

to both perverse instantiation problem but also to the repugnant conclusion and related

impossibility theorems in population ethics for consequentialist frameworks which do not

apply to mental-state-dependent utility functions [13]. The idea to restrict human ethical

utility functions to the considerations of outcomes of actions alone – ignoring affective

parameters of the own current self – as practiced in classical utilitarianism while later

referring to the resulting total orders with emotionally connoted adjectives such as “re-

pugnant” or “perverse” has been termed the perspectival fallacy of utility assignment [14]

(see Chapter 3). The use of consequentialist utility functions affected by the impossibility

theorems of Arrhenius [29] has been justifiably identified by Eckersley [152] as a safety

risk if used in AI systems without more ado. It seems that the isolated consideration

of outcomes of actions (for consequentialism) or actions (for deontological ethics) or the

involved agents (for virtue ethics) does not represent a good model of human ethical intu-

itions. It is conceivable, that if a utility model U is defined as utility function U(s′), the

model cannot possibly exhibit a sufficient variety and might more likely violate human

ethical intuitions than if it would be implemented as a context-sensitive utility function
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Ux(s, a, s′). (Beyond that, it has been argued that consequentialism implies the rejec-

tion of “dispositions and emotions, such as regret, disappointment, guilt and resentment”

from “rational” deliberation [421] and should i.a. for this reason be disentangled from

the notion of rationality for which it cannot represent a plausible requirement.)

It is noteworthy that in the context of reinforcement learning (e.g. in robotics) different

types of reward functions are usually formulated ranging from R(s′) to R(s, a, s′). For the

purpose of ethical utility functions for advanced AI systems in critical application fields,

we postulate that one does not have the choice to specify the abstraction level of the

utility function, since for instance U(s′) might lead to safety risks. Christiano et al. [106]

considered the elicitation of human preferences on trajectory (state-action pairs) segments

of a reinforcement learning agent i.a. realized by human feedback on short movies. For

the purpose of utility elicitation in an AU framework exemplarily using a naive model as

specified in equation (1), people will similarly have to assign utility to a movie representing

a transition in the future (either in a mental mode or augmented by technology such as

VR or AR [14]). However, it is obvious that this naive utility assignment would not

scale in practice. Moreover, it has not yet been specified how to aggregate ethical goal

functions at a societal level. In the following Subsection 6.3.2, we will address these issues

by proposing a practicable approximation of the utility function in (1) and a possible

societal aggregation of this approximate solution.

6.3.2 Approximation, Aggregation and Validation

So far, it has been stated throughout the chapter that one has to adequately increase

the variety of a utility function meant to be ethical in order to avoid violations of hu-

man ethical intuitions and vulnerability to attackers crafting ethical adversarial examples

against the model. However, it is important to note that despite the negatively formu-

lated motivation of the approach, the aim is to craft a utility model U which represents

a better model of human ethical intuitions in general, thus ranging from samples that

are perceived as highly unethical to those that are assigned a high ethical desirability. In

order to craft practical solutions that lead to optimal results, it might be advantageous

to perform a thought experiment imagining a utopia and from that impose practical con-

straints on its viability. It might not seem realistic to deliberate a future utopia 1 as a

sustainable society which is stable across a very large time interval in which every human

being acts according to the ethical intuitions of all humans including the own and every

artificial intelligent system fulfills the ethical intuitions of all humans. However, it seems

more likely that within a utopia 2 being a stable society in which every human achieves a

high level of a scientific definition of well-being (such as e.g. PERMA [382]) with Type I

artificial agents acting as to maximize context-sensitive utility according to which (human

or artificial) agents promoting the (measurable) well-being of human patients is regarded
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as the most utile type of events, the ethical intuitions of humans might tend to get closer

to each other. The reason being that the variety of human moral judgements might inter-

estingly decrease since it is conceivable that they will tend to exhibit more similar prior

experiences (all imprinted by well-being) and have more similar environments (full of sta-

ble people with a high level of well-being). The main factor drawing differences could be

the body – especially biological factors. However, the parameters related to interoception

might be closer to each other, since all humans exhibit a high level of well-being which

classically includes frequent positive affect. It is conceivable that with time, such a society

could converge towards the utopia 1.

In the following, we will denote the mentioned utopia-related ideal cognitive template

of a (human or artificial) agent A performing an act w that contributes to the well-

being of a human patient P with A
w−→ P in analogy to the cognitive template of dyadic

morality. Thereby, A
w−→ P is perceiver-dependent i.a. because psychological measures of

well-being include subjective and self-reported elements such as e.g. life satisfaction or

furthermore positive emotions [382]. Augmented utilitarianism foresees the need to at

least depict a final goal at the abstraction level of a perceiver-dependent function on a

transition as reflected in Ux(s, a, s′). The ideal cognitive template A
w−→ P formulated for

utopia 2 by which it has been argued that a decrease in the variety of human morality

might be achievable in the long-term exhibits an abstraction level that is compatible with

Ux(s, a, s′). (Note that an alternative high-level final goal compatible with the abstraction

level of Ux(s, a, s′) could as well be harm minimization. A conceivable perceiver-dependent

cognitive template could be formulated as A
hmin−−−→ P encoding a (human or artificial)

agent A performing an act hmin that causes the least possible harm to a human patient

P . Overall, this more pragmatic goal might even appear preferable in practice, since

sustainable safety and well-being cannot be guaranteed as we touch upon in Chapter 9.)

A thinkable strategy for the design of a utility model U that is robust against ethical

adversarial examples and a model of human ethical intuitions is to try to adequately

increase its variety using relevant scientific knowledge and to complementarily attempt

to decrease the variety of human moral judgements for instance by considering A
w−→ P

as high-level final goal such that the described utopia 2 ideally becomes a self-fulfilling

prophecy. For it to be realizable in practice, we suggest that the appropriateness of a

given aggregated societal ethical goal function could be approximately validated against

its quantifiable impact on well-being for society across the time dimension. Since it seems

however unfeasible to directly map all important transitions of a domain to their effect on

the well-being of human entities, we propose to consider perceiver-specific and domain-

specific utility functions indicating combined preferences that each perceiver x considers

to be relevant for well-being from the viewpoint of x himself in that specific domain. For

these combined utility functions to be grounded in science, they will have to be based

on scientifically measurable parameters. We postulate that a possible aggregation at a
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societal level could be performed by the following steps: 1) agreement on a common

validation measure of an ethical goal function (e.g. the temporal development of societal

satisfaction or the temporal development of perceived harm reduction with AI systems in

a certain domain), 2) agreement on superset O of scientifically measurable and relevant

parameters (encoding e.g. affective, dyadic, cultural, social, political, socio-geographical

but importantly also law-relevant information) that are considered as important across

the whole society, 3) specification of personal utility functions for each member n of a

(representation of) society of N members allowing personalized and tailored combinations

of a subset of O, 4) aggregation to a societal ethical goal function UTotal(s, a, s
′). Taken

together, these considerations lead us to the following possible approximation for an

aggregated societal ethical goal function2 given a domain:

UTotal(s, a, s
′) =

N∑
n=1

j∑
i=1

wn
i f

n
fi(Ci) (6.2)

with N standing for the number of participating entities in society, Ci = (pi1, pi2, ..., pim)

being a cluster of m ≥ 1 correlated parameters (whereby independent factors are assigned

an own cluster each) and f representing a set of preference functions (form functions).

For instance f = {f1, f2, ..., ff} where f1 could be a linear transformation, f2 a concave,

f3 a convex preference function and so on. Each entity n assigns a weight wn
i to a form

function fn
fi applied to a cluster of parameters Ci whereby

∑j
i=1 w

n
i = 1. We define

O = {C1, C2, ...} as the superset of all parameters considered in the overall aggregated

utility function. Moreover, a ∈ A with A representing the foreseen discrete action space

at the disposal of the AI. (It is important to note that while the AI could directly perform

actions in the environment, it could also be used for policy-making and provide plans

for human agents.) Further, we consider a continuous state space with the states s and

s′ ∈ S = R|O|. Other aspects including e.g. legal rules and norms on the action space can

be imposed as constraints on the utility function. In a nutshell, the utility aggregation

process can be understood as a voting process in which each participating individual n

distributes his vote across scientifically measurable clusters of parameters Ci on which

he applies a preference function fn
fi to which weights wn

i are assigned as identified as

relevant by n given a to be approximated high-level societal goal (such as A
w−→ P or

A
hmin−−−→ P ). In short, people do not have to agree on personal preferences and weightings,

but only on a superset of acceptable parameters, an aggregation method and an overall

validation measure. (Note that instead of involving society as a whole for each domain,

the utility elicitation procedure can as well be approximated by a transdisciplinary set of

representative experts (e.g. from the legislative) crafting expert ethical goal functions that

attempt to ideally emulate UTotal(s, a, s
′)).

2Note that the following solely represents one possible examplary aggregation strategy and that mul-

tiple alternative valid methods are thinkable (see e.g. the options specified by Masthoff in [298]).
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Finally, it is important to note that the societal ethical goal function specified in (2)

will need to be updated (and evalutated) at regular intervals due to the mental-state-

dependency of utility entailing time-dependency [13] (see Chapter 4). This leads to the

necessity of a socio-technological feedback-loop which might concurrently offer the pos-

sibility of a dynamical ethical enhancement [14, 428]. Pre-deployment, one could in the

future attempt a validation via selected preemptive simulations [14] in which (a represen-

tation of) society experiences simulations of future events (s, a, s′) as movies, immersive

audio-stories or later in VR and AR environments. During these experiences, one could

approximately measure the temporal profile of the so-called artificially simulated future

instant utility [14] denoted UTotalAS being a potential constituent of future well-being.

Thereby, UTotalAS refers to the instant utility [254] experienced during a technology-aided

simulation of a future event whereby instant utility refers to the affective dimension of

valence at a certain time t. The temporal integral that a measure of UTotalAS could

approximate is specified as:

UTotalAS(s, a, s′) ≈
N∑

n=1

∫ T

t0

In(t)dt (6.3)

with t0 referring to the starting point of experiencing the simulation of the event (s, a, s′)

augmented by technology (movie, audio-story, AR, VR) and T the end of this experience.

In(t) represents the valence dimension of core affect experienced by n at time t. Finally,

post-deployment, the ethical goal function of an AI system can be validated using the

validation measure agreed upon before utility aggregation (such as the temporal develop-

ment of societal-level satisfaction with an AI system, well-being or even the perception of

dyadicness establishing a link to harm minimization) that has to be a priori determined.

6.4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we motivated the need in Type I AI value alignment to attempt to model

utility functions capturing the variety of human moral judgements through the integration

of relevant scientific knowledge – especially from cognitive neuroscience and psychology

– (instead of learning) in order to avoid violations of human ethical intuitions. We refor-

mulated value alignment as a security task and introduced the requirement to increase

the variety within classical utility functions positing that a utility function which does

not integrate affective and perceiver-dependent dyadic information does not exhibit suffi-

cient variety and might not exhibit robustness against corresponding adversaries. Using

augmented utilitarianism as a suitable non-normative ethical framework, we proposed a

methodology to implement and possibly validate societal perceiver-dependent ethical goal

functions with the goal to better incorporate the requisite variety for AI value alignment.
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In future work, one could extend and refine the discussed methodology, study a more

systematic validation approach for ethical goal functions and perform first experimen-

tal studies. Moreover, the “security of the utility function itself is essential, due to the

possibility of its modification by malevolent actors during the deployment phase” [13].

For this purpose, a blockchain-based solution might be advantageous. In addition, it is

important to note that even with utility functions exhibiting a sufficient variety for AI

value alignment, it might still be possible for a malicious attacker to craft adversarial

examples against a utility maximizer at the perception-level which might lead to uneth-

ical behavior. Besides that, one might first need to perform policy-by-simulation [428]

prior to the deployment of advanced AI systems equipped with ethical goal functions for

safety reasons. Last but not least, the usage of ethical goal functions might represent an

interesting approach to the AI coordination subtask in AI safety, since an international

use of this method might contribute to reduce the AI race to the problem-solving ability

dimension [14].

6.5 Contextualization

This chapter revealed among others the indispensability of affective and dyadic parame-

ters in ethical frameworks for intelligent systems and the importance of perceived harm

in human moral judgements as described in the theory of dyadic morality. To make the

numerous preceding theoretical reflections more graspable, the next Chapter 7 analyzes

recent experimental work in virtual reality (VR) studies which especially attempted to

assess human moral judgements as applied to ethical decision-making in the context of

autonomous vehicles (AVs) – an exemplary Type I intelligent system. Interesting ques-

tions arising here are for instance “how to design VR studies that can do justice to the

variety of perceived harm predicted by dyadic morality?” and “how to scientifically debias

misinformed moral cognition (while respecting moral pluralism) with the help of VR?”.

Answering these questions might be helpful to identify appropriate parameters for eth-

ical goal functions. Hence, in the next Chapter 7, we postulate that for the complex

task of societal relevance pertaining to goal specification in both AI ethics and AI safety,

VR and also augmented reality (AR) represent valuable tools whose utilization facilitates

the extension of socio-technological reality by offering a rich counterfactual experiential

testbed for enhanced ethical decision-making. For this purpose, we use the example of

AVs to elaborate on how especially VR could provide a twofold structured augmenta-

tion for the governance of artificial intelligent systems by enhancing society with regard

to ethical self-assessment and ethical debiasing. Thereby, we extend existing literature

by tailored recommendations based on insights from cognitive neuroscience and psychol-

ogy to solve inconclusive open issues related to past VR experiments involving ethically

relevant dilemmas in AV contexts.
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Chapter 7

Extending Socio-technological

Reality for Ethics in Intelligent

Systems as exemplified by the

Autonomous Vehicle Case

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N. Aliman and

L. Kester. Extending socio-technological reality for ethics in artificial intelligent sys-

tems. In 2019 IEEE International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Re-

ality (AIVR). IEEE, 2019. As the first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital

contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write down the content and to perform

an extensive literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

7.1 Introduction

For the governance of artificial intelligent systems which is a field of interest within both

AI safety and AI ethics at an international level [365], it becomes crucial to design an

appropriate goal specification framework able to encode the ethical and legal requirements

within a given societal context. In this regard, different solutions have been proposed

ranging from rule-based frameworks to methods based on updatable context-sensitive and

perceiver-dependent ethical utility functions formulated at the societal level called ethical

goal functions [16] (see Chapter 5). However, for any case in a given domain in which a

society is supposed to contribute to implement a framework of AI governance, a process of

ethical self-assessment attempting to unambiguously provide answers to the question on

what society wants arises as necessity. In order to identify strategies for legislations and

regulations, it seems vital to proactively carefully analyze moral judgements and moral
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actions during human-machine interactions. In the context of autonomous vehicles (AVs),

VR [434] or AR settings might allow for qualitatively superior estimations in comparison

to rather remote online questionnaires [38] while concurrently facilitating safety-relevant

experiments which would be proscribed in real-world environments [70]. How VR has

already been used to assist in ethical self-assessment is reviewed and discussed in the

following Section 7.2.

While this procedure might enable a first assessment of the status quo of moral views

and the identification of ethical parameters, the findings are at times contradictory and

society is not limited to directly pass on these conceptions which are potentially dis-

torted by ethically relevant cognitive biases to the AVs without more ado. First, the

self-assessment itself may be prone to biases and misconceptions – a circumstance that

can be improved using scientific models of morality [9, 373] as basis for better suited VR

and AR studies. Second, it appears recommendable to schedule a scientifically grounded

process of ethical debiasing in order to filter out what society should want given what

society wants. For this purpose, the utilization of VR or AR has been suggested for the

experience of counterfactual preemptive simulations [14] in which people can scientifically

calibrate their beliefs and as a result their moral judgements due to discernable differences

in experience1. Ways in which the described ethical debiasing via VR/AR experiences

could take place in the future and how this could be linked to a dynamical enhancement

within a socio-technological feedback-loop [16] in the spirit of Positive Computing [93] are

elucidated in Section 7.3.

7.2 Ethical Self-Assessment

In order to identify what society wants in an AV context, different studies have used

especially VR settings implementing either different ethical dilemmas inspired by classical

trolley problems [255, 399, 434] or conceptualized for more practical scenarios [238, 282].

In our view, both types of studies appear valuable due to the fact that while ethical

dilemma scenarios have been criticised to be unrealistic because AV scenarios are more

complex [322], one could argue that if these simplicistic scenarios can already not be

resolved, it seems a rather pessimistic outlook for real-world AV cases implying decision-

making under uncertainty. Another line of thought is to assume that ethical dilemmas

like trolley problems are inherently insoluble [238] and thus, the only engineering task

that can be fulfilled is to avoid lethal outcomes at any cost. However, it is known from

cybersecurity that “there is no such thing as a 100% secure system” [451] which also

1Note that the conceptual design of such VR or AR experiences themselves would require the integra-

tion of knowledge from multiple relevant scientific fields to allow for a targeted identification of ethically

relevant parameters in the first place. Exemplary recommendations are provided in Subsection 7.3.2.
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generalizes to AI safety. Therefore, any proactive approach could eventually fail and it is

important to plan for such eventualities in order to enable risk assessment and cost-benefit

analysis. Importantly, while encountering ethical dilemmas with lethal consequences in

real-life AV settings might represent a relatively rare case, the design of suitable solutions

could provide invaluable insights for intelligent systems in critical domains where the

lives of people and their well-being are inherently part of the decision-making process.

Thinkable relevant application areas include justice, medicine and military [152].

Furthermore, one could argue that the perception of AVs does not allow a distinction

of people of the same quality as supposed in many ethical dilemma scenarios. However,

this argument seems not to indicate a fundamental limitation, since a more sophisticated

perception with a better integration of data is rather a matter of time, knowledge and

legal framework and does not represent a categorical impossibility. Thus, both classical

ethical dilemmas and more real-world oriented VR and AR studies appear to be of interest

for AI ethics and AI safety considerations that should support ethical self-assessment

even if practical cases are likely to be more often of relevance in daily life [353]. In

the following, we review some relevant results reported from a non-exhaustive set of

VR experiments of both types which yields a variety of heterogeneous and partly even

contradictory interpretations.

7.2.1 Ethical Dilemmas

In a versatile VR experiment, Wilson and Theodorou [434] analyzed the moral judgements

of participants immersed in the perspective of AV passengers occupying the driver seat in

different settings. Thereby, the decision maker component of the AV was faced with the

inevitable choice to crash within one of two different humanoid non-playable characters.

The authors studied i.a. the impact of the varying perception of the agent on the reactions

of the participants. In all three conditions, the AV was in fact controlled by an AI, however

in one condition the participants were informed that a human was remotely controlling the

car, while in both remaining conditions, the participants were informed about the artificial

control but with a split leading to a transparent vs. a non-transparent setting. Among

others, the authors reported an important difference in the acceptance of the decision-

making of the agent by the participants dependent on whether they assume it to be of

artificial or human nature. The participants were more likely to exhibit forgiveness for the

actions of the “human” and non-transparent AI agents than for the transparent AI, which

was however perceived as more predictable. Moreover, in case of decision-making based

on the social value of the accident victims (for instance using a distinction by profession,

gender and body size), the participants tended to blame the transparent AI much more

than the agent perceived as human. Further, the participants strongly favored random

decisions rather than such based on social value to which they vehemently opposed. It is
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important to note that while the graphics were slightly limited in their naturalness, every

crash was accompanied with realistic screams from real recordings. Overall, this study

indicated a difference in moral judgments related to the perspective of the participants,

since questionnaires framing comparable AV dilemmas from a non-immersive bird’s eye

view [38] led to different results with participants basing their moral judgments i.a. on

differences in social value.

Other VR studies in the context of decision-making in AVs led to diverging conclusions.

For instance, Kallioinen et al. [255] analyzed moral judgements in VR from various per-

spectives (passenger, pedestrian and observer) with human or artificial drivers and came

to the conclusion that humans and AVs were largely judged similarly. Thereby, the only

important difference was related to the stronger expectation for harm minimization in

the AV case. Generally, participants favored to spare the lifes of a smaller group of child

pedestrians over a larger number of lifes of adult pedestrians. Moreover, they exhibited

a tendency to spare the life of pedestrians over car passengers given an equal number of

individuals, however with the restriction that from the passenger perspective, participants

“were less likely to accept the car driving off a cliff in order to save pedestrians”. The au-

thors link this fact to a supposed self-preservation effect. In this study, the self-reported

confidence of moral judgements was additionally registered with the lowest confidence

scores assigned to adult vs. child pedestrian scenarios from the more detached observer

perspective. An important detail is that the authors state to have omitted realistic ani-

mations and sound effects at collision time in order to “avoid unnecessary distress”.

In a further VR study [399] analyzing moral behavior instead of retrospective judgement

in a forced choice decision with vehicles involving a variety of obstacles ranging from

objects over animals to humans, the participants were controlling a car from a driver’s

seat and had to indicate via keystrocke which of two obstacles to target by lane switch.

In this experiment, the authors similarly abstained from any sound and animation effect

associated with the collision itself. In addition, the experiment was subdivided in a fast

and a slow condition of a 1 second and a 4 seconds time window for decision-making

respectively. The authors argue that a simple value-of-life model approximates the taken

moral decisions appropriately but observe inconsistencies in moral behavior under time

pressure. They postulate that value-of-life models should be used for real-world applica-

tions in the AV context and are of importance for manufacturers and lawmakers. Another

virtual car driving study [163] concludes that human decision-making in similar ethical

dilemmas can be captured by a utilitarian model in favor of the quantitative greater

good sparing the lives of as many virtual avatars as possible (irrespective of whether this

includes a self-sacrifice of the own avatar). In addition, the study identifies a modula-

tion of the decision process with respect to the age parameter associated with the victim

avatars. The younger the avatars were, the less likely it was that the participants decided

to sacrifice the lives of these entities. This type of “age bias” was as well observed in a
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similar VR study [398] involving ethical dilemmas with AVs where the authors however

additionally report a “gender bias” in favor of female avatars and a slight “omission bias”

describing the preference to hit targets by inaction instead of actively switching the lane.

An interesting detail is that in this study, the authors also omitted animations and sound

effects at collision time and provided a time window of 4 seconds for each decision.

In a different cross-cultural VR experiment which was not overtly framed within an ethical

dilemma paradigm, but which involved an immersive game-like situation of a race-course

with simulated car accidents [250], the impact of personality traits on the nature of

the decision-making in such emergency situations has been analyzed. In this context,

Ju et al. designed the simulated inevitable accidents occuring during a VR race with

recorded lap time such that they reflect ethically relevant decision-making. The main

goal of the experiment was formulated as the completion of a car race, however three

humanoid avatars appeared on the street with different aversive behaviors towards the

approach of the car. The participants had the possibility to either brake/try to avoid

the situation, run over the avatars or drive off a cliff resulting in a self-sacrifice. The

time window for decision-making amounted to less than 2 seconds. Thereby, the control

of the car was designed such that the brakes were too unsensitive to avoid the collision.

Consequently, the race ended either just before the collision or once the participant opted

to drive off the cliff. Under these conditions, only one participant opted for a self-sacrifice,

while the choices of all participants were splitted in two distinct groups of those that

did not ignore the avatars (60 participants) and those that did (30 participants). The

latter group exhibited significantly higher psychopathy-related traits assessed using a

self-reported psychopathic scale, an empathy scale and an interpersonal reactivity index.

These findings implying a strong aversion against self-sacrifice stand in contradiction

to the VR studies presuming an impersonal utilitarian decision-making in car accident

scenarios. Simultaneously, it is in line with the results of studies according to which people

are highly reluctant to accept utilitarian AVs that would involve a self-sacrifice by the

passengers, even though they would want others to possess such vehicles – leading to a

social dilemma [81]. Moreover, most VR experiments for AV decision-making so far did

not consider the importance of personality traits in the evaluation procedure which seems

however to be essential.

7.2.2 More Practical Scenarios

Realistic AV scenarios exhibit richer safety-relevant features than many of the presented

ethical dilemma scenarios which share similar structures as known from classical trolley

problems. For instance, while the decision-making is performed from the perspective of

an individual, AVs will require a societal-level approach. Moreover, the VR experiments

do not necessarily reflect a situation involving moral and in particular legal responsibil-
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ity [322] due to the missing penalization and the risk that participants might not grasp

the seriousness of the task [250]. When analyzing the results obtained in these studies

it becomes apparant that potential conflicts between widely hold ethical conceptions and

the state-of-the-art legal frameworks for AVs might arise. An example for this are the

German guidelines binding for AVs stating that “personal features, such as age, should

not be taken into consideration in unavoidable accident situations” [255]. Against this

backdrop, it appears vital to jointly analyze both ethical and legal dimensions within

immersive experiences for a more differentiated assessment in order to identify future

integrated societal strategies for the deployment of AVs and more generally ethical intel-

ligent systems.

In [282], Li et. al present a VR study in which the moral action dilemmas include the

parameter of compliance with (Chinese) traffic laws by the victims and further also mo-

torcyclists and car drivers. The authors found that next to sparing the lifes of the greater

number of avatars, people tend to for instance explicitly attribute a higher value to the

life of pedestrians complying with the law and thus perceived as innocent in comparison

to pedestrians acting unlawfully by crossing the street at a red traffic light. In general, the

participants tended to protect the life of pedestrians more often (especially children) than

the better equipped motorcyclists or car drivers. However, when experiencing pedestrians

acting unlawfully, the number of people increased who would spare lawful motorcyclists

or car drivers when compared to a scenario in which no avatar violated the traffic laws.

Interestingly, the study comprised two assessments of each situation. In a first step, the

participants were immersed in the perspective of the driver and had to act under time

pressure, while a second confrontation with the situation from a more remote bystander

view allowed a reconsideration of the selected choice before the final decision in the form

of vehicle dynamics was saved. Within the study, the deliberation taking place during

the second confrontation led some participants to alter their decision to spare avatars

acting in compliance with the traffic laws in order to both minimize their own accident

liability and to save the life of avatars perceived as innocent. The authors argue that law

enforcement is required to constrain the AV deployment since “no one want to see an AV

running into them at random” [282] and suggest to protect innocent groups of people who

abide by the law rather than blindly employing a utilitarian decision-making framework.

For this purpose, they propose an obligatory ethics setting for AV deployment and an

integration of a quantification of expected crush injury severity.

7.3 Ethical Debiasing

After having reviewed a number of VR studies that have been performed for a societal-

level ethical assessment aimed at facilitating the governance of AV systems relevant for AI
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safety and AI ethics, it becomes clear that the highly heterogenous, equivocal and partly

contradictory nature of the results exhibits the need for a deeper analysis. In this chapter,

we postulate that integrating a modern scientific understanding of the nature of human

morality based e.g. on insights from cognitive neuroscience and psychology could help to

clarify the underlying issues and may provide hints for the design of better targeted VR

and AR studies in order to debias the ethical self-assessment procedure itself by avoiding

misconceptions i.a. based on outdated psychological models and unsound assumptions.

Furthermore, we agree with Zuromski et al. stating that [463] “VR technologies are a form

of extended mind. In fact, they are “mental institutions” and they enable various cognitive

processes [...] which are in fact new tools of social cognition”. Hence, we postulate

that besides representing an invaluable mental extension to identify what a society wants

(ethical self-assessment), VR technologies might be in addition of essential importance to

better assess what a society should want (ethical debiasing) [14] – seemingly the conditio

sine qua non for a responsible deployment of artificial intelligent systems in real-world

environments.

It appears too restrictive to limit the breadth of human ethical conceptions in AV scenarios

to a dichotomy between utilitarian and deontological decision-making often misleadingly

framed as a “rational” vs. an “emotional” view [399, 434]. From a virtual ethical per-

spective [321], it has been argued that “we should try to design and program cars in ways

that help to make people act carefully and responsibly when they use self-driving cars”.

Thereby, it is conceivable that VR experiments could act as a catalyst for AVs to become

“moral technologies” [7] which could facilitate an ethical enhancement of society and has

been stated to be able “to bring out virtues in people” [321]. In the following, we elaborate

on why an ethical framework for AVs would need to allow a coalescence of the diverse

apparently conflicting ethical conceptions as found in the VR studies in addition to legal

constraints in order to function as an adequate embodied scientific model of human intu-

itions and how this might affect the design of future suitable VR experiences. Therafter,

we briefly elucidate how to possibly use VR and also AR to further refine and debias the

resulting goal specification.

7.3.1 Scientific Ethical Self-Assessment

It has been argued from a cybernetic point of view that in order not to violate human eth-

ical intuitions, the framework utilized to govern an intelligent system should be a model

of these intuitions whereby the best models pertaining to human mental constructions

are scientific ones [9]. From the perspective of AI safety, the governance of AI systems

requires solving the value alignment subtask which aims at implementing AI systems

such that they are aligned with human ethical values. Hence, for a responsible AI gov-

ernance it is important to scientifically consider the nature of human morality and to
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overcome popular but unfounded conceptions related to the human brain supposing for

instance a battle between emotion and cognition at the core of its functioning which is

often nourished by conceptions like the “triune” brain representing a neuroscientifically

untenable assumption [47, 302]. This idea related to a presumed dichotomy between

a “rational” neocortical and an “emotional” limbic thinking mode has been termed a

“cherished narrative in Western mental philosophy” and a fiction with implications even

in economical settings [168]. Traces of this type of mind-body dualism can be found in

multiple approaches to morality and may be reflected in certain scientific interpretations

of moral psychology. In fact, mental states associated with both emotion and cognition

are constructed via domain-general processes in a brain for the purpose of allostasis (an-

ticipating the needs of an organism before they arise) [47]. The experience of instances

of concepts as emotion on the one hand and cognition on the other hand differs in the

focus of attention of the brain [53, 237]. Thereby, limbic cortices are not reactive as

assumed, but predictive and control the body as well as attention mechanisms among

others [48, 52]. Moreover, next to environmental information and past experiences, the

construction of mental states in general (such as thoughts, moral judgements, or emotions)

involves the consideration of the interoceptive sensory array (statistical regularities of the

internal milieu) as additional necessary element for a situated conceptualization for the

purpose of allostasis. Interoceptive sensations are made available to human conciousness

via the low-dimensional continuous experience of core affect with the dimensions valence

(pleasantness/unpleasantness) and arousal (activation/deactivation) [48]. Importantly,

“no decision or action can be free of interoception and affect” [47] which is why also

moral judgements and moral actions always involve affective elements to a certain extent

even in cases where humans associate them with the adjectives “rational” or “cold” [9].

Hence, while it is tempting to contrast utilitarian decision-making in the VR scenarios

with the more deontologically seeming decisions by using a “rational” vs. an “emotional”

account of the situations, it is important to step back and consider alternative consis-

tent scientific explanations in order to be able to better assess what a society wants. In

light of this, note that an early psychological theory termed dual-process model [218]

of moral judgements proposing a cognitive and rational system implementing utilitarian

decisions and an intuitive emotional counter-utilitarian system was among others based

on the assumption that the brain activity during counter-utilitarian decisions could be

mapped to specific emotional processing areas. However, as recent neuroscientific evi-

dence demonstrates, there is no specifically specialized emotion area or module in the

brain [47, 48, 103, 237]. Allostasis and interoception are at the core of brain functioning

and are substantially supported by two multi-purpose domain-general functional networks

of the brain called the default mode network and the salience network [51]. While the

default mode network is among others relevant for internally directed deliberation and

counterfactual simulations, another functional network involved in externally directed

cognition is called the executive control network. Thereby, the salience network imple-
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ments among others a sort of affective attention [50] sensitive to prediction errors and

is able to engage the default mode network or the executive control network in a given

situation – for instance during moral judgements. Accordingly, it has been argued that

moral choices perceived as rather impersonal and distant involve the salience network re-

cruiting the executive control network leading to utilitarian seeming decisions related to

calculating expected utilities while moral choices identified as personal and necessitating

further deliberation e.g. related to multiple points of views, it is the default mode network

that would be recruited [103]. However, activities in default mode and executive control

network are not necessarily mutually exclusive. In certain creative tasks, the salience

network facilitates a dynamic orchestration of both the executive control and the default

mode network [61] setting constraints on divergent thinking. Also, it is conceivable that

complex ethical dilemmas might lead to comparable co-operations as known from stepwise

simulations of mental processes [185]. Finally, widespread social/cultural norms related to

harmful acts [373] might serve as heuristics constraining the need for further deliberation.

In the light of the above, it becomes clear that moral decision-making is influenced by affec-

tive attention which is comprehensible since the detection of immoral potentially harmful

behavior in which the salience network is involved is of high importance for evolutionary

reasons and for optimal social interaction [385]. Similarly, the recent psychological theory

of dyadic morality [373] postulates that moral judgements are based on a fuzzy cogni-

tive template reflecting the degree to which a perceiver percieves an intentional agent

causing damage to a vulnerable patient. Thereby, the perception of the immorality of

a given act is the result of a threefold combination encompassing norms, negative affect

and importantly perceived harm. The continuum predicting the immorality of an act

has been termed dyadicness. The authors suggest that the dyadicness associated to a

cognitive template can be modulated with time by social discourses. Furthermore, moral

judgements are understood as mental constructions which similar to cognition, vision and

emotion naturally exhibit a high variability [374] leading to disagreements. However, hu-

mans share a similar harm-based template for morality resulting in “cognitive unity in the

variety of perceived harm” [373]. Synoptically, moral-judgements can be said to be highly

variable by being affective, perceiver-dependent, context-dependent, time-dependent and

a function of a perceived dyadic template encoding the perception of agent, action and

patient. These findings have profound implications for the design of future VR or AR

studies for the ethical governance of artificial intelligent systems such as AVs.

7.3.2 Goal Specification

Reanalyzing the VR experiments of ethical decision-making in AV contexts presented in

the last section, the divergent results might not seem surprising in the light of the va-

riety of perceived harm as all observations are theory-laden and in certain cases more
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restrictive preconceptions in the experimental design might have constrained the ethi-

cal self-assessment procedure. In order to do justice to the variety of moral conceptions

within each society, it will be important to consider representative groups and frame the

experiments such that the entire breadth of the cognitive templates including the dif-

ference in perception of these templates can be captured. In Table 7.1, we provide a

simplified compilation of the different relevant decision-making focuses that have been

revealed in the mentioned predominantly VR studies on traffic dilemmas with some ex-

emplary non-comprehensive set of parameters that made a difference. For instance, the

nature of the agent (artificial or human) seemed to matter for some people expecting a

different behavior from AVs in comparison to human drivers [434], while for others the

expectations were relatively similar [255]. Moreover, the accident liability of the agent de-

duced from legal settings was relevant in the presented Chinese ethical and legal dilemma

study [282]. Concerning the type of actions, in some studies the so called omission bias

reflecting a preference for inaction often associated with a deontological perspective has

been reported. This is in line with the findings of the “moral machine experiment” in

which a preference for inaction in western societies has been identified [38]. While the

participants of one study were strongly in favor of a random selection of patients which

would not take into account parameters associated with social value [434], other studies

reflected a decision-making based on non-random elements – especially regarding age,

but also related to the type of the patient (e.g. pedestrian, passenger or motorcyclist)

or its legal liability in the accident related to its perceived innocence or guilt [282]. A

similar trend of sparing the life of lawfully behaving patients was reported in the moral

machine questionnaire for eastern societies [38]. Finally, concerning the VR experiencer,

for instance the specific view (fully immersed or more detached) made a difference in

the confidence of moral judgements [255] and moral action varied fundamentally given

psychopathic personality traits [250] but also given time pressure [282, 399] or the beliefs

that the experiencer had about the nature of the agent [434]. Finally, cultural differences

might lead to differences in moral judgements within AV dilemmas [38] which should be

further considered in future VR studies.

Overall, the potential breadth of moral judgements predicted by dyadic morality seems

to be already recognizable in this small subset of studies. Moral judgements can vary

across a rich heterogeneous set of parameters including among others affective, dyadic,

cultural, psychological and social factors emerging from the perceiver-dependent interpre-

tation of dyadic cogntive templates. In order to capture the relevant ethical parameters

that matter within a society for a better model of human ethical intuitions for AI safety

and AI ethics purposes, future VR experiments will have to model scenarios formulated

at least at this abstraction level. By considering these manifold degrees of freedom, the

risk for a so called perverse instantiation (a goal misspecification failure in AI safety) can

be addressed. For instance, utilitarianism which has been suggested for the governance of

AVs [163], has been shown to represent safety risks if used for utility functions of artificial
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Focus Agent Action Patient VR Experiencer

S e.g. in [434], [282] e.g. in [398], [255],

[250]

e.g. in [282], [398],

[255], [399], [163]

e.g. in [434], [255],

[250], [399]

Ex. nature; trans-

parency; liability

omission; self-

preservation

number; age; gen-

der; species; type;

liability

view; personality;

time; beliefs; cul-

ture

Table 7.1: Simplified decision-making focuses of participants in different AV ethical dilem-

mas and scenarios. S denotes exemplary studies and Ex. exemplary parameters for each

focus. By “experiencer”, we refer to the entities in society performing the ethical evalua-

tion augmented via VR.

intelligent systems in safety-critical domains without more ado, since it violates human

ethical intuitions and is affected by diverse impossibility theorems [152, 9]. Moreover,

abnormally utilitarian decision-making is related to socio-emotional and affective disor-

ders of individuals exhibiting a disruption of the salience network functioning such as in

psychopathy [103, 344, 385, 252] and may not necessarily correspond to a suitable model

for the moral judgements of the average population.

Recently, augmented utilitarianism [13], a non-normative ethical framework for AI safety

that can be augmented by science and technology (including VR/AR) and which is com-

patible with dyadic morality has been suggested instead as a better model of human

ethical intuitions [9]. As opposed to the normative framework of classical utilitarianism

focused only on the outcome of actions, augmented utilitarianism allows the joint consid-

eration of experiencer, agent, action and outcome as a non-normative model. Instead of

trying to achieve a societal-level agreement on moral intuitions, augmented utilitarianism

suggests to agree on a superset of relevant affective, dyadic and legal parameters and

constraints and to formulate an aggregation of personalized and tailored context-sensitive

and perceiver-dependent utility functions that should be necessarily updated with time

leading to a socio-technological feedback-loop. Legal parameters but also legal norms and

rules to limit the action space should be integrated in this process. In order to craft such

societal-level augmented utility functions (also called ethical goal functions [16]), society

would have to integrate scientific insights and facilitate the experience of counterfactual

scenarios assisted for instance by VR and AR technology. Considering each cluster of

instantiated dyadic cognitive templates and each perceiver, an algorithm could assimilate

the corresponding relevant human-defined parameters with the human-defined weights

and calculate the cardinal context-sensitive utility of the given scenario on which artificial

intelligent systems could maximize.
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7.3.3 Cognitive-affective Debiasing

After having elucidated how aided by scientific insights and supported by technology

like VR one could improve the societal-level ethical self-assessment necessary for the

deployment of artificial intelligent systems, we now elaborate on how VR but also AR

could be used to identify what society should want by debiasing the goal specification.

Thereby, the measures we suggest are not restricted to a use in an AV context, but might

be relevant for other domains as well including for instance the use of artificial intelligent

systems for decision support or policy-making. Applied to the design of future VR and

AR experiments for AI safety and AI ethics, the proposed measures might contribute to

systematically employ VR and AR technologies for a dedicated positive computing [93]

and a debiasing of utility assignment [14]. Using the augmented utilitarianism framework,

society could then attempt to encode the debiased moral conceptions and legal frameworks

in ethical goal functions for AI governance [13].

In the following, we collate a non-comprehensive list of valuable future VR and AR mea-

sures that have been partly proposed in the past in disparate contexts which we now

relate to ethical debiasing for a responsible deployment of artificial intelligent systems

and extend by novel suggestions:

� Enhancement of social cognition: Before encoding human values into artificial

intelligent systems, one important first step might be to improve ethical awareness,

altruistic behavior and empathy by diverse perspective-taking techniques in order to

be able to provide ethical goals in the first place. For instance, the use of VR tech-

nology in the form of VR perspective-taking tasks motivating prosocial behaviors

and reduction of prejudices [452, 233, 379] or prosocial games increasing altruistic

tendencies transferable to the real world has been reported [93, 358]. Moreover, VR

frameworks facilitate transformative affective experiences which could contribute

to empower social skills and especially environmental awareness [104, 295]. Be-

sides that, first prosocial AR games were used to increase urban and ethical aware-

ness [439, 368]. However, AR studies for improving on social cognition are currently

less widespread than corresponding VR experiments. We believe that for instance

in the AV setting, it might be beneficial to carry out future AR experiments in

the vicinity of the place of residence or work of participants for more naturalistic

results. In general, while most of the presented VR studies for the ethical dilemmas

with AVs abstained from utilizing realistic animations and sound effects at colli-

sion time, it might be more responsible to provide realistic settings as performed

in [434]. It could seem negligent to frame societal goals having an impact on human

lifes without an adequate situation assessment supporting prosocial tendencies. In

safety-critical domains, it might be for instance important to strive for more re-

alistic VR experiences including an elicitation of mortality salience [105] in order
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to better evaluate attitudes towards risk and to better assess conceptions such as

the willingness for self-sacrifice exhibited in some VR experiments with AVs. In a

nutshell, more realistic VR experiments and crucially also more AR studies could

be of interest in future research. However, we suggest to also extend these future

studies by counterfactual experiences as we will expound in the following.

� Counterfactual experience: While the VR exeperiments reviewed in this chap-

ter contained diverse ethical dilemmas with AVs, they mostly did not provide the

participants with an experience of all alternative branches prior to a decision or a

judgement. By doing this, one misses the possibility to use VR as rich counterfac-

tual testbed in its capacity of mind extending technology and as valuable support

for moral deliberation. Ideally, individuals within a society would be able to com-

pare a variety of possible future scenarios to assess their preferences and assigning

artificially simulated future instant utility [9] to each branch of the future such that

intelligent systems could perform actions maximizing on this context-sensitive util-

ity. Obviously, this utopian idea is impossible to implement given the number of

scenarios and the inherent unpredictability of the future. However, it emphasizes the

point to not unnecessarily restrict the breadth of VR or AR experiences. Applied

to the AV case, a participant could first experience the different types of collision

within an ethical dilemma before the final decision.

� Slow and corrigible decision-making: While the mentioned ethical dilemmas

were mostly framed as emergency and accident situations for realistic assessments,

it is debatable whether actions/decisions under time pressure represent a recom-

mendable basis for AI governance. Instead, a careful approach might be necessary

at least in addition. Again, VR and AR technologies allow an extension of ethical

decision-making. This also includes the time dimension. In one of the mentioned

VR experiments, a difference in time of 1 vs. 4 seconds led participants to exhibit

an omission bias (preference for inaction) in the slower condition which the authors

associate with deontological considerations [399]. It is conceivable that given longer

reflection time, the choices of many people could change as it was the case in the

ethical and legal AV dilemma in which the participants were given a second trial to

assess the situation [282]. Reasonable time windows for reflection could be assessed

in future VR/AR experiments and should not be a priori limited to the magnitude

of a few seconds especially in safety-critical domains. Beyond that, it is important

to note that a societal-level ethical self-assessment procedure followed by an ethical

debiasing is not sufficient for a sustainable safe governance of artificial intelligent

systems in specific domains. Due to the time-dependency of moral conceptions this

process including the utilitization of immersive technologies will need to be repeated

within a socio-technological feedback-loop facilitating error-correction. Moreover,

since one can inherently not predict a future that is highly dependent on the cre-
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ation of new knowledge, the world models of the intelligent systems and their safety

and security mechanisms as well as the underlying scientific assumptions of society

will have to be updated in the light of new findings.

� Informed experience: Finally, the misattribution of properties to AV controllers

perceived as artificial vs. human in [434] should be investigated in-depth in future

work as the perception of the agent might be prone to multiple biases. Elements

that might contribute to the moral perception of intelligent systems are e.g. es-

timated quality of situation awareness, assumed intentionality, anthropomorphism

and perceived potential harm [75]. These different influences will need to be con-

sidered in future VR/AR experiments integrating a psychological analysis for socio-

technological decision-making. Knowledge about the embodied nature of human

morality from a scientific perspective paired with the possibility to take a part of

it into account might contribute to a change in perception of artificial intelligent

systems. Perhaps, by additionally providing accurate information about functioning

and sensing of the intelligent systems, it might be possible to debias the perception

of the agent further.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we elaborated on how VR and AR could play a twofold role in the

challenging task of goal specification for artificial intelligent systems which we illustrated

using the case of ethical and legal dilemmas in autonomous vehicles. We reviewed diverse

studies exemplifying how VR experiments are already used for a societal-level ethical self-

assessment – albeit the studies exhibited partially contradictory results at first glance.

Thereafter, we analyzed how VR and AR in their capacity of mind extending technologies

could additionally facilitate a further ethical debiasing process. To this end, we first

conflated findings from modern cognitive neuroscience and psychology necessitated for

an informed design of richer and more targeted future experiments. Finally, we provided

recommendations on how to actively use VR and AR for a cognitive-affective debiasing

extending socio-technological reality for an augmented AI ethics and AI safety approach.

7.5 Contextualization

This chapter addressed a variety of exemplary VR studies for ethical self-assessment and

ethical debiasing for the meaningful control of intelligent systems. Throughout the last

chapters, it became clear that ethical enhancement cannot be grounded in faulty dichoto-

mous assumptions such as freeing a supposed “rational” thinking process from an emo-
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tional one. What has been rather suggested is an inherently cognitive-affective approach

which extends beyond classically assumed cognitive enhancement measures. Among oth-

ers, we utilized VR and AR as an example for a practical experiential testbed to fill in

values into ethical goal functions. However, due to the associated cost factor that would

arise when crafting expert ethical goal functions when supported by such technology, it is

important to consider alternative more affordable methods. For this purpose, Chapter 9

additionally discusses the use of more easily available complementary sources of human

values of international relevance – namely the United Nations Sustainable Developmental

Goals. Prior to that, in the next short Chapter 8, we provide a brief compact recapitula-

tion and a high-level integration of the last Chapters with a focus on augmented utilitari-

anism. (Note that the chapter can be skipped in case all previous chapters have been read

as it solely provides a high-level overview on already elaborated elements from various

preceding chapters.) This short overview reflects the necessity for a hybrid cognitive-

affective AI safety motivated in the beginning of this thesis. The concept of humans as

part of the socio-technological feedback-loop is of ambiguous nature: humans specify both

what they want and are at the same time also enhanced by the technology and Type I

AI systems they try to control (or utilize as instruments for control). This loop of bidi-

rectional error-correction emphasizes the proposed hybrid aspect beneficial to AI safety

and governance which could motivate future required transdisciplinary efforts from moral

psychology to positive computing utilizing VR frameworks.
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Chapter 8

XR for Augmented Utilitarianism

This chapter1 is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N. Aliman, L.

Kester and P. Werkhoven. XR for Augmented Utilitarianism. In 2019 IEEE International

Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality (AIVR). IEEE, 2019. As the

first author of the underlying paper, I had a vital contribution and it was solely my

responsibility to write down the content and to perform an extensive literature research

as well as in-depth analysis.

8.1 Introduction

In recent years, AI governance [127, 180] and especially the regulation of artificial intel-

ligent systems with a more or less high level of autonomy has been identified as urgent

issue of international relevance [365, 153]. In order to allow for a meaningful and human-

centered control of artificial intelligent systems, it seems indispensable to implement them

such that they are amenable to the ethical conceptions and legal constraints of society.

For this purpose, it has been suggested to govern these systems via human-crafted utility

functions denoted ethical goal functions [16] (see Chapter 5) that jointly encode human

ethical intuitions and legal aspects. In this way, the systems could perform actions max-

imizing on these functions which would be in compliance with society [428]. In order to

craft ethical goal functions that are able to reflect the complexity and plurality of human

morality suggested by insights from psychology [374, 373], a novel non-normative ethical

framework denoted augmented utilitarianism [9] (abbreviated with AU in the following)

has been introduced in Chapter 4. While AU offers a context-sensitive and perceiver-

dependent scaffold for ethical goal functions, the task to fill in human values represents

1The chapter represents a high-level intermediate summary of elements from previous chapters ex-

tended by multiple additional references. It can be skipped in case the entirety of preceding chapters has

been read.
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Figure 8.1: Decision-making focuses within different possible frameworks for machine

ethics. “S&T” denotes an envisaged augmentation of the ethical decision making process

by science and technology. By “experiencer”, we refer to the societal entities performing

moral evaluations e.g. within XR experiences. Taken from [13].

a non-trivial tedious challenge for which extended reality (XR) technologies could offer a

unique support [14]. In this chapter, we collate two contexts in which XR is needed to

assist the design of AU-based ethical goal functions. (Although past work at the intersec-

tion of AI governance, XR and ethics mostly pertained to virtual reality (VR) studies and

we thus largely refer to VR-related literature, corresponding strategies are not restricted

to this specific XR type [359, 9].) First, we discuss how targeted XR studies could inform

research related to both moral psychology and machine ethics which will be crucial to

identify candidate parameters for ethical goal functions. Second, we elaborate on the role

of XR for proactive AI Safety measures at the pre-deployment stage of these functions

which could subsequently foster human ethical enhancement.

8.2 Context Moral Psychology and Machine Ethics

While moral psychology focuses on descriptive ethics and aims at capturing how humans

perform moral judgements [234] and what human values are, machine ethics targets the

topic on which ethical principles and normative frameworks to encode into machines [22].

Recently, the analysis of ethical dilemmas situated at the intersection of these research

areas which culminated in the large-scale study of the so-called moral machine experi-

ment [38] became more and more important. This type of decision-making under dilem-

matic circumstances is relevant for AU-based ethical goal functions due to the necessity

of risk assessment and the inevitability of undesired low-probability events [81] during the

deployment of artificial intelligent systems. Recently, multiple VR studies took up on this

topic especially as applied to the context of autonomous vehicles [163, 255, 282, 399, 434].

In safety-critical contexts, the use of immersive XR studies are highly valuable, since

real-world experiments would be proscribed [70]. However, despite being useful, classical

ethical dilemmas inspired by trolley problems are often oversimplified in a way that im-

portant parameters that play a role in human moral judgements might remain undetected.

In order to avoid such blind spots that could have negative repercussions on AI gover-
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nance, we suggest that detailed scientifically informed XR studies might allow a reliable

identification of relevant parameters for AU in a given domain. For instance, as opposed

to classical utilitarianism focused solely on patients, recent modern psychology insights

reveal that human moral judgements are related to the perception of agent, action and

patient [149, 373] – which is supported by AU as depicted in Figure 8.1. Moreover, the

identity of the perceiver as well as the identities of both agent and patient might play

an important role [234]. Beyond that, people exhibit an aversion against decision-making

initiated by AI agents [74, 286]. Their corresponding moral judgements can depend on

the perceived expertise [234] and perceived intentionality [73] of the artificial agent. While

the AU framework is able to model this type of context-sensitive and perceiver-dependent

information [9], it represents a non-normative framework and future XR studies that cover

all the mentioned aspects are required in order to fill in parameters and weights to craft

ethical goal functions in the first place.

8.3 Context AI Safety and Policy-by-Simulation

Due to the time-dependency of mental events [241] including moral judgements [372, 9]

and the possible occurrence of errors, it is indispensable to regularly update AU-based

ethical goal functions. The dynamic iterative process of correcting an ethical frame-

work for AI governance and the world models underlying the involved artificial intelligent

systems has been termed a socio-technological feedback-loop [14] (see Chapter 3). This

process could represent a powerful tool for AI-assisted policy-making in diverse contexts.

However, in practice, such a large-scale socio-technological feedback-loop in real world

environments would be relatively time-consuming and comparatively risky. Thus, in or-

der to allow for faster iterations and proactive safety measures, it has been suggested

to first test the quantifiable impacts of an ethical goal-function in simulated environ-

ments. This method in which “human expert knowledge can be extended by AI systems

within simulation environments” [16] has been termed policy-by-simulation [428]. From

the perspective of AI Safety [448], AI-tailored XR experiences evaluating the impacts of

AU-based ethical goal functions would represent a unique corrective opportunity for an

extended policy-by-simulation approach. As a side-effect, the design of such XR scenar-

ios for testing AU-based ethical goal functions could also promote a dedicated positive

computing [94] by enabling an approximate projected experience of future well-being in

the present [14]. Even if the AI-computed projections will mostly not correspond in a

one-to-one fashion to actual future scenarios also due to their inherent unpredictability,

XR could thereby function as helpful positive technology with beneficial transformative

prosocial effects [104, 177, 178, 345, 350, 358, 395, 449, 463] including ethical enhance-

ment and debiasing [14]. Finally, for an efficient and responsible AI governance, it has

been suggested to convey the responsibility for the design of AU-based ethical goal func-
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Figure 8.2: Socio-technological feedback-loop (highlighted in blue) with an AU-based

ethical goal function instantiating the orthogonality-based disentanglement approach in

a generic stakeholder domain. A proactive policy-by-simulation method could include

environments designed with XR technologies. Simplified and adapted from [16].

tions to a representation of society e.g. in the form of the legislative power supported

by transdisciplinary experts [9]. Thereby, manufacturers would be responsible for the

problem solving ability of the systems as well as related safety and security tests. This

separation of ethical framework and problem solving for reasons of legal accountability,

reliability and transparency has been termed orthogonality-based disentanglement of re-

sponsibilities [16]. Overall, the therefore required artificial intelligent systems of hybrid

“self-aware” [261, 12, 262] architecture (combining subsymbolic and symbolic elements

with utility-based reasoning [16]) performing actions maximizing on an AU-based ethical

goal function would be able to deliver counterfactual explanations. A simplified overview

of this approach is provided in Figure 8.2. Future XR studies could further investigate

human-centered requirements for instance for the presentation and visualization of expla-

nations within such an orthogonality-based disentanglement approach.

8.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we elucidated two pathways of benefically integrating XR technologies into

AI governance strategies utilizing the non-normative ethical framework of AU. First, we

described how future scientifically informed XR experiments are required to fill in human

values into AU-based ethical goal functions from the perspective of moral psychology

and machine ethics. Second, we elaborated on the crucial extensions XR could offer to
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AI Safety especially with regard to the proactive measure of policy-by-simulation. We

thereby depicted the potentially resulting side benefit of XR fostering human well-being

and facilitating human ethical enhancement. In a nutshell, applying XR to complement

a modern ethical framework for AI governance like AU could open up novel research

directions and opportunities to construct a safer human-centered and experience-centered

future of AI.

8.5 Contextualization

This chapter summarized multiple discussed ideas on how to leverage a human-centered

AI governance using AU supported by XR frameworks. However, as indicated earlier it is

important to reflect upon complementary more general and easier accessible approaches

to implement human-centered AI governance in practical settings. Moreover, it might

be helpful to step back and zoom out to consider the proposed strategies in larger in-

ternational contexts and larger time frames. A general ineluctable question emerging is

for instance:“is AI Safety itself sustainable?”. In recent years, the need to address the

multi-faceted issue of AI governance with safety-relevant, ethical and legal implications

at an international level is becoming increasingly critical. Simultaneously, the interna-

tional community is facing a wide array of global challenges for which the United Nations

initiated an agenda with 17 ambitious Sustainable Developmental Goals (SDGs). In the

next Chapter 9, we analyze potential synergies between methodologies to tackle both the

AI governance challenge and the SDG challenge and work out novel constructive recom-

mendations for an SDG-informed AI governance and an AI-assisted approach to the SDG

endeavor. However, we also expound multiple open issues and contextual limitations that

might play a role. Overall, our analysis suggests that while sustainable AI safety cannot

be guaranteed and the goals and values of the international community may change with

time, AI governance could aim at a sustainable transdisciplinary scientific approach in-

stantiated within a corrective socio-technological feedback-loop. Finally, we elaborate on

the importance of the SDGs related to education and strong institutions for the realization

of this potentially robust AI governance strategy.
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Chapter 9

Sustainable AI Safety?

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman, L.

Kester, P. Werkhoven, and S. Ziesche. Sustainable AI Safety? Delphi – Interdisciplinary

review of emerging technologies, 2(4):226–233, 2020. As the first author of the underlying

paper, I had a vital contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write down the

content and to perform an extensive literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

9.1 Introduction

As Ziesche has proposed [461], it might be highly valuable to identify synergies between the

so-called AI value alignment problem and the Sustainable Developmental Goals (SDGs)

challenge which have so far largely been treated separately despite a potential mutual

benefit. Thereby, the AI safety relevant problem of AI value alignment represents a

crucial subtask for AI governance and aims at identifying methods on how to implement

AI systems acting in accordance with human values. This problem of societal relevance

has been acknowledged to be of highly complex nature due to the absence of sufficiently

specific as well as universal human goals [83]. Complementarily, the SDGs could be

for instance interpreted as representing a type of condensed compendium of certain key

human values shared internationally across 193 states and thus offering a basis for AI

governance. In addition, sufficiently value-aligned AI systems could be utilized as support

to achieve the SDGs in a targeted way including support in policy making. In fact, these

bidirectional synergies could be vital given the urgency to address AI governance issues

and since the SDGs have been adopted in 2015 by the UN General Assembly in order to

“stimulate action over the next 15 years in areas of critical importance for humanity and

the planet” [34].

However, the UN SDG framework, which states that 17 SDGs should be achieved by 2030,
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reveals certain caveats that need to be considered a priori in order to be able to harness

it for AI value alignment or to design AI systems directly supporting the framework. The

17 SDGs, including those related to poverty, environmental pollution or inequality are

further subdivided into 169 targets whose achievement is monitored via 232 indicators

with varying quality. The differences in quality are partly reflected in the subdivision

of the indicators into three different tiers. As of 26 September 2019, countries do not

regularly produce data for 89 (so-called tier II indicators) out of the 232 indicators, while

no internationally established methodology is yet available for a further 33 indicators

(so-called tier III indicators) [314]1. One of the main issues is that several targets are

not quantified and to specify indicators for such targets is particularly challenging. De-

spite these notable challenges, we propose considering the UN SDGs as complementary

approach towards the AI Value Alignment problem. In order to achieve that, the set of

SDGs has to be formulated in a machine understandable version to facilitate goal-oriented

AI-based solutions. In order to identify for AI value alignment purposes what a society

wants (ethical self-assessment) and in a second step what a society should want (ethical

debiasing), it has been suggested to combine a scientifically grounded assessment of hu-

man ethics with technological methods such as virtual reality studies for experiences from

a first-person perspective [8] (see Chapter 7). Thereby, we believe that the SDGs could

serve as a heuristic able to supplement ethical self-assessment by qualitatively specifying

candidate human values. Moreover, certain more precise SDG indicators might provide

helpful quantitative targets in some cases. Beyond that, we will also discuss how the

SDGs related to strong institutions and quality education are expedient for a robust dy-

namic approach to AI governance which is not only proactive but also foresees the need

for reactive corrections leading to a socio-technological feedback-loop [16].

In Section 9.2 we discuss possible contributions of SDGs for AI value alignment by taking

the example of value alignment for intelligent autonomous systems and more precisely

the autonomous vehicle case for illustrative purposes. In Section 9.3, we comment on

limitations and emerging sustainability challenges in this context and formulate a set of

recommendations which also encompasses the other direction of the synergy, namely AI

systems for UN SDGs. Finally, in Section 9.4, we conclude and discuss future prospects. In

a nutshell, we do not claim that the SDGs are a comprehensive solution for AI governance,

but rather a promising complementary tool given the urgency of the problem as well as

the fact that the SDGs can be seen as the most detailed as well as inclusive vision for

human development ever compiled [461].

1An exemplary tier II indicator is 14.1.1 (index of coastal eutrophication and floating plastic debris

density) while the indicator 12.4.2 (hazardous waste generated per capita and proportion of hazardous

waste treated, by type of treatment) represents an example for a tier III indicator.
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9.2 Complementing Value Alignment for Intelligent

Autonomous Systems with UN SDGs

After having theoretically motivated the potential usefulness of UN SDGs for AI value

alignment, we discuss the application of this proposition in the context of intelligent

autonomous systems utilizing the use case of autonomous vehicles (AVs) as helpful toy

model with ethical, legal and environmental dimensions pertaining to the realization of

the SDG endeavor itself [422]. (In the following, we will refer to intelligent autonomous

systems with the expression “artificial intelligent system” instead, since we want to stress

that the goals for decision-making in this context are specified by humans and irrespec-

tive of the level of automation, it is not the artificial system that crafts its own goals

autonomously as often mistakenly assumed.) We use value alignment with AVs as a toy

model due to the fact that the use case exhibits domain-general important safety-critical,

ethical and legal features many of which would pertain to the value alignment of a wide

range of artificial intelligent systems deployed in real-world environments. Firstly, it re-

veals the need to make human values explicit for risk assessment and planning which

represents a societal challenge of ethical self-assessment since humans are often reluctant

to clearly express what they want. Secondly, the use case points to another challenge of

scientific nature which is to design suitable machine-readable frameworks that can serve

as scaffolds and templates for the identified human ethical values and legal conceptions.

Thirdly, it might necessitate a societal-level aggregation of heterogeneous and often con-

flicting views within this type of ethical frameworks. Fourthly, due to its complexity, it

might require a cognitive-affective extension of society (e.g. using targeted virtual reality

studies [8]) facilitating a high-quality ethical self-assessment and ethical debiasing which

constitutes a scientific and technological challenge. Fifthly, while the case might seem

to correspond to a rather narrow domain, it has implications that extend beyond it and

will need a supportive context which can be characterized as an institutional, legal and

societal challenge.

Since the UN SDGs themselves, as well as its targets, might be too abstract to identify how

they can be directly applied to theAVcase, it is helpful to scan the SDG indicators [115] in

a bottom-up fashion. In the following, we only mention a non-comprehensive exemplary

set of some of the most straightforward related indicators. Regarding environmental

awareness for AVs, one can for instance identify the indicators 9.4.1 (CO2 emission per

unit of value added) and 11.6.2 (annual mean levels of fine particulate matter (e.g. PM

2.5 and PM 10) in cities (population weighted)). These indicators might be relevant for

hybrid-electric AVs but also electric AVs that obtain their energy from correspondingly

polluting sources. At the top-level, the indicator 9.4.1 is related to the SDG 9 which

seeks to ‘build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization

and foster innovation’, while indicator 11.6.2 stems from the SDG 11 which aims to
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‘make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable’. Concerning

ethical and legal aspects, one can for instance name indicator 3.6.1 (death rate due to road

traffic injuries), 5.1.1 (whether or not legal frameworks are in place to promote, enforce

and monitor equality and non-discrimination on the basis of sex), 16.7.2 (proportion of

population who believe decision-making is inclusive and responsive, by sex, age, disability

and population group) as germane in this context. These indicators are related to SDG

3 which aims to ‘ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages’, SDG 5

‘achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls’ and SDG 16 on peace, justice

and strong institutions respectively. All mentioned indicators are tier I indicators (ie

relatively clearly formulated, respecting international standards and with regular updates

on data available) except for 5.1.1 and 16.7.2 which are tier II indicators. Independently

of the specific type of ethical framework envisaged for meaningful control of AVs, the

presented indicators related to 5 SDGs could be helpful even though certainly not in

isolation. To explain how they could be harnessed for an ethical framework for AVs, we

first describe a recently introduced scientifically grounded non-normative framework for

ethics in artificial intelligent systems denoted augmented utilitarianism [9] before linking

it back to the SDG-related synergy.

Recently, augmented utilitarianism has been proposed as non-normative scaffold and tem-

plate to fill in human values and as instrument to control artificial intelligent systems in

a novel utility-based manner (see Chapter 6). Augmented utilitarianism is in accordance

with modern insights in constructionist accounts in moral psychology [373] and cogni-

tive neuroscience [263] according to which mental states (also moral judgements [9]) are

embodied constructions based on domain-general processes of context-sensitive, perceiver-

dependent, time-dependent and affective nature [47]. For this purpose, augmented utili-

tarianism introduces a type of context-sensitive and perceiver-dependent utility function

that extends beyond the classical consequentialist and utilitarian utility functions which

are focused solely on the outcome of actions. In this way, it allows a coalescence of the clas-

sical normative ethical views related to virtue ethics, deontology and consequentialism –

which seem to all possibly play a role in human moral judgements [149]. To achieve this,

augmented utilitarianism offers a perceiver-dependent template allowing the joint con-

sideration of agent, action and patient. For a meaningful control of artificial intelligent

systems using this framework, people would not need to agree on what they value and how

they weigh what they value. The main necessary precondition would be to consent to an

acceptable superset of parameters allowing an aggregation of the perceiver-dependent and

context-sensitive utility functions respecting legal constraints. (Note that these machine-

readable utility functions would facilitate interpretability of reasoning/planning at the

level of the decision-making component via the transparent human-crafted formulation

of parameters and weights enabling concrete counterfactual comparisons [16]. However,

interpretability at the sensor level remains an important outstanding challenge.) The nec-

essary ethical self-assessment and ethical debiasing to craft these utility functions can be
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assisted by experts from the legislative and be supported by technology such as virtual or

augmented reality [8] (see Chapter 7) providing a rich counterfactual experiential testbed

for a responsible human-centered decision-making. To do justice to the time-dependency

of human ethical conceptions, one would also need to update these augmented utility func-

tions. This indispensable correction of utility functions paired with the need to update

the world models of the AI systems themselves instantiates a dynamic socio-technological

feedback-loop.

However, it becomes clear that such a general mechanism of correction of error within a

socio-technological feedback-loop which is highly relevant for AI value alignment cannot

succeed if the mentioned SDG 16 related to peace, justice and strong institutions is not

realized to a sufficient degree. This is agnostic of the ethical framework considered, since

the fact that human knowledge is prone to errors makes a correction process mandatory.

Therefore, one might categorize SDG 16 as a meta-goal for AI governance. Furthermore,

the SDGs identified can also provide more detailed information related to concrete param-

eters specifically applied to the AV case. Since society would need to specify a superset of

candidate parameters that are admitted for consideration, the SDG indicators specified

can help to extend or filter this superset. For instance, it might be recommendable to add

CO2 and fine particulate matter related parameters in the augmented utility functions

of the AVs if suited (even if the provided indicators 9.4.1 and 11.6.2 are rather restricted

with regard to all climate change relevant measures) which is in the spirit of sustainable

mobility.

An obvious additional important parameter is related to road traffic injuries as encoded in

the SDG indicator 3.6.1. Finally, one must address risk assessment parameters which are

necessary because collisions can in practice not be avoided with absolute certainty at any

time [282] and there is no 100% secure system [451] even if AVs are meant to drastically

improve the security of mobility. Obviously, the UN SDGs do not allow a direct consider-

ation of this case since crafted for a fully different purpose, although more generally, the

indicator 5.1.1. and 16.7.2 reflect recommendations on gender-inclusive legal enforcement

and non-discriminatory decision-making. However, this indication does not directly solve

the complex problem of identifying parameters that could be relevant for dilemmatic sit-

uations in the context of risk assessment, an important part of AI value alignment. We

apply a closer analysis to this missing piece of crucial importance in Section 9.3. However,

these indicators might emphasize the general necessity to competently address discrimi-

nation based on algorithmic biases which we will touch upon in Section 9.3. Lastly, one

drawback of the SDG framework is that it does not allow the identification of precise

weights and the establishment of concrete priorities in the pursuit of the SDGs. In total,

it can be summarized that the UN SDGs allow a powerful supplement to value alignment

with AVs (and more generally artificial intelligent systems) which add important quali-

tative and quantitative contributions. However, it is not meant as a standalone solution
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and should be utilized in conjunction with an ethical framework able to model ethical

and legal dimensions and be extended by scientifically grounded and technology-assisted

ethical self-assessment and debiasing measures.

9.3 Sustainability Challenges in the Context of AI

Value Alignment

It is highly important to address the mentioned point of decision-making under dilem-

matic circumstances, since while we exemplarily refer to the AV case as toy model, the

topic is generally relevant for artificial intelligent systems and artificial decision support

systems in critical domains where the lives and the well-being of people are inherent

part of the decision process. Conceivable relevant application areas may be e.g. justice,

medicine and bureaucracy but could also pertain to future human-machine collaboration

forms such as human-robot rescue teams, hybrid fire brigades or even advanced domestic

robots. Coming back to the AV case, it is also noteworthy that failing to address this

issue could have non-trivial repercussions on a few SDG indicators themselves. If the

satisfaction of society with proposed ethical guidelines for AVs is low, it might (ceteris

paribus) slow down the acceptance of the technology and people would be less willing

to switch to AVs. In turn, this reservation could possibly hinder an optimal overall re-

duction of air pollution (related to SDG indicators 9.4.1 and 11.6.2) and importantly, it

is thinkable that the number of deaths due to road traffic injuries (see SDG indicator

3.6.1) which AVs are supposed to decrease could therefore not be decreased optimally. In

fact, according to a study analyzing the social dilemma encountered with AVs [81], while

people would in theory approve AVs equipped with a utilitarian approach to dilemmatic

scenarios, they would not like to ride such an AV themselves. Moreover, people expressed

their unwillingness to accept regulations mandating a utilitarian self-sacrifice of AV pas-

sengers and expressed their aversion to buy AVs in the presence of such regulations. This

type of mechanisms could lead to the mentioned undesirable repercussions on some SDG

indicators. In the following, we portray why the utilitarian approach to ethical dilemmas

in AVs as e.g. suggested by German ethical guidelines stating that in unavoidable acci-

dent scenarios personal features (e.g. age) should not be considered [255] poses additional

problems of different nature. Thereafter, we provide a set of recommendations on how to

address such socio- technological issues by initiating an active societal debate supported

by science and technology including AI systems themselves – finally linking it to the other

direction of the synergy of AIs for UN SDGs.

One can distinguish two main types of problems that can arise when adopting a purely

utilitarian decision- making for AVs but also more generally for artificial intelligent sys-

tems in critical domains: the first one is related to the discrepancy between the (often
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culture-dependent [38]) ethical intuitions of most people and the utilitarian approach and

the second one concerns a fundamental problem [152] related to impossibility theorems

for classical utilitarian utility functions. First, multiple experiments assessing ethical

dilemmas with AVs have been performed e.g. in text form or virtual reality environments.

Depending on the type of constellation and the focus of different recent virtual reality-

based experiments [8], the moral judgements or moral actions of participants (denoted

as perceivers in the following) were heterogeneous and partly contradictory overall. In

these experiments elements that were decisive included for instance: the perceived nature

and transparency of the agent, the legal liability of the agent, whether the accident hap-

pened by action or by inaction, whether the action involves a self-sacrifice, the number of

patients, the age of patients, the personality traits of the perceiver, the culture of the per-

ceiver and the amount of time the perceiver had for a decision [8]. This is not surprising,

since moral judgements are related to a perceiver-dependent dyadic cognitive template

encoding a continuum along which an intentional agent is perceived to cause harm to a

vulnerable patient [373]. The more this seems to be the case, the more immoral does the

act seem to the perceiver. Thereby, the vulnerability people ascribe to patients can vary

extremely. Generally speaking, the way people perceive the agent, the action and the

patient can vary with regard to a plurality of parameters of e.g. cultural, social, temporal,

psychological and affective nature. Therefore, while the number of victims in an unavoid-

able collision certainly is an important factor to consider in ethical guidelines, human

ethical intuitions tend to encompass a richer set of information. Finally, it is important

to note that classical consequentialist and utilitarian utility functions have been shown

to represent a safety risk if used in critical domains with future human well-being and

human lives as part of the decision-making if used without more ado [9, 152].

As introduced in Section 9.2, augmented utilitarianism allows a context-sensitive and

perceiver-dependent account of human ethical intuitions which is not affected by the limi-

tations encountered by utilitarian utility functions. Thus, AI value alignment could profit

from harnessing this framework in addition to the mentioned SDG indicators and initiate

a societal-level debate on the choice of a suitable superset of values that matter in dilem-

matic circumstances and how they need to be weighted. However, while this would serve

to tackle value alignment at the level of the decision-making component, artificial intelli-

gent systems also need to exhibit value-aligned properties at the sensor-level. In the AV

case, this would map by way of example to the problem of discrimination via algorithmic

biases at the level of image classification. Next to the mentioned SDG indicators 5.1.1,

16.7.2 on gender-inclusive legal enforcement and non-discriminatory decision-making, one

could add the tier II indicator 16.b.1 (Proportion of population reporting having person-

ally felt discriminated against or harassed in the previous 12 months on the basis of a

ground of discrimination prohibited under international human rights law). While it is

important to strive for datasets with a large variety to forestall such often unintentionally

arising discriminations, we stress that this can and should be complemented by an explicit
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formulation within the algorithm itself. Due to the nature of human ethical intuitions, a

utility function that does not encode affective and dyadic parameters of the current soci-

ety cannot be a good model for an ethical framework and can thus not instantiate a value

alignment effort [9]. In many cases, this can manifest itself by leading to input-to-output

mappings that people categorize as discriminatory. An example for such discriminatory

mappings is the case where the picture of persons whose phenotype was underrepresented

in the dataset was labelled with the class “gorilla” by Google Photos. Another example is

a study which was related to the AV context in which researchers analyzed multiple im-

age recognition systems and found that the images of pedestrians with darker skin tones

were detected with a lower accuracy [433]. Next to more diverse datasets, it is indis-

pensable to e.g. explicitly weigh misclassification errors of the algorithms affectively. Not

all misclassifications are equally important. In simplified terms, it is easily conceivable

that for humans it makes a difference whether an image recognition system misclassifies

a chimpanzee image as a gorilla in comparison to the case of a human being mistaken

for a gorilla. However, many algorithms nowadays are implemented agnostic to analo-

gies of such nuances. (As “solution” for the mentioned incident, Google Photos opted

to censor the gorilla label [390] as well as a few related labels including “chimpanzee”.)

If machine learning systems or artificial intelligent systems optimize on loss functions,

objective functions or utility functions devoid of relevant affective, contextual and soci-

etal factors, undesired discriminatory side effects could occur continuously. (Note that

this analogously applies to rule-based systems and others.) This would represent negative

repercussions on both AI value alignment and UN SDGs. Seen from a different angle, it

can be said that research on discrimination stemming from algorithmic biases would unify

the directions UN SDGs for AI value alignment and AI for UN SDGs. An additional im-

portant aspect to cover for this type of research are so called ethical adversarial examples

which represent adversarial attacks on AI systems attempting to entice AI systems “to

action(s) or output(s) that are perceived as violating human ethical intuitions” [9].

As already described, the SDG framework unfortunately exhibits a lack of precision for

multiple indicators. Furthermore, certain of them are underspecified. This makes it dif-

ficult to track progress towards specific indicators and top-level SDGs. However, it has

been postulated that machine learning applications could extend the SDG indicators by

utilizing multimodal data from diverse sources for a better assessment of progress [129].

This could also be relevant if one uses AI as decision-support for policy-making that

should be in line with the SDGs. Moreover, a dedicated type of positive computing could

target SDG 3 in a broader sense (ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at

all ages [461]). However, so far, not many systematic AI attempts towards the SDGs

and their targets have been reported yet [460]. From the perspective of AI value align-

ment for artificial intelligent systems, the identification of precise criteria based on which

one would in the first place select SDGs or SDG indicators given a generic domain is

non-trivial, since the SDGs have been motivated and formulated from an international
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perspective. While for the AV toy model we heuristically scanned the indicators in a

bottom-up fashion searching for obvious matches, future work could develop a more so-

phisticated methodology. For instance, an important SDG that might as first glance seem

unrelated to value alignment in the AV case in particular or to artificial intelligent systems

in general, is the SDG 4 (ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote

lifelong learning opportunities for all). As one can already extract from the article so far,

it is highly recommendable to apply a transdisciplinary methodology to both AI value

alignment and to the SDG challenge to avoid blind spots and a negligent approach to

future global challenges. In the following, we comment on the importance of SDG 4 for

AI governance and finally link it to SDG 16 on peace, justice and strong institutions.

We think that education and life-long learning – e.g. transdisciplinary further education

for AI safety and AI researchers as well as for authorities involved in AI regulation, and

education fostering an awareness of socio-technological challenges for the general public –

are highly powerful tools for both challenges. First, it provides a basis for the generation

of novel approaches to AI governance. In fact, while some people believe that the goal in

AI governance should be to achieve a consensus, a broad variation of scientific approaches

represents an ideal breeding ground for progress. Second, a proactive AI governance ap-

proach is not enough due to errors and changes in human values that will occur, which

means that one cannot solely rely on current strategies. Thus, it will be convenient to

accumulate broad knowledge that might be helpful in the face of novel unpredicted prob-

lems that arise. Any AI governance approach therefore needs to be updatable by design

in order to allow a corrective socio-technological feedback-loop. Unfortunately, the SDG

framework is not meant to be steadily updated which represents a clear limitation that

should be thoroughly taken into consideration when attempting to achieve its fixed goals.

For instance, new unforeseeable challenges may be related to developments in AI itself

(and other new technologies) as can be seen when considering the current SDG target 8.5,

which aims to “achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all women and

men” – which against the background of technological advances might be neither realistic

nor worthwhile any more [461]. Third, an education of the general public might be impor-

tant, since many people exhibit ethical biases based on incorrect assumptions. In the AV

case, this could for instance include anthropomorphism, presumed level of intentionality

and agency or misconceptions on the functioning of AVs [8]. These epistemic gaps can

be addressed via a more in-depth education leading to a more informed experience and

ethical debiasing which respects the manifestation of moral pluralism known from psychol-

ogy [373]. Overall, we believe that a scientifically grounded approach to AI governance

supplemented by education is absolutely necessary given future challenges. However, we

want to re-emphasize that without strong institutions as captured in SDG 16 which we

termed an important meta-goal for AI value alignment, the mentioned strategies would be

highly limited in their field of action. On the other hand, failing to address AI governance

could lead to AI safety risks with negative repercussions to the SDG framework ranging
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for instance from compromising human well-being to existential risks in some cases [462].

9.4 Conclusion and Future Prospects

Overall, one can conclude that it is expedient to embrace the SDGs and their general

intention as a complementary foundation for the AI value alignment problem, yet one

needs to acknowledge given limitations including the need for a revised/special version

of the indicators to become fit-for-purpose. Against the background of our analysis, one

can establish that the SDG framework exhibits two main weaknesses when applied to the

AI value alignment challenge. First, the SDGs do not mention artificial intelligence at

all, neither its significant opportunities, nor its significant risks, although both were to an

extent known at the time when the SDGs were formulated. One reason for this is that

these discussions were siloed in academic circles, and only recently the (now even more

urgent) need for AI Governance has been acknowledged [127]. Second, human challenges

and values change over time and unforeseeable factors might emerge, while the SDGs

have no mechanism for an amendment until 2030, which is only justified by pragmatic

reasons. This can be also illustrated by the predecessor of the SDGs, the Millennium

Development Goals, which had partly different ambitions. Importantly, the above issues

are intertwined. For example, new unforeseeable challenges may as well be related to

developments in AI itself and other new technologies.

As stated by Karl Popper, “no society can predict, scientifically, its own future states of

knowledge” [339]. Hence, AI safety cannot be guaranteed to be sustainable in the long

run nor will the goals pursued by the UN necessarily remain unchanged. Nevertheless, we

believe that it is a sustainable transdisciplinary scientific approach that one should strive

for in order to efficiently tackle AI Governance and exploit the described beneficial syn-

ergies with the SDGs. For security and safety, one needs requisite knowledge at the right

time. For this reason, one can argue that the SDG 4 on quality education and life-long

learning contains a key element. However, in the light of the above, it seems impera-

tive to additionally aspire to a corrective socio-technological feedback-loop enabling both

proactive and reactive measures and for which SDG 16 on strong institutions represents

a precondition.

9.5 Contextualization

One very important aspect mentioned in this chapter is especially the unpredictability

of future knowledge creation thematized by Karl Popper. We explained that one of its

consequences is the impracticality of an assuredly sustainable AI safety. However, note
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that knowledge creation is not necessarily limited to always solely involve human entities

as it has been the case throughout history until now. When crafting long-term AI safety

strategies, it might be crucial to take into account a multiplicity of physically possible

developments of AI systems even if it is currently unknown how to achieve them. As

the quantum physicist David Deutsch [137] states in his constructor theory2, a task is

either impossible given the laws of nature or it is possible given the requisite knowledge

and resources [136]. In the light of this possibility-impossibility dichotomy [137], it must

be acknowledged that to implement artificial entities capable of explanatory knowledge

creation is possible, since there is no law of nature that forbids it. Beyond that, the

universality of computation which is a “deep property of the laws of physics” [135] is

another known argument that supports the possibility to implement such artificial entities.

Thus, against the backdrop of all AI safety strategies mentioned in the last chapters so far

which were crafted for Type I AI systems, it becomes important to additionally do justice

to this fundamentally different type of possible hypothetical future Type II AI systems

capable of consciously creating, understanding and sharing explanatory knowledge.

Especially, an explicit systematic categorization for AI safety which is cognizant of these

considerations appears highly valuable. Generally, the complex socio-technological debate

underlying AI safety issues extends across heterogeneous research subfields and involves in

part conflicting positions. Therefore, it seems expedient to generate a minimalistic joint

transdisciplinary basis disambiguating the references to specific subtypes of AI properties

and risks for an error-correction in the transmission of ideas. For this purpose, the next

Chapter 10 introduces a high-level transdisciplinary system clustering of ethical distinc-

tion between antithetical clusters of (yet to be defined) Type I and Type II systems which

extends a cybersecurity-oriented AI safety taxonomy with considerations from psychol-

ogy. Moreover, we review relevant Type I AI risks, reflect upon possible epistemological

origins of hypothetical Type II AI from a cognitive sciences perspective and discuss the

related human moral perception. Strikingly, our nuanced transdisciplinary analysis yields

the figurative formulation of the so-called AI safety paradox identifying AI control and

value alignment as conjugate requirements in AI safety. Against this backdrop, we craft

versatile multidisciplinary recommendations with ethical dimensions tailored to Type II

AI safety. Overall, we suggest proactive and importantly corrective instead of prohibitive

2Constructor theory is a novel explanatory mode for fundamental physics emphasizing counterfactuals.

Instead of classically considering what will happen given initial conditions and laws of motion, it focuses on

what could happen given physical laws and why. Very simply put, it expresses scientific theories in terms

of physical transformations (called tasks) that are either possible or impossible as well as why this is the

case. A possible task is a task for which there exists a constructor (a physical substrate) that can reliably

perform that task repeatedly. Obviously, what could happen, will not necessarily happen. However,

as explanatory knowledge creators, people become a remarkable element of the physical universe in a

non-anthropocentric way since the set of physical transformations that actually happen can be strongly

influenced by the creation of new knowledge as performed by people [136]. Thereby, there is no scientific

reason to assume the impossibility of implementing future artificial explanatory knowledge creators.
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methods as common basis for both Type I and Type II AI safety.
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Chapter 10

Error-Correction for AI Safety

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman,

P. Elands, W. Hürst, L. Kester, K. J. Thorissón, P. Werkhoven, R. Yampolskiy, and S.

Ziesche. Error-Correction for AI Safety. In International Conference on Artificial General

Intelligence, pages 12-22. Springer, 2020. As the first author of the underlying paper, I

had a vital contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write down the content and

to perform an extensive literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

10.1 Introduction

In recent years, one could identify the emergence of seemingly antagonistic positions from

different academic subfields with regard to research priorities for AI safety, AI ethics and

AGI – many of which are grounded in differences of short-term versus long-term estima-

tions associated with AI capabilities and risks [55]. However, given the high relevance of

the joint underlying endeavor to contribute to a safe and ethical development and deploy-

ment of artificial systems, we suggest placing a mutual comprehension in the foreground

which can start by making references to assumed AI risks explicit. For this purpose, we

employ and subsequently extend a cybersecurity-oriented risk taxonomy introduced by

Figure 10.1: Taxonomy of pathways to dangerous AI. Adapted from [446].
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Yampolskiy [446] displayed in Figure 10.1. Taking this taxonomy as point of departure

and modifying it while considering insights from psychology, an ethically relevant clus-

tering of systems into Type I and Type II systems with a disparate set of properties and

risk instantiations becomes explicitly expressible. Concerning the set of Type I systems

of which present-day AIs represent a subset, we define it as representing the complement

of the set of Type II systems. Conversely, we regard hypothetical Type II systems as sys-

tems with a scientifically plausible ability to act independently, intentionally, deliberately

and consciously and to craft explanations. Given the controversial ambiguities linked to

these attributes, we clarify our idiosyncratic use with a working definition for which we

do not claim any higher suitability in general, but which is particularly conceptualized

for our line of argument. With Type II systems, we refer to systems having the ability

to construct counterfactual hypotheses about what could happen, what could have hap-

pened, how and why including the ability to simulate “what I could do”, “what I could

have done” and the generation of “what if” questions. (Given this conjunction of abilities

including the possibility of what-if deliberations with counterfactual depth about self and

other, we assume that Type II systems would not represent philosophical zombies. A de-

tailed account of this type of view is provided by Friston in [172] stating e.g. that “the key

difference between a conscious and non-conscious me is that the non-conscious me would

not be able to formulate a “hard problem”; quite simply because I could not entertain a

thought experiment”.)

10.2 Transdisciplinary System Clustering

As displayed in Figure 10.1, the different possible external and internal causes are further

subdivided into time-related stages (pre-deployment and post-deployment) which are in

practice however not necessarily easily clear-cut. Thereby, for Type I risks, we distinguish

between the associated instantiations Ia to If in compliance with the external causes. For

Type II risks, we analogously consider external causes (IIa to IIf ) but in addition also

internal causes which we subdivide into the novel subcategories “on purpose” and “by

mistake”. This assignment leads to the risks IIg and IIh for the former as well as IIi and

IIj for the latter subcategory respectively. The reason for augmenting the granularity

of the taxonomy is that since Type II systems would be capable of intentionality, it

is consequent to distinguish between internal causes of risks resulting from intentional

actions of the system and risks stemming from its unintentional mistakes as parallel to

the consideration of external human-caused risks a and b versus c and d in the matrix.

(From the angle of moral psychology, failing to preemptively consider this subtle further

distinction could reinforce human biases in the moral perception of Type II AI due to a

fundamental reluctance to assign experience [213], fallibility and vulnerability to artificial

systems which we briefly touch upon in Section 10.3.2.) Especially, given this modification,
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Figure 10.2: Transdisciplinary system clustering of ethical distinction with specified safety

and security risks. Internal causes assignments require scientific plausibility (see text).

the risks IIg and IIh are not necessarily congruent with the original indices g and h, since

our working definition was not a prerequisite for the attribute “independently” in the

original taxonomy. The resulting system clustering is illustrated in Figure 10.2.

Note that this transdisciplinary clustering does not differentiate based on the specific

architecture, substrate, intelligence level or set of algorithms associated with a system.

We also do not inflict assumptions on whether this clustering is of hard or soft nature nor

does it necessarily reflect the usual partition of narrow AI versus AGI systems. Certain

present-day AGI projects might be aimed at Type I systems and some conversely at Type

II. We stress that Type II systems are not per se more dangerous than Type I systems.

Importantly, “superintelligence” [82] does not necessarily qualify a system as a Type II

system nor are Type II systems necessarily more intelligent than Type I systems. Having

said that, it is important to address the motivation behind the scientific plausibility

criterion associated with the Type II system description. Obviously, current AIs can be

linked to the Type I cluster. However, it is known from moral psychology studies that the

propensity of humans to assign intentionality and agency to artificial systems is biased by

anthropomorphism and importantly perceived harm [75]. According to the constructionist

theory of dyadic morality [373], human moral judgements are related to a fuzzy perceiver-

dependent dyadic cognitive template representing a continuum along which an intentional

agent is perceived to cause harm to a vulnerable patient. Thereby, the greater the degree

to which harm is mentally associated with vulnerable patients (here humans), the more

the agent (here the AI) will “seem to possess intentionality” [75] leading to stronger

assignments of moral responsibility to this agent. It is conceivable that in the face of

anticipated serious instantiations of AI risks within a type of responsibility vacuum, a
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so-called agentic dyadic completion [212] driven by people attempting to identify and

finally wrongly filling in intentional agents can occur. Thus, to allow a sound distinction

between Type I and Type II AI, a closer scientific inspection of the assumed intentionality

phenomenon itself seems imperative.

10.3 Type I & Type II AI Safety

10.3.1 Type I AI Risks

In the context of Type I risks (see overview in Table 10.1), we agree with Yampolskiy that

“the most important problem in AI safety is intentional-malevolent-design” [446]. This

drastically understudied AI risk Ia represents a superset of many possible other risks. As

potential malicious human adversaries, one can determine a large number of stakeholders

ranging from military or corporations over black hats to criminals. AI Risks Ia are

linked to maximal adversarial capabilities enabling a white-box setting with a minimum of

restrictions for the realization of targeted adversarial goals. Generally, malicious attackers

could develop intelligent forms of “viruses, spyware, Trojan horses, worms and other

Hazardous Software” [446]. Another related conceivable example for future Ia risks could

be real-world instantiations of intelligent systems embodied in robotic settings utilized for

ransomware or social engineering attacks or in the worst case scenarios even for homicides.

For intentionally unethical system design it is sometimes sufficient to alter the sign of the

objective function. Future lethal misuses of proliferated intelligent unmanned combat air

vehicles (a type of drones) e.g. by malicious criminals are another exemplary concern.

Stuart Russell mentions the danger of future superintelligent systems employed at a global

scale [364] which could by mistake be equipped with inappropriate objectives – these sys-

tems would represent Type I AI. We postulate that an even more pressing concern would

be the same context, the same capabilities of the AI but an adversary intentionally ma-

liciously crafting the goals of this system operating at a global scale (e.g. affecting global

ecological aspects or the financial system). As can be extracted from these examples,

Type I AI systems can lead to existential risks. However, it is important to emphasize

the human nature of the causes and the linked human moral responsibility. By way of

example, we briefly consider the particular cases of “treacherous turn” and “instrumental

convergence” known from AI safety [82]. A Type I system is per definitionem incapable

of a “treacherous turn” involving betrayal. Nevertheless, it is possible that as a conse-

quence of bad design (risk Ic), a Type I AI is perceived by humans to behave as if it was

acting “treacherously” post-deployment with tremendous negative impacts. Furthermore,

we also see “instrumental goal convergence” as a design-time mistake (risk Ic), since the

developers must have equipped the system with corresponding reasoning abilities. Lim-
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itations of the assumed instrumental goal convergence risk which would hold for both

Type I and Type II AI were already addressed by Wang [424] and Goertzel [194]. (In

contrast, Type II AI makes an explicit “treacherous turn” possible – e.g. as risk IIg with

the Type II system itself as malicious actor.)

Since the nature of future Ia (and also Ib1) risks is dependent on the creativity of the

underlying malicious actors which cannot be predicted, proactive AI safety measures have

to be complemented by a concrete mechanism that reactively addresses errors, attacks

or malevolent design events once they inevitably occur. For this purpose, AI governance

needs to steadily combine proactive strategies with reactive corrections leading to a socio-

technological feedback-loop [16, 17]. However, for such a mechanism to succeed, the

United Nations Sustainable Developmental Goal (SDG) 16 on peace, justice and strong

institutions will be required as meta-goal for AI safety [17].

Type I AI Risk Examplary Instantiations

Ia Artificial intelligent system Hazardous Software;

(Intentional Robotic embodiment for Hazardous Software;

Malevolent Intelligent Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles;

Designs) Global scale AI with super-capabilities in domain

Ib Manipulation of data processing and collection;

(Malicious Model corruption, hacking and sabotage;

Attacks) Adversarial attacks on Intelligent Systems;

Integrity-related and ethical adversarial examples

Ic Unaligned goals and utility functions;

(Design-time Instrumental goal convergence;

Mistakes) Incomplete consideration of side effects

Id Misinterpretation of commands;

(Operational Accidents with Intelligent Systems;

Failures) Non-corrigible framework and bugs

Ie Type I AI of unknown source

If Bit-flip incidents with side effects

Table 10.1: Examplary instantiations of Type I AI risks with external causes. The table

collates and extends some examples provided in [446].

1AI risks of Type Ib have already been recognized in the AI field. However, risk Ib is still understudied

for intelligent systems (often referred to as “autonomous” systems) deployed in real-world environments

offering a wider attack surface.
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10.3.2 Type II AI Nature and Type II AI Risks

Which Discipline could engender Type II AI?

While many stakeholders assume the technical unfeasibility of Type II AI, there is no phys-

ical law that would make their implementation impossible. In short, an artificial Type

II system must be possible (see the “possibility-impossibility dichotomy” mentioned by

Deutsch [137]). Reasons why such systems do not exist yet have been for instance ex-

pressed in 2012 by Deutsch [135] and as a response by Goertzel [190]. The former stated

that “the field of ‘artificial general intelligence’ or AGI – has made no progress whatever

during the entire six decades of its existence” [135]. (Note that Deutsch unusually uses

the term “AGI” as synonymous to artificial “explanatory knowledge creator” [136] which

would obviously represent a sort of Type II AI.) Furthermore, Deutsch assigns a high

importance to Popperian epistemology for the achievement of “AGI” and sees a break-

through in philosophy as a pre-requisite for these systems. Conversely, Goertzel provides

divergent reasons for the non-existence of “AGI” including hardware constraints, lack of

funding and the integration bottleneck [190]. Beyond that, Goertzel also specifies that

the mentioned view of Deutsch “if widely adopted, would slow down progress toward AGI

dramatically” [190]. One key issue behind Deutsch’s different view is the assumption that

Bayesian inductive or abductive inference accounts of Type II systems known in the “AGI”

field could not explain creativity [85] and are prohibited by Popperian epistemology. How-

ever, note that even the Bayesian brain has been argued to have Popperian characteristics

related to sophisticated falsificationalism, albeit in addition to Kuhnian properties (for a

comprehensive analysis see [430]). Having said this, the brain has been figuratively also

referred to as a biased “crooked scientist” [87, 330]. In a nutshell, Popperian epistemology

represents an important scientific guide but not an exclusive descriptive2 account of brain

functioning which substantially includes unconscious processing [110]. The main function-

ality of the human brain has been e.g. described to be aimed at regulating the body for the

purpose of allostasis [263, 377] and (en)active inference [173] in a brain-body-environment

context [87] with underlying genetically and epigenetically shaped adaptive priors – in-

cluding the genetic predisposition to allostatically induced social dependency [37]. A

feature related hereto is the involvement of affect and interoception in the construction

2It is not contested that inductive inferences are logically invalid as shown by Popper. However, he

also stated that “I hold that neither animals nor men use any procedure like induction, or any argument

based on repetition of instances. The belief that we use induction is simply a mistake” [340] and that

“induction simply does not exist” [340] (see [219] for an in-depth analysis of hereto related semantic

misunderstandings). Arguments based on repetition of instances are existing but logically unfounded

human habits as assumed by Hume [219], however they additionally require a point of view [341]. In

principle, the Bayesian brain could be interpreted as acting like a hypothetico-deductive [181, 292] crooked

and fraudulent scientist (a view which seems preferable here). Alternatively, it has been described as

abductive [384]. Having said that, abduction cannot solely be based on a set of observations since as

assumed by Popper, a point of view from which observations are sampled is necessitated in the first place.
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of all mental events including cognition and perception [48, 52, 263].

Moreover, while Popper assumed that creativity corresponds to a Darwinian process of

blind variation followed by selection [140], modern cognitive science suggests that in most

creativity forms, there is a coupling between variation and selection leading to a degree of

sightedness bigger than zero [131, 140] which is lacking in biological evolution proceeding

without a goal. Therefore, an explanation for creativity in the context of a predictive

Bayesian brain is possible [131]. The degree of sightedness can mostly vary from substan-

tial to modest, but the core feature is a predictive task goal [65, 140] which serves as a

type of fitness function for the selection process guiding various forward Bayesian predic-

tions representing the virtual variation process. The task goal is a highly abstract mental

representation of the target reducing the solution space, an educated guess informed e.g.

by expertise, heuristics, the question, the problem or the task itself. The “irrational

moment” linked to certain creative insights can be explained by unconscious cognitive

scaffolding “falling away prior to the conscious representation of the solution” [140] mak-

ing itself consciously untraceable. Finally, as stated by Popper himself “no society can

predict, scientifically, its own future states of knowledge” [339]. Thus, it seems prophetic

to try to nail down today from which discipline Type II AI could arise.

What could the Moral Status of a Type II AI be?

We want to stress that besides these differences of opinion between Goertzel and Deutsch,

there is one much weightier commonality. Namely, that Goertzel would certainly agree

with Deutsch that artificial “explanatory knowledge creators” (which are Type II AIs)

deserve rights similar to humans and precluding any form of slavery. Deutsch describes

these hypothetical systems likewise as people [136]. For readers that doubt this assign-

ment on the ground of Type II AI possibly lacking “qualia” we can only refer to the

recent (potentially substrate-independent) explanation suggested by Clark, Friston and

Wilkinson [109]. Simply put, they link qualia to sensorially-rich high-precision mid-level

predictions which when fixed and consciously re-contextualized at a higher level, sud-

denly appear to the entity equipped with counterfactual depth to be potentially also

interpretable in terms of alternative predictions despite the high mid-level precision con-

tingently leading to a puzzlement and the formulation of an “explanatory gap”. Beyond

that, human entities would obviously also qualify as Type II systems. The attributes

“pre-deployment” and “post-deployment” could be mapped for instance to adolescence

or childhood and the time after that.

While Type II AIs could exceed humans in speed of thinking and intelligence, they do not

even need to do so in order to realize that their behavior which will also depend on future

knowledge they will create (next to the future knowledge humans will create) cannot

be controlled in a way one can attempt to control Type I systems e.g. with ethical goal
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functions [16]. It is cogitable that their goal function would rather be related to autopoietic

self-organization with counterfactual depth [172, 173] than explicitly to ethics. However,

it is thinkable that Type II AI systems could be amenable to a sort of value alignment,

though differing from the type aspired for Type I AI. A societal co-existence could mean

a dynamic coupling ideally leading to a type of mutual value alignment between artificial

and human Type II entities with an associated co-construction of novel values. Thus, on

the one hand, Type II AI would exhibit unpredictability and uncontrollability but given

the level of understanding also the possibility of a deep reciprocal value alignment with

humans. On the other hand, Type I AI has the possibility to be made comparatively easily

controllable which however comes with the restriction of an insufficient understanding to

model human morality. This inherent trade-off leads us to the metaphorical formulation

of the so-called AI safety paradox below.

The AI Safety Paradox:

AI control and value alignment represent conjugate requirements in AI safety.

How to address Type II AI Safety?

Cognizant of the underlying predicament in its sensitive ethical nature, we provide a

non-exhaustive multidisciplinary set of early Type II AI safety recommendations with

a focus on the most severe risks IIa, IIb, IIg and IIh (see Figure 10.2) related to the

involvement of malicious actors. In the case of risk IIa linked to the malicious design of

harmful Type II AI, cybersecurity-oriented methods could include the early formation of

a preventive safety team and red team approaches. Generically, for all four mentioned

risks, a reactive response team which could involve an international “coalition of the

willing” organized by engaged scientists appears recommendable. Furthermore, targeted

investments in defense strategies including response services specialized on Type II AI

safety could be considered at more regional levels for strategic autonomy. Concerning the

AI risk IIb of external malicious attacks, security mechanisms for the sensors of Type II

AI, shared information via an open-source decentralized network, advanced cryptographic

methods to encrypt cognitive processes and a legal framework penalizing such attacks

might be relevant. Thereby, the complexity of the system might represent a possible but

not necessarily sufficient self-protecting feature against code-level manipulation. From

a psychological perspective, to forestall aggression towards early Type II AI, educative

and informed virtual reality experiences could facilitate a debiasing of anthropic moral

perception avoiding confusions arising through superficial projections from Type I to Type

II AI of behavioral nature. On the one hand, it is important to prevent assignments of

agency for Type I AI. On the other hand, for hypothetical Type II AI, it might be essential
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to counter the human bias to assign agency but principally not experience to artificial

systems [213] which could lead to “substratetism” scenarios with humans perceiving these

systems as devoid of qualia and exhibiting an “experience gap” [213]. Thus, to address

the risks IIg and IIh referring to malicious responses from Type II AI, adherence to a no-

harm policy as well as moral status and personhood could proactively foster a mutual value

alignment. Furthermore, it might be crucial to provide a reliable and trustworthy initial

knowledge basis to Type II AI during its early “sensitivity” period [71] and to support

consistency in the embedding of that knowledge during its development in addition to the

capacity for cumulative learning [405]. Also, it might be important to sensitize humans

for the difference between the instantiations of AI risks IIg and IIh versus IIi and IIj since

failing to acknowledge the fallibility and also vulnerability of Type II AI might indirectly

lead to tensions hindering mutual value alignment. Finally, prosocial immersive virtual

reality frameworks could promote empathy for Type II AI.

10.4 Summary and Outlook

This chapter motivated an error-correction for AI safety at two levels: at the level of

the transmission of ideas via an explicit taxonomic transdisciplinary system clustering of

ethical distinction between Type I and Type II systems and at the level of corrective safety

measures complementing proactive ones – forming a socio-technological feedback-loop [16,

17]. Notably, we introduced the AI safety paradox and elucidated multiperspective Type

II AI safety strategies. In short, instead of prohibitive methods facing the entropic AI

future with research bans, we proposed carefully crafted transdisciplinary dynamics. In

the end, in order to meet global challenges (also AI safety), one is reliant on requisite

variety at the right time which could be enabled (or misused) by explanatory knowledge

creators such as human, artificial or hybrid Type II systems. In this view, conscientiously

enhancing and responsibly creating Type II systems are both valid future strategies.

10.5 Contextualization

While the Chapters 2 to 9 addressed strategies pertaining to Type I AI risks (especially

the risks Ib, Ic and Id), this chapter also introduced a set of fundamentally different

Type II AI safety concerns. Overall, for both Type I and Type II AI safety, we pos-

tulated that transdisciplinary proactive and corrective measures instantiating a socio-

technological feedback-loop are required. Thereby, it is interesting to identify non-trivial

proactive measures that could already be promoted and experimentally studied nowadays.

For instance, the mentioned responsible enhancement of knowledge creation might repre-

sent one valid general proactive strategy to indirectly tackle global challenges (including
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Type I and Type II AI safety) – all of which are in one way or the other dependent on req-

uisite variety. At first sight, such a proactive measure might appear futuristic. However,

scientific research on creativity3 (of which explanatory knowledge creation is a subset)

represents an already existing – albeit relatively small – niche of psychology and cogni-

tive neuroscience. Furthermore, in the absence of apparent scientific reasons that would

prohibit the possibility of enhancing creativity, it appears permissible to hypothesize its

feasibility and try to analyze how this could contigently be implemented. With this in

mind, the next Chapter 11 motivates future research on artificial creativity augmentation

(which we abbreviate with ACA in the following). This novel term is of ambiguous na-

ture since it subsumes two distinct research directions: (1) artificially augmenting human

creativity, but also (2) augmenting artificial creativity. In the face of adversarial condi-

tions taking the form of global societal challenges from climate change over AI risks to

technological unemployment, ACA could indirectly support the generation of requisite

defense strategies and solutions. In this context, we examine and extend recent creativity

research findings from psychology and cognitive neuroscience to identify potential indica-

tions on how to work towards (1). Moreover, we briefly analyze how research on (1) could

possibly inform progress towards (2). Overall, while human enhancement but also the

implementation of powerful AI are often perceived as ethically controversial, future ACA

research could even appear socially desirable besides its transformative potential – even

if available methods are still in their infancy and should be further assessed and extended

in future work.

3Creativity has been associated with multifarious descriptions whereby one exemplary common def-

inition depicts creativity as the generation of ideas that are perceived as both novel and useful. This

definition can be applied to different types of scientific, artistic, technological and cultural knowledge.
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Chapter 11

Artificial Creativity Augmentation

“The price of freedom is eternal

creativity.”

Cropley, Kaufman and Cropley

(2008)

This chapter is based on a slightly modified form of the publication: N.-M. Aliman and

L. Kester. Artificial Creativity Augmentation. In International Conference on Artificial

General Intelligence, pages 23-33. Springer, 2020. As the first author of the underlying

paper, I had a vital contribution and it was solely my responsibility to write down the

content and to perform an extensive literature research as well as in-depth analysis.

11.1 Deconstructing Anthropic Creativity

Creativity research has been described as a relatively understudied and underfunded field

in psychology and neuroscience [142]. The term refers mostly either to research on cre-

ativity outcome being the contextualized evaluation of creative ideas (or artifacts) after

their generation or to research on the creativity process itself related to the forerunning

idea generation [410]. In this section, we examine both complex concepts and establish a

possible scientific grounding for strategies on artificial creativity augmentation (ACA) to

be addressed in Section 11.2.
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11.1.1 Creative outcome in context

Many definitions for creativity have been formulated so far with the two-factor description

of creativity as the generation of novel and useful ideas being one of the most commonly

used in the related literature [251]. Already from this simple definition, it becomes ap-

parent that creativity implies a perceiver to which something can appear novel or useful

in the first place which provides a context to the evaluation of that thing in question.

A further subjective account of creativity is reflected in a different three-factor defini-

tion of creativity [391] which relates creative ideas to their subjective originality, utility

and surprisingness. On that view, novelty represents an imprecise creativity criterium

which the author illustrates with examples [391] such as that neither a novel reinvented

wheel nor a straightforward novel extension of an already existing patent would appear

creative despite their usefulness and novelty with the former i.a. not being surprising and

the latter not original. However, a refinement of this subjective three-factor definition

of creativity has been recently provided by Tsao et al. [410] who associate creative out-

come with perceived utility and learning whereby learning subsumes a blindness factor

and importantly surprise. In order to unfold this definition, the next paragraph briefly

expounds the contextual methodology the authors presuppose to assess a given idea in

context. Thereby, the focus is not on a detailed mathematical elaboration, but specifically

on the identification of core constituents relevant from an enhancement perspective for a

future ACA endeavor.

By way of illustration, consider the following three time windows occuring after the idea

generation: a pre-test phase, a test phase and a post-test phase. In the pre-test phase, a

prior assessment in line with the best current knowledge is performed in which a proba-

bility distribution over the assumed utility of that idea is provided. (A reference is the

routine expertise exhibited by “persons having ordinary skill in the art” [410].) In the

test phase, the idea is deployed in the environment and observations of its consequences

become available. In the post-test phase, a posterior assessment takes place via an ad-

justment of the probability distribution provided in the pre-test phase now that the idea

was tested in the environment. Against this backdrop, the authors identify creative ideas

as ideas which – as evaluated retrospectively after the post-test phase – simultaneously

combine a high level of posterior utility, prior blindness (associated with the width of

the distribution), and much more crucially than blindness, posterior surprise 1. They

denote this cluster of ideas as “disconfirm disbelief”2, since it refers to ideas that were

initially estimated to be relatively useless but which turned out to be highly utile with

1The reason being that in their formulation “learning depends on the square of posterior surprise, but

only on the logarithm of blindness reduction”. Posterior suprise is the (normalized) absolute difference in

mean utility between prior and posterior.
2An exemplary case mentioned by the authors is the theory on continental drift by Alfred Wegener

which was initially disbelieved and underestimated.
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a subjective high certainty causing a reshaping of prior knowledge, a useful learning. In

short, creative ideas exhibit implausible utility [410]. This underlying decomposition of

creativity perception into a utility and a learning part, suggests the consideration of a

motivational and an epistemic3 component respectively. Finally, note that the mentioned

conscious evaluation of creative ideas in context is not restricted to test phases in real-

world environments, but can also refer to imaginative settings at the personal level via

thought trials at different temporal scales. This type of view makes the described evalua-

tion also applicable to artistic contexts [391] where individuals might however use criteria

for aesthetics from narrower social contexts.

11.1.2 Creative process

In this connection, it is often one-sidedly assumed that “creative thinking” can be re-

duced to the notion of divergent thinking [144], a thought process involving unconven-

tional associations and leading to a breadth of alternative solutions. Conversely, con-

vergent thinking refers to thought processes selecting a unique appropriate solution to a

problem with a single correct solution. However, creative processes include both diver-

gent and convergent thinking [362] and are better described as processes of multifaceted

nature [259]. For instance, Eysenck pointed out the illusory nature of this dichotomy

and suggested considering a continuum between divergent and convergent thinking re-

lated to the “relative steepness of the associative gradient” [162]. To navigate a complex

changing world, humans might need to dynamically switch positions along this contin-

uum during tasks requiring creativity. Similarly, diverse functional connectivity stud-

ies [5, 24, 62, 58, 59, 61, 108, 128, 202, 387] reveal a dynamic interplay between three

multipurpose and domain-general functional brain networks in tasks involving creative

process: the default mode network (e.g. medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cor-

tex and hippocampus), the executive control network (e.g. dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

and posterior parietal cortex) and the salience network (e.g. anterior cingulate cortex and

anterior insula but also e.g. amygdala, ventral striatum, ventral tegmental area and sub-

stantia nigra). Thereby, during various creative tasks, the default mode network (DMN)

can be linked to associative processes, the executive control network (ECN) to diverse

executive processes, while the salience network (SN) associated with a type of affective

attention regulation [8, 62, 263] facilitates i.a. a dynamic orchestration between DMN and

ECN [61].

3Abstractly speaking, this is reminiscent of curiosity in (en)active inference via (expected) free energy

minimization decomposable into components of motivational value and epistemic value [174, 175]. Future

work could elucidate whether this explains why retrospectively contemplating creative ideas in context (as

mental juxtaposition of pre-test phase, test phase and post-test phase underlying “disconfirm disbeliefs”

events) is appealing and whether this reinforces future creative action.
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However, in order to make justice to the breadth of creative processes in the brain, it

is essential to consider their peculiar evolutionary nature [142]. Crucially, in order to

avoid misunderstandings, it is vital to note that the evolutionary account of creative pro-

cess is not identical with Darwinian biological evolution. In fact, a first prototype of an

evolutionary account for creativity was even advanced a few years before the publication

of Darwin on “Origin of Species” [96, 391] by Alexander Bain. The main implication

is that while Darwinian biological evolution is blind since it has no goal, creativity is

aimed at something and includes an element akin to an abstract task goal [65, 140] func-

tioning as predictive fitness criterium. For this reason, “there is agreement that human

idea formation is directed to some degree” [143] in modern creativity research. While

there is no coupling between variation and selection in Darwinian biological evolution,

creativity mostly implies a certain coupling of these components leading to the formu-

lation of a continuum of sightedness marking the degree to which this is the case for a

given creative process. (Certain researchers prefer to label this continuum as a blindness

continuum [391], while some argue that a process can be either blind or sighted to a

certain degree [271]. To put it very briefly, the blindness degree b is defined as b = (1− s)

with s representing the sightedness degree [391, 410] reducing the issue to a linguistic

debate.4) Along this sightedness continuum, Dietrich distinguishes between the deliberate

mode, the spontaneous mode and the flow mode [142]. We see the deliberate mode as con-

sciously attended creative process allowing strong executive control but with constrained

associative parts and the spontaneous mode as unconsciously progressing process with

stronger associative components but much less executive engagement (such as during an

incubation phase leading to sudden creative insights [43]). Thereby, the flow mode is

an immersive largely unconscious5 creative enactment in real time including automated

motor skills (such as during spontaneous jazz improvisation). Obviously, the degree of

sightedness is the highest in the deliberate mode, moderate in the spontaneous mode and

zero in the flow mode – which however uniquely operates in the space of already known

motor emulations [141].

Given the scarcity of theoretical frameworks integrating these threefold evolutionary view

on creativity with the mentioned weighty empirical functional connectivity findings, we

briefly introduce a simplified tripartite evolutionary affective6 neurocognitive model of

creative process (TEA). As suggested by Benedek [65], idea generation (for variation)

4An exemplary evolutionary account of creativity is the so-called Blind Variation and Selective Re-

tention (BVSR) theory. It has been suggested that instead of viewing BVSR as Darwinian,“it is more

conceptually precise to view both BVSR and Darwin’s evolutionary theory as special cases of universal

selection theory” [391].
5Settings requiring further executive elements (beyond focused attention) and higher cognitive func-

tions are not seen as flow (mode) experiences [124, 141] but as deliberate.
6It integrates disparate tripartite and evolutionary elements from Dietrich’s creativity framework [141],

evolutionary aspects from Benedek’s RISE model [66] and affective and procedural elements from the

neurocognitive model by Kleinmitz et al. [264].
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consists of a retrieval and an integration/simulation phase. Prior to initial idea generation,

a problem definition is required to establish a task goal acting as selection criterium.

The retrieval phase identifies promising often only remotely related memories and the

simulation/integration part crafts a novel recombination and assimilation of this material.

This idea generation guided by the task goal can be followed by a forwarding (which

we call an affective redirection operation (ARO)) to a stringent idea evaluation [264]

involving a high-level assessment of the obtained results selected so far. However, an

ARO can also alternatively re-initiate a further idea generation process or already trigger

a response. The idea evaluation can either lead to a response, a further refinement of

the idea generation process or an alteration of the task goal itself. Overall, the simplified

neurocognitive TEA model to be refined in future work allows the following assignments.

First, in the case of the deliberate mode, the idea generation can i.a. involve nodes of the

DMN [264] to a more or less high degree whereby especially the integration/simulation

is controlled by the ECN [65, 66]. The subsequent (optional) stringent idea evaluation

involves nodes of the ECN [65, 264]. Second, in the spontaneous mode, the ECN is

not strongly modulating DMN idea generation [59, 144] and a stringent idea evaluation

phase does not occur. In both modes, the SN related to affective attention conducts

the dynamic AROs (see e.g. [62, 251, 264]). Third, the blind flow mode mainly implies

emulations within the motor system [140, 144]. Finally, note that a specific creative act

can also connect multiple distinct creative modes [141].

11.2 Constructing ACA

11.2.1 Methods for Anthropic Creativity Augmentation

In the following, we collate a non-exhaustive heterogeneous set of selected indications

which could if combined contribute to a certain extent to anthropic creativity augmen-

tation. Thereby, it is important to note that useful combinations might vary e.g. given

different psychological traits or socio-cultural contexts.

� Transformative Criticism and Contrariness: In order to foster the emer-

gence of creative ideas exhibiting implausible utility in science, it has been sug-

gested for knowledge gate keepers to encourage scientific knowledge paired with

contrariness [410] – a trait linked with an idea generation process containing coun-

terfactual divergences to mainstream ideas. Overall, it is straightforward to realize

the importance of cultivating properties that reinforce the “disconfirm disbelief”

pattern supporting the Popperian scientific process of conjectures and refutations

e.g. for better task goals and idea evaluations within creative process or better test
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phases in creativity outcome in context. Moreover, a broad transdisciplinary educa-

tion [17, 232] might enhance associative elements. From an artistic perspective, it

might include the transformation of the landscape of socio-material affordances [355]

restructuring the human affective niche.

� Divergent Thinking Training: As mentioned earlier, divergent thinking only

represents one aspect of creativity. However, the identification of multiple appro-

priate solutions can represent valuable domain-general elements for idea generation.

For instance, a cognitive stimulation training [165] exposing subjects to ideas of

other social entities prior to the idea generation phase (in the deliberate mode) im-

proved divergent thinking and led to structural and functional changes within nodes

of the ECN [397]. Moreover, a continuous involvement in divergent thinking tests of

verbal creativity has been related to changes in brain functional connectivity with

an enhancement of retrieval and integration processes [164].

� Alteration of Waking Consciousness: For creative insight of the sort rather

associated with the spontaneous mode, a suitable strategy represents the relaxation

of high-level prior beliefs [97] which might foster openness to experience, a key trait

linked to cognitive flexibility and creativity [60]. Already the instructive cue to

engage in creative thinking can yield a higher creative performance [215]. Another

measure is to consciously shift creative problem solving to the spontaneous mode

by trying to enforce an incubation period [43, 235] whilst performing an undemand-

ing distractive task. Beyond that, while brain activity has been shown to reside

in a regime close to criticality between stability and flexibility [35] (at the edge

of chaos [76]), a brain regime closer to criticality with an expanded repertoire of

brain states seems achievable for healthy individuals with an appropriate intake

of psychedelics [35, 97, 273, 288]. Via the relaxation of high-level prior beliefs, a

heightened sensitivity to the external and internal milieu [36] promoting a success-

ful incubation phase is conceivable. Finally, certain meditative practices have been

linked to improvement in divergent thinking tasks [113].

� Active Forgetting: There is a link between creative insight and fact-free learn-

ing [97] which refers to a type of learning in the absence of additional facts by

restructuring already acquired knowledge e.g. by erasing redundant material. Such

a complexity reduction [235] is actively performed in the brain during REM (rapid

eye movement) sleep (with neurons in the hypothalamus interfering with memory

consolidation in the hippocampus) which provides an explanation for the difficulty

to maintain memories of dream contents [244]. REM sleep may thus not only be

relevant for mental health and adaptive prospective aspects [287] but also for the

incubation of novel spontaneous creative insights via unconscious complexity reduc-

tion mechanisms [175].
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� Frequent Engagement: A trivial but perhaps underrated aspect of creativity is

the observation that to a certain degree “highly creative ideas are contingent on

chance or “luck”” [391] with creative achievements among others also simply linked

to a higher number of trials. While frequent practice represents a pre-condition for

the flow mode to be attainable in the first place [140], the deliberate mode might

be amenable to enhancement via exercise to a certain extent as reflected by the

obtainment of neural plasticity in one of the mentioned divergent thinking training

tasks [164].

� Brain Stimulation: Interesting for the flow mode is that excitatory transcranial

direct current stimulation (tDCS) of the primary motor cortex during spontaneous

music improvisation [25] yielded an enhancement of the musical performance. In

the case of the deliberate mode and if unconventional associations are desirable, an

inhibitory tDCS on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex might at first sight appear

suitable for a disruption of inhibitions by the ECN. However, such a measure is not

recommendable for complex real-world applications [289]. Being a task requiring

more executive control, deliberate analogical reasoning was enhanced via excita-

tory tDCS on the frontopolar cortex located within the frontoparietal network (or

ECN) [216].

� Sensory Extension: A straightforward way to diversify associative processes, is

certainly to augment the breadth of the actively sampled sensorium e.g. via cybor-

gization and sensory extension measures. From an artistic angle, it is for instance

easy to imagine that various augmented sensorimotor and affective synaesthetic ex-

periences [277] could support the incubation phase in the spontaneous mode next

to conferring a finer granularity to perception. Further conceivable transformative

sensory augmentations that could foster creative associations represent virtual real-

ity frameworks [8] and perhaps “dream engineering” [319] methods including lucid

dreaming as a state with intermediate hypofrontality [235] having certain neurophe-

nomenological resemblances with psychedelic-induced states [268].

11.2.2 Addressing the Augmentation of Artificial Creativity

One can assume that artificial creativity exists [112, 249, 419] in a primitive form when

it comes to an artificial creative process with a very high degree of sightedness [140]

(e.g. dictated by high-level anthropic goals, utility functions or human-defined “unsuper-

vised” learning settings using specialized architectures). Indeed, when the consideration

of the creative agent is not included in the perception of creative outcome, the substrate

on which the forgoing process occured seems irrelevant. However, when considering the

entire action-perception sequence of most anthropic creative acts (as a juxtaposition of
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creative process, pre-test, test and post-test phase – all permeated by affect e.g. via AROs

and utility assignments) which can even take place within the imagination of the same

anthropic social entity, a certain gap between AI and human entities becomes apparent.

Therefore, firstly, a figurative immersion in the human affective niche might be necessi-

tated for contemporary AI such that its outcomes in context can better correspond to

samples that matter to humans in the first place. Exemplary early steps could include

multimodal experiential data for AI and also the encoding of affective and socially rel-

evant parameters into AI goal functions [17] in addition to straightforward parameters

directly related to the creative tasks in question. A next step could be to transfer a main

anthropic affective concern to AI which is an affinity to curiosity that manifests itself

via an active sampling of the world [175]. Secondly, equipping AI with social cognition

abilities might be helpful, since “imagination is the seed of creativity” [202] with imagi-

nary perspective-taking having inherently social dimensions. It is no coincidence that the

domain-general DMN dominating highly associative spontaneous idea generation is also

involved in the construction of e.g. social affiliation, moral judgements, empathy, theory

of mind [263] as well as mental time travel and counterfactual thinking [97]. Thirdly,

when considering that both anthropic waking perception and imagination are linked to

an egocentric virtual reality experience [235] (with waking perception being constrained

by reality), one might naively deduce that a full immersion of AI into the human affective

niche necessitates at least that: an egocentric integrated multimodal virtual reality expe-

rience of the world. However, this also raises the questions on whether to then call it

“human” would not be anthropocentric and whether this reveals a tradeoff between AI

creativity and AI controllability.

11.3 Conclusion

By espousing both the augmentation of anthropic and the augmentation of artificial cre-

ativity, the motivated ACA research could connect disparate existing subfields under

one substrate-independent goal : namely a scientifically grounded augmentation of knowl-

edge creation (which can encompass science, culture, arts and technology) to indirectly

tackle societal challenges. Creativity represents an essential transformative element of

human knowledge advancement for adaptive purposes in relatively fast changing environ-

ments [410]. Hence, ACA could indirectly serve the need to identify requisite variety at

the right time as proactive and corrective defense method in the light of current global

socio-ecological and socio-technological challenges [17]. In this chapter, we compiled re-

cent research on anthropic creative outcome in context and findings on creative process

which we extended with a simplified neurocognitive tripartite evolutionary affective model

of creative process (TEA). Building on this analysis yielding a scientific grounding for

ACA, we identified seven potential high-level indications to enhance anthropic creativ-
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ity: transformative criticism and contrariness, divergent thinking training, alteration of

waking consciousness, active forgetting, frequent engagement, brain stimulation as well as

sensory extension. Finally, we suggested three synergetic aspects as possible indirect sup-

port for artificial creativity: immersion in the human affective niche, social cognition and

an egocentric integrated multimodal virtual reality experience of the world. Future work

could refine the TEA model, augment the tenfold methodology for ACA and address open

questions.

11.4 Contextualization

This chapter implicitly addressed the following general approaches that are potentially

of interest to ACA: research and applications on anthropic creativity augmentation, en-

gineering of primitive Type I AI creativity and finally the implementation of Type II

AI systems which includes in addition explanatory knowledge creation. The motivation

to work out an anthropic neurocognitive model of creative process is twofold: first, a

procedural model provides a psychological (but also potentially substrate-independent)

perspective on creativity process steps and second, the specification of functional neural

correlates allows a future targeted falsification and refinement in cognitive neuroscience

studies. Interestingly, recent research at the intersection of neuroeconomics7 and cre-

ativity [284] corroborates one of the main predictions of the TEA model, namely the

fundamental importance of affective value and affective attention regulation. In contrast,

current AI research which pursues goals akin to “human-level AI” performance is often

strongly focused on the aspect of intelligence as if it represents the characteristic proxy

to human thinking per se.

Generally, we emphasize that humanity tends to also value explanatory knowledge creation

as mentioned in Chapter 10 which also pertains to ask and address questions related to the

what, the how and the why from an inherently egocentric perspective on the world, self

and other. This curiosity from a first-person perspective is again intrinsically affective.

Thereby, recall that affective dynamics have been described as fundamental feature of

consciousness in Chapter 6. Hence, without an integration of such hybrid cognitive-

affective considerations, it seems theoretically implausible to achieve any form of Type II

AI. Likewise, aiming at human enhancement or anthropic creativity augmentation that

is monolithically focused on the intelligence dimension appears insufficient. Beyond that,

in order to facilitate both artificial creativity engineering and AI safety endeavors for

Type I AI, affective, dyadic and social information are required in both the utilized goal

7Neuroeconomics [189, 354] is a novel transdisciplinary research field focused on the neural correlates

of human decision-making and integrating research from areas such as neuroscience, behavioral economics

and social psychology.
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framework (be it via objective functions or differently pre-determined prior preferences)

and in the utilized data for machine learning8.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the AI risks brought about by intentional malice (i.e. the risks

Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb, IIg and IIh) are only substantially constrained by the reach of “malevolent

creativity” [123]. (In this connection, Cropley and colleagues define malevolent creativity

as creativity displayed by “those who wish to do deliberate harm to others” [123].) Due

to that, ACA can be as well construed as an albeit indirect but essential defense method

against malevolent creativity9 – such as exhibited in purposefully caused AI risks. From

a cybernetic perspective, this is self-evident since as stated by Ross Ashby to illustrate

the law of requisite variety, it holds that “only [...] variety can destroy variety” [31].

With other words, in the presence of steadily renewed malicious disturbances, the best

the defender of a system can do is to increase its variety by creating novel requisite

knowledge. Hence, the motivated ACA research could come into the picture simply by

generally aiming to boost knowledge creation across diverse domains. Naturally, this

endeavor must encompass both proactive and reactive measures since one cannot predict

the future knowledge malicious entities will create. Thus, in analogy to the quote of

Cropley, Kaufman and Cropley [123] displayed at the beginning of this chapter, we end

with the reformulated apprehension that the price of security is eternal creativity.

8This twofold recommendation for the AI safety case is briefly exemplified in Chapter 9 where we

elaborated on the importance to consider affective objective functions for image classifiers next to diverse

datasets to avoid algorithmic discrimination.
9Note that the predicament of malevolent creativity may be a substrate-independent security issue as

metaphorically elaborated in [10].
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Chapter 12

Conclusion and Discussion

This thesis generated a heterogeneous set of transdisciplinary hybrid cognitive-affective

strategies for AI safety ranging from conceptual large-scale AI governance recommenda-

tions to concrete small-scale AI engineering requirements. Thereby, the focus was set on

so-called Type I AI systems of which present-day AIs represent a subset. Paradigmati-

cally, the Chapters 2 to 9 analyzed theoretical considerations regarding the meaningful

control of intelligent systems representing a characteristic safety-relevant form of Type I

AI. For illustrative purposes, the Chapters 7 and 9 exemplarily thematized the use case

of autonomous vehicles whereby we also introduced international perspectives on AI gov-

ernance for Type I AI. Furthermore, certain identified safety engineering requirements

such as research on ethical adversarial examples (i.e. adversarial attacks on AI systems

attempting to induce action(s) or output(s) that are perceived as violating human ethi-

cal intuitions) are transferable to application areas of conventional machine learning and

deep learning systems. Beyond that, we also elucidated the hypothetical possibility of

implementing future Type II AI being conscious explanatory knowledge creators and dis-

cussed the linked sensitive ethical as well as safety-relevant aspects. For this purpose,

the subsequent Chapters 10 and 11 additionally examined various aspects of Type II AI

systems and the potential future implications and opportunities that the implementation

of such hypothetical systems might engender.

In a nutshell, the main devised strategies can be condensed within the following ten clus-

ters enumerated in a top-down manner from rather global to more local solutions: 1)

international (meta-)goals, 2) transdisciplinary Type I/II AI safety and related education,

3) socio-technological feedback-loop, 4) integration of affective, dyadic and social informa-

tion, 5) security measures and ethical adversarial examples research, 6) VR frameworks,

7) orthogonality-based disentanglement of responsibilities, 8) augmented utilitarianism and

ethical goal functions, 9) AI self-awareness and 10) artificial creativity augmentation re-

search. These ten strategical clusters are “hybrid” due to the realization that AI safety

does not only imply questions on improvement and enhancement related to an isolated
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artificial system, but also to the context of human entities. They are “cognitive-affective”,

because a deeper transdisciplinary analysis of AI safety issues led us to the understand-

ing that to be effective, AI safety needs to do justice to the inherently affective nature

of human cognition. Overall, by integrating requisite knowledge from disparate research

subfields including systems engineering, cybersecurity, mathematics, cybernetics, cogni-

tive and affective science, moral and social psychology, cognitive neuroscience, virtual

reality, positive computing and adversarial machine learning, we established a novel type

of transdisciplinary scientific grounding and implicitness for AI safety.

In the following, we briefly pass review and retrospectively comment on the collated ten

strategical clusters for hybrid cognitive-affective AI safety (given the fallibility of human

knowledge, these clusters are unquestionably non-exhaustive and improvable):

1. International (meta-)goals: As described in Chapter 9, the UN SDG 16 related to

peace, justice and strong institutions represents a meta-goal for AI safety, a condicio

sine qua non for the instantiation of effective national and global AI governance

efforts. Furthermore, the human values encoded in the UN SDG framework can

be used as complementary tool for Type I AI safety – but with the limitation

that their time-dependency, incompleteness and partial imprecision still need to be

taken into account. Generally, the SDGs are not embedded within a regular revision

and update mechanism and no amendment is foreseen until 2030. On the whole,

the underlying international values should hence by no ways be understood as fixed

goals for AI safety, but as dynamical moving targets. More generally, we expounded

that sustainable AI safety cannot be guaranteed – particularly due to its dependency

on novel scientific and technological knowledge creation.

2. Transdisciplinary Type I/II AI safety and education: The UN SDG 4 associated with

quality education and lifelong learning can be categorized as important auxiliary

goal for AI safety. Especially, we stressed the importance of a periodically updated

AI safety education for AI researchers and authorities that are in charge of AI reg-

ulations. Crucially, AI safety necessitates an integrated transdisciplinary scientific

approach which extends beyond separated computer science or philosophy-related

considerations. As initial step of cross-disciplinary integration, we introduced an ex-

plicit cybersecurity-oriented taxonomic transdisciplinary system clustering of ethical

distinction between Type I and Type II systems in Chapter 10. Beyond that, AI

safety requires an utmost flexible approach in the light of the rapidly occurring

progress in the AI field which involves a steady emergence of novel AI architectures

(currently of Type I). For instance, during the dense preparation of this very thesis,

two important novel developments in the AI field occurred whose safety calls for

a transdisciplinary understanding: the wider acceptance of neuro-symbolic hybrid
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AI [294] and the novel orientation to artificial active inference agents [366]1.

3. Socio-technological feedback-loop: As reflected in the Chapters 3, 5, 8 and 9, any

effective AI governance framework needs to be updatable by design. This require-

ment holds irrespective of which type of framework is chosen since errors can always

occur. Therefore, one needs to arrange for a combination of both proactive mea-

sures and corrective measures instantiating what we denoted a socio-technological

feedback-loop. With other words, one should be prepared for failures of the crafted

framework in order to be able to subsequently act on them. Thereby, a detection

and monitoring process discussed in a few paragraphs which fastly records errors

once they inevitably occur appears recommendable for any AI governance solution

and applies to anticipations of both Type I and hypothetical future Type II AI fail-

ures. More information and future recommendations on related fields of activities

for a Type I and Type II AI observatory are briefly elucidated at the end of this

chapter.

4. Integration of affective, dyadic and social information: Particularly in Chapter 6,

we worked out why for a human-centered approach to (Type I) AI value alignment,

a scientifically plausible model of human morality has to be considered. For any

Type I AI not to violate human ethical intuitions, one needs to inject relevant

affective, dyadic and social knowledge in the underlying goal framework and in

the data selection process. Note that the former statement applies to any sort of

Type I AI goal setting including classical goals, loss functions, objective functions,

utility functions (and equivalents) and includes goals formulated as probabilistic

prior preferences2. More concretely, as mentioned in Chapter 8, it means that next

to the use of datasets reflecting e.g. the diversity of human perspectives and values at

different levels, goal and evaluation frameworks need to explicitly include affective

and dyadic elements given an application context in order to avoid algorithmic

discrimination. In short, for Type I AI, one needs to overcome goals that are

focused on isolated considerations of e.g. accuracy or information gain and extend

them with contextual socio-culturally and affectively-relevant information3.

1Neuro-symbolic AI has e.g. recently found entry into one of the main conferences in the AI field (AAAI

2021) where it belongs to focuses in one of the main tracks (see https://aaai.org/Conferences/AAAI-

21/aaai21call/). Concerning active inference, it is not yet well-established in the field and applications

so far mostly pertained to toy environments. However, it might offer promising perspectives for Type I

AI [274, 367, 415] if scaled up in the near future – especially given its biological plausibility [167, 243].
2By way of example, goal-directed behavior in some active inference agents of Type I can be specified

via prior beliefs over preferred observations in an analogous manner to reward functions in belief-based

reinforcement learning agents [366]. (Why this type of analogy may not extend to hypothetical Type II

AI agents without more ado is very briefly discussed in Chapter 13 (see also e.g. [196]).)
3As exemplary extension, we proposed the use of affective weights in deep learning objective functions

(see Chapter 9, Section 3). In Appendix B, we also briefly discuss how to integrate crucial contextual

information in AI design as applied to i.a. the area of conversational agents.
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5. Security measures and ethical adversarial examples research: In Chapter 2, 6 and 10,

we touched upon several proactive measures transferred from cybersecurity to com-

plement Type I AI safety endeavors. Notable mentioned strategies comprise AI

development under adversarial assumptions, AI red teaming and research on ethical

adversarial examples. We showed that value alignment can be recasted as the secu-

rity problem of implementing AI systems exhibiting adversarial robustness against

ethical adversarial examples. Hence, we stress the importance of this novel research

subfield being of relevance for risks of the subtype Ib related to malicious attacks but

also for the AI risks Ic and Id encompassing design-time mistakes and operational

failures respectively. First, ethical adversarial examples could be e.g. researched

in the context of image classification, decision-making tools, hate speech detection,

sentiment analysis, artificial conversation agents or so-called facial “emotion recog-

nition”4. (The simple practical case of adversarial triggers in natural language gen-

eration illustrated in Appendix A represents an already implemented form of ethical

adversarial examples.) The need to jointly study corresponding defense methods is

briefly motivated in Chapter 13. Second, ethical adversarial examples should be

proactively studied in the context of more advanced Type I AI in safety-critical

contexts such as e.g. intelligent systems.

6. VR frameworks: The Chapters 7 and 8 analyzed the benefit of using in particu-

lar virtual reality as experiential testbed [18] to identify and debias human ethical

conceptions to enable a meaningful control of intelligent systems. We expounded

why VR experiments for ethical self-assessment of societal entities should not limit

themselves to either of the classical normative ethical frameworks. Instead, we

motivated the need to design targeted and rich context-sensitive experiments si-

multaneously covering information about perceivers, agents, actions and patients

which is in accordance with recent moral psychology research. Especially, we identi-

fied the theory of dyadic morality [373] as helpful scientific basis for crafting better

targeted VR experiments for ethical self-assessment in the context of meaningful

control of intelligent systems. We also discussed exemplary research directions for a

cognitive-affective ethical debiasing with VR to resolve certain anthropic epistemic

misconceptions while modeling moral pluralism.

7. Orthogonality-based disentanglement of responsibilities: In the Chapters 3 and 5, we

elaborated on why for reasons of legal accountability, a so-called orthogonality-based

disentanglement of responsibilities for Type I intelligent systems is of crucial impor-

tance. This disentanglement approach presupposes that there exists a type of intel-

ligent system design within which the goals of the system and its problem-solving

4Current facial “emotion recognition” utilizing AI has been described to represent a research area

permeated by premature assumptions that lack a grounding in state-of-the-art affective science and

psychology [49]. Next to a transdisciplinary approach, this area could also profit from research on ethical

adversarial examples as we briefly touch upon in Appendix B.
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ability are orthogonal to each other (i.e. can be freely combined) such that legisla-

tors can define these goals. From a systems engineering perspective, we elucidated

that the underlying necessitated separation of the what (the goals) and the how

(the problem-solving ability) is technically possible and can thus be implemented.

Thereby, it is noteworthy that orthogonality-based disentanglement is essentially dif-

ferent from the orthogonality-thesis introduced by Bostrom. According to Bostrom’s

thesis, it generally holds that “intelligence and final goals are orthogonal axes along

which possible agents can freely vary”. In contrast, orthogonality-based disentan-

glement is strictly bounded to an existential quantifier – it only assumes that there

exists an AI architecture for which orthogonality holds. From a predicate logic per-

spective, whether the orthogonality-thesis formulated for all agents holds or not is

distinct and separated from our orthogonality-based disentanglement assumption.

8. Augmented utilitarianism and ethical goal functions: The first component when ap-

plying an orthogonality-based disentanglement of responsibilities to AI governance,

is to identify the what in the form of a goal framework encoding ethical conceptions

and legal restrictions. In Chapter 3 and 5, we discussed why a systems engineering

oriented consideration of the issue reveals the need to encode the what in a novel

form of cardinal utility functions called ethical goal functions. Decisively, the Chap-

ters 4 and 6 exemplified why for safety reasons and in order not to violate human

ethical intuitions, these ethical goal functions need to be fundamentally different

from classical utilitarian and consequentialist utility functions. For this purpose,

we integrated considerations from moral psychology and cognitive science and in-

troduced augmented utilitarianism, a novel non-normative5 affective, dyadic and

context-sensitive framework for the control of Type I intelligent systems. Instead

of focusing solely on the outcome s′ of actions a via the widespread utilization of

utility functions U(s′) in the AI field, augmented utilitarianism functions can have

the form Ux(s, a, s′). This novel type of utility function encodes the utility of a

mental (or technology-assisted6) simulation of a transition (s, a, s′) leading from a

state s to an outcome s′ via an action a from the perspective of a perceiver x.

9. AI self-awareness: As second component of orthogonality-based disentanglement,

one needs to identify an appropriate Type I intelligent system architecture that is

5The non-normative characteristic of augmented utilitarianism (AU) is important to note. In contrast

to classical ethical frameworks such as virtue ethics, deontology or consequentialism, it does not address

“what one ought to do”. Instead, AU can be described as a descriptive and explanatory (or supportive)

scientific tool to model (or scientifically debias) human ethical conceptions which takes moral pluralism

into account. In contrast to behavioristic approaches to utility, it incorporates the first-person perspective.
6VR frameworks as mentioned under subpoint 6 could also be utilized to craft ethical goal functions at

a societal level – for instance when harnessed by a set of representative transdisciplinary experts from the

legislative attempting to emulate an approximation of an updatable ethical goal function UTotal(s, a, s
′)

for a specific domain. Future work would however need to address the particularities and challenges of

such complex endeavors that would require a range of broad coordination efforts at multiple levels.
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suitable for a reliable real-world deployment. Furthermore, this architecture has

to be able to act according to the ethical and legal constraints expressed by an

ethical goal function formulated beforehand by the legislators. As suitable architec-

ture type, Chapter 2 identified intelligent systems exhibiting the technically defined

property of self-awareness. AI self-awareness encompasses self-assessment and self-

management in a utility-based reasoning/planning architecture able to maximize

on a generic utility function. We elaborated on the further requirement of a hybrid

architecture combining symbolic and subsymbolic elements. For meaningful control

in a given domain, we suggested combining an ethical goal function respecting the

augmented utilitarianism scheme with a self-aware intelligent system maximizing on

that function. In sum, for an effective instantiation of the orthogonality-based disen-

tanglement approach in a given domain, a representation of society (the legislative)

would be responsible for supplying the ethical goal function while the manufacturers

would be hold responsible for the safety and security of the self-aware system.

10. Artificial creativity augmentation research: The neologistic term of artificial creativ-

ity augmentation [15] is deliberately ambiguous and refers to two distinct research

directions: artificially augmenting anthropic creativity and augmenting artificial

creativity. In short, Chapter 11 suggested that scientifically grounded research on

augmenting human creativity, augmenting the yet primitive creativity in Type I

AI or implementing Type II AI could represent valid strategies to indirectly tackle

global challenges and identify requisite variety (also for AI safety). Our analysis

and modelling suggested that a scientifically grounded future research on augment-

ing anthropic creativity is theoretically and technically possible even if the field is

still in its infancy. Based on our analysis of anthropic creativity, we identified as-

pects that could improve artificial creativity. Among others, an immersion in the

human affective niche was proposed for Type I AI. This could involve affective el-

ements in the objectives and objective functions of Type I AI, the use of affective

and experiential datasets containing conceptual and multimodal knowledge and an

active sampling of the environment. Finally, it is easily conceivable that since ex-

planatory knowledge creation is a subset of creativity, an ultimate augmentation of

artificial creativity would be as difficult as the implementation of a Type II AI with

an egocentric integrated multi-modal virtual reality experience of the world.

Overall, this thesis contributed to the ongoing international research on Type I AI safety

with a breadth of transdisciplinary strategical clusters. The postulated hybrid cognitive-

affective strategies formulated at various levels could be integrated in future AI safety

education and research efforts as we elucidate in Chapter 13. A few years ago, the field of

AI safety was drastically understudied with very few individuals worldwide performing AI

safety research – only ca. a dozen of which had a formal education in a related scientific

field [451]. Withal, the focus of AI safety at the time was mostly either set in the machine
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ethics field linked to philosophy or it comprised formal mathematical efforts concentrated

in the AI field. Against this backdrop, Yampolskiy called for a multidisciplinary scien-

tific extension of AI safety and proposed for instance a framing of AI safety as a novel

subfield of cybersecurity [446]. On the whole, this thesis consolidated this vision of a

further broadening whereby we incorporated but widely extended beyond philosophical

aspects. Meanwhile, recently accentuated efforts in the field of AI ethics (predominantly

focusing on the AI risks Ic and Id) emphasize the need to consider ethics in addition to

computer science in AI development. However, this thesis motivated a deep and broad

inherently transdisciplinary methodical approach to whole AI safety – a field which we

finally reshaped further by the bifurcation into Type I and Type II AI safety.

In the following, we briefly speak to the design of a so-called “AI observatory” that has

been recently mentioned in a few AI governance frameworks [269]. For present-day Type I

AI, early projects on AI observatory endeavors have recently been launched. This includes

for instance an Italian [403], a Czech [269], a German [296] and an OECD7-level [323] AI

observatory. While the focus of the Italian AI observatory is on sentiment analysis related

to the public reception of AI in the population [403], the Czech AI observatory concept

comprises i.a. legal, ethical, regulatory as well as participatory aspects via public debate

and sharing of best practices [269]. Similarly, the German AI observatory covers areas es-

pecially related to technological foresight, administrative contexts, socio-technical design

aspects, supranational and international perspectives and societal debates [296]. Finally,

the OECD AI Policy Observatory “aims to help policymakers implement the AI Princi-

ples” [323] set by the OECD which includes the provision of data and multidisciplinary

analytical tools. Beyond that, a documentation process of internationally occurring AI

failures has been started by Yampolskiy [450] which may as well be suitable for AI ob-

servatory contexts. Finally, another foresight measure that has been suggested in the

literature includes technological prediction [389] e.g. via questionnaires sent to AI ex-

perts investigating their estimates about future AI developments and risks [56, 210, 312].

However, next to the unpredictability of future knowledge but also errors in reasoning

when reflecting about the future [147], technological foresight faces certain limitations.

For instance, since it is currently unknown how to build Type I AGI systems, trying to

extrapolate today from current AI when and with which probability they will emerge by

asking authorities in the field might not be particularly conducive for a Type I AI ob-

servatory. As stated by Deutsch [136], it holds that “no good explanation can predict the

outcome, or the probability of an outcome, of a phenomenon whose course is going to be

significantly affected by the creation of new knowledge”.

In contrast to the Type I AI case, AI observatory approaches for Type II AI seem less

widespread yet. Importantly, we stress that internationally seen, progresses regarding

7OECD stands for “Organisation de coopération et de développement économiques” and represents

an intergovernmental organization with economical focus.
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Type II AI projects are up to now non-existent. However, initial Type II AI observatory

efforts represent a legitimate long-term strategy given the fact that one cannot extrapo-

late and predict the future of Type II AI research today – irrespective of how tempting

it might appear to exclude its feasibility in the light of current limited knowledge in this

regard. Interestingly, a notable recent foresight project denoted “AI Consciousness” [6]

focusing on monitoring developments towards and debates about artificial consciousness

has been launched by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. Be-

yond that, certain entities called for a ban of research on artificial consciousness. For

instance, Metzinger stated that “the EU should ban all research that risks or directly

aims at the creation of synthetic phenomenology on its territory, and seek international

agreements” [300]. As reason for this motivated research ban, he mentions that “the un-

intended or even intentional creation of artificial consciousness is highly problematic from

an ethical perspective, because it may lead to artificial suffering and a consciously experi-

enced sense of self in autonomous, intelligent systems” [300]. Naturally, one could regard

the generation of artificial Type II systems as potential facilitator of a gain in suffering

which could for instance also be argued in several ways from an anti-natalistic [64] angle

in philosophy. On the other hand however, one can regard any Type II system being a

conscious explanatory knowledge creator as potential facilitator of a gain in explanatory

knowledge8 – by which requisite variety for long-term survival strategies can be identified,

global challenges solved and unpredictable progress leading to context-sensitive harm re-

duction achieved. Moreover, given e.g. the contingency of not only differing worldviews

in other individuals and cultures but also deliberate malicious design (AI risk IIa), a

European or even international research ban on Type II AI does not solve Type II AI

safety issues. For this reason, we suggested in Chapter 10 that both responsibly creating

and conscientiously enhancing Type II systems represent valid safety strategies. (Further

recommendations for future AI observatory endeavors are briefly addressed in the next

Chapter 13.)

In a nutshell, the suitability of this type of progress-oriented strategy as alternative to

radical research bans simply reflects the inescapable idea that the price of security is

eternal creativity (put forth in Chapter 11). This idea points to the fact that a perma-

nently sustainable secure state where knowledge creation becomes superfluous may never

be achieved for humanity as a whole. Next to the inevitability of errors and the issues

with malicious actors, it holds for instance that the universe is still subject to increase in

total entropy even in their absence and human habitats might get “naturally” destructed

8Obviously this argument solely applies to Type II AI and does not generally apply to every sort of

artificial consciousness as it does not include hypothetical conscious Type I AI (which could – like possibly

certain non-human animals being cognitive agents [121] – reveal certain conscious processes while however

not being able to consciously create and understand explanatory knowledge). To preclude cruelty and

torture related to such hypothetical future conscious Type I AI, a legal framework similar to the case of

animal welfare seems recommendable.
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sooner or later. More precisely, it can be argued that for Type II systems – willing to

subsist in the long-term – it is necessary to permanently create requisite new knowledge

and correct occurring errors. Having said that, it is important to note that obviously no

absolute guarantee will exist that a collective of Type II systems could not in principle

also encounter irreparable damage en route taking the form of a complete annihilation

caused by unknown or unknowable sources. However, it signifies that as long as they

subsist, perpetual self-correcting creativity is the best Type II systems can do to prolong

their existence in the face of unintentional mistakes, unexpected environmental changes

and unknowable malevolent creativity events. It is for this reason that future Type II AI

projects should not be a priori monolithically categorized as unethical on philosophical

grounds that might appear appealing at first sight9.

Apart from that, the thesis provided an epistemological outlook on fundamental AI safety

aspirations. While the classical goal of AI safety research was to ultimately solve the

value alignment problem and the control problem for any highly capable AI that could

be implemented, our analysis suggests that this double endeavor cannot be achieved

and is even questionable as well as undesirable. The reason for this is reflected in the

AI safety paradox introduced in Chapter 10 which described that AI control and value

alignment are conjugate requirements. Applied to Type II AI representing a form of

artificial consciousness being additionally an explanatory knowledge creator, it means

that a certain type of reciprocal value alignment called mutual value alignment might be

achievable. Yet, attempts of coercive Type II AI control would be unethical in the short-

term and unfeasible in the long-term. Importantly, mutual value alignment involves the

co-creation of novel values with humans such that values would not only encompass human

values but also artificial ones. In their property as unpredictable knowledge creators, there

is no reason to assume that Type II AI would necessarily lead to certain existential risks.

Admittedly, there is also no reason to preclude a priori that they would not cause any

existential risk. However, even if humans would not remain in the controlling stance in

the case Type II AI would be implemented, note that humans would still have educational

responsibilities at the beginning and can make use of their ability to promote beneficial

incentives – as it is analogically the case in anthropic child development.

Obviously, the fact that the implementation of future Type II AI is possible does not entail

it will actually succeed. However, even if one cannot extrapolate when or whether the

topic will actually become practically-relevant, we regard it as responsible to keep track of

early Type II AI research given the potential transformative but also disruptive impacts

it could have on society. (Besides that, research on Type II AI could provide insights

relevant to human self-knowledge as we briefly elaborate in Chapter 13. Moreover, even

9However, to acknowledge the necessity of explanatory knowledge creation for security reasons as it

applies globally may not necessarily exclude the simultaneous maintenance of a perceiver-dependent anti-

natalistic worldview at the level of an individual who is e.g. neither motivated by security nor creativity.
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in the case of a failure to ever attain Type II AI, the underlying research might provide

valuable hints on how to implement more robust Type I AI systems that are more sophis-

ticated in particular cognitive domains.) In Chapter 10, we provided various strategies

for hypothetical early Type II AI safety. Still, at later stages, how to address Type II AI

safety might also additionally become a function of the strategies that correspondingly

interested Type II AI itself creates. Clearly, it would also hold for Type II AI that errors

and problems are inevitable. But at the same time, it holds that problems are soluble if

requisite knowledge is created as long as it is not proscribed by the laws of nature [136].

Consequently, the goal in AI safety should not be to avoid errors and impose research

bans. In fact, would we have to summarize this thesis in a single compact AI safety recom-

mendation, it would be sustainable rapid error-prediction and error-correction. Likewise,

with profound humility, we point the reader to the fact that before writing this thesis, we

needed to correct own mistaken prior assumptions10. In this sense, we end this conclusion

with the statement of Deutsch expounding that “knowledge-creation is not only subject

to error: errors are common, and significant, and always will be, and correcting them will

always reveal further and better problems” [136].

10Pre-thesis, one mistake was for instance the wrong assumption that utility functions needed to con-

form to a consequentialist framework as formulated in our comments on the EU AI guidelines [118] in

early 2019 and as assumed in Werkhoven et al. [428]. Soon afterwards, we realized that a context-sensitive,

affective and dyadic alternative must be possible and is even indispensable – which led us to establish

the scientifically grounded augmented utilitarianism put forth in this thesis and introduced in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 13

Future Research

Against the background of the identified strategical clusters for AI safety, it becomes

possible to provide constructive suggestions to refine extant research which is directly or

indirectly relevant to AI safety and which could profit from the transdisciplinary breadth

underlying these clusters. Conversely, diversifying existing research approaches might help

to further improve and extend this set of clusters in future research. On this account,

we briefly expound a few constructive suggestions for 3 exemplary research contexts. In

this connection, we propose proactive and reactive activities that a Type I and Type II

AI observatory could engage in and explain how a taxonomic tool could ease practically-

relevant documentation purposes for tailored AI governance approaches. Second, we ad-

dress the theoretical grounding of crafting “defense methods” against certain adversarial

examples [198]. Here, we recommend the explicit development of hybrid cognitive-affective

defense methods for Type I AI requiring a shift in perspective. Third, we shed light on

focuses of epistemological research that are indirectly relevant to AI observatory endeav-

ors. In this context, we shortly illustrate why it might be expedient in this area to study

a comparative transdisciplinary epistemology for Type I versus Type II systems.

1. Type I and Type II AI observatory: Coming back to Type I AI observatory mea-

sures, we suggest to also proactively organize a digital security playground where

“AI white hats” engage in adversarial attacks against AI architectures and share

their findings in an open-source manner. These research insights could further sen-

sitize the monitoring and detection of occurring AI risk instantiations and could

serve as basis for subsequent open-source research on defense methods for AI ro-

bustness. In practice, such a security-aware method has been already employed at

DEFCON [84] (one of the most notable hacker conventions) where security experts

presented demos on attacks and defense methods in AI systems [145]. As reactive

complementary activity, we suggest to make use of the taxonomic account presented

in Chapter 10 when documenting occurring instantiations of AI risks. Possibly, it
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could be extended in future research to also encompass an intensity/severity rat-

ing [380] of a given risk. A related but different approach albeit in the context of

regulatory frameworks is to assign criticality levels to AI algorithms1. Here, instead,

we suggest to assign specific harm intensity levels to each particular risk instantia-

tion. For simplicity, consider the AI failure “Amazon’s Echo responded to commands

from TV voices” that occured in 2016 mentioned by Yampolskiy [450] versus the

hypothetical but technically feasible [313, 369, 402] case of intentional adversarial at-

tacks against intelligent sensors of self-driving cars that could cause road accidents.

For illustration only and assuming a simplified scale from 1 to 5 (where 5 represents

global existential, 4 lethal, 3 major, 2 minor and 1 minimal harm), the former could

be classified as risk Id, Level 1 while the latter could if instantiated be associated

with the shortcut Ib, Level 4. Such a differentiated categorization by a Type I AI

observatory could allow for more targeted regulatory measures, though future work

may need a rigorous approach to specify harm intensity. (By way of illustration,

Appendix A summarizes a few preliminary results obtained in our early Type I

AI observatory pilot study which already reflects the urgency to address existing

Type I AI safety issues nowadays. For simplicity, this short overview employs the

proposed simple taxonomic approach which can be further refined in future work.)

Finally, for a Type II AI observatory, a solution could be to proactively establish a

transparent and open-source international platform for research on Type II AI, the

training of involved researchers in AI safety as well as ethics and the careful reactive

documentation of progress in this field.

2. Hybrid cognitive-affective defense methods for Type I AI: A widely studied type of

adversarial attacks in machine learning nowadays are adversarial examples. More

broadly, adversarial examples can be understood as input samples to an AI model

that were specifically crafted to fool this model by leading to erroneous output(s) or

actions(s). In the field of security for machine learning, it is common to specify a so-

called threat model [188, 200] for any case study in adversarial example research. A

threat model specifies the adversarial capabilities and adversarial goals as exhibited

by the malicious attacker crafting the samples. While the adversarial capabilities can

range from white-box settings where the internal properties of the model are known

to uninformed black-box settings, adversarial goals can range from weaker aims such

as reducing the confidence of the AI model in its predictions to stronger precisely

targeted misclassifications. On this basis, when referring to defense methods against

adversarial examples, it is important to elucidate them in conjunction with the

underlying threat model [99]. In the following, we briefly thematize the need for

possible future proactive defense methods against ethical adversarial examples which

1A “criticality pyramid and risk-adapted regulatory system for the use of algorithmic systems” has been

proposed by the German Data Ethics Commission in: https://www.bmjv.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/

DE/Themen/Fokusthemen/Gutachten DEK EN.pdf? blob=publicationFile&v=2
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represent a subset of adversarial examples where the adversarial goal is a special type

of targeted misclassification, namely misclassifications that result in the violation of

human ethical intuitions. We further assume transparent defense methods in white-

box settings i.e. that cannot rely on concealing implementation details as for instance

in insufficient solutions that “follow the paradigm of security by obscurity” [72] that

are of illusory nature [412]. In short, we suggest that future work should aim at

systematically identifying requisite variety for robust defense methods.

Despite a multitude of papers written on the topic of adversarial examples primarily

in the field of computer vision [161, 327] (but also considered in fields such as e.g. cy-

bersecurity [220], automatic speech recognition [19], spam detection [438], dialogue

systems [231], detection of toxic comments [179] and text classification [283]), most

proposed defense methods can be circumvented [98, 101]. While proposed solutions

often comprised measures such as learning-based methods focused on specific train-

ing techniques (e.g. adversarial training [408] or defensive distillation [100]), pre-

processing-based methods employing input alterations preceding the classification

process (e.g. thermometer encoding [89]) or detection-based strategies [101, 221],

a principled model-based approach is lacking. Thereby, by model-based approach,

we refer to the targeted development of defense methods with the aid of scientific

models capturing parts of the contextualized domain in question.

Defense methods against ethical adversarial examples might be important since

omitting to study this area could lead e.g. to unintentionally occurring offensive or

discriminating input-output [231] or input-action mappings, attacks and sabotage

by unethical entities or reputational damage by intentional elicitation of unethical

outputs/actions2. For requisite variety in defenses against ethical adversarial ex-

amples, future methods could scientifically model relevant hybrid cognitive-affective

aspects given that humans are more robust against (most sorts of)3 adversarial ex-

amples while human cognition is multimodal and of inherently affective, enactive

and embodied nature. More robust AI could integrate contextual, dynamic, mul-

timodal, experiential and affective knowledge. (For illustration, a few exemplary

technically feasible defense approaches are briefly discussed in Appendix B.) Fi-

nally, future work could analyze whether for instance the use of active inference

for AI can improve its robustness against ethical adversarial examples in certain

domains – but interestingly also whether this comes at the cost of AI controllability.

2Failing to address the adversarial examples problem could generally have negative impacts [114] in

the context of e.g. AI-based content filters, AI-based law enforcement, military AI and intelligent systems.
3While adversarial examples against humans have been developed [154], they do not represent a major

vulnerability in AI safety nowadays and are not considered here – although this could naturally become

relevant in the future. (Imagine for instance the hypothetical future scenario of maliciously designed

Type I AIs (risk Ia) sending messages with recursive structures of a depth surpassing the capabilities of

human short-term memory to conceal adversarial information e.g. in intelligence contexts.)
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3. Comparative transdisciplinary epistemology for Type I versus Type II systems: A

compelling statement attributable to Richard Feynman is: “what I cannot create,

I do not understand”4. While there exist certainly multiple ways to interpret this

quote, one possible interpretation is that what one cannot artificially model from

the ground up, is not yet understood [427]. In this vein, when considering the fact

that is still unknown how to artificially implement hypothetical Type II AI, we must

admit that humanity does not yet understand the nature of Type II systems in its

entirety. However, understanding Type II systems is invaluable for an informed

monitoring within a Type II AI observatory without which the object of monitoring

is unclear – a shortcoming that might subsequently lead to misguided focuses and

a loss of resources. In our view, a future clarification could profit from an exact

and in-depth theoretical and scientifically grounded comparative analysis on the

substrate-independent differences between Type I and Type II systems.

Beyond that, as mentioned in Chapter 10, responsibly implementing artificial Type II

systems is a valid strategy to identify requisite variety – including for AI safety.

This endeavor might seem out of reach nowadays since what one cannot create,

one cannot understand as suggested by Feynman’s quote. However, in this con-

text, one might also need to avoid a false conclusion such as the fallacy of affirming

the consequent [186]. In short, while it holds that “what I cannot create, I cannot

understand” it does not follow that “what I cannot understand, I cannot create”.

Indeed, the phenomenon of serendipity5 related to unexpected fortunate discover-

ies can be interpreted to epitomize this special case. Nevertheless, this naturally

does not signify that humans need to rely on “luck” to discover how to implement

Type II AI since the alternative to wittingly model such systems in the future is

still clearly given and cannot be ruled out. On the whole, explanatory knowledge

creation in humans is certainly very often linked to deliberate or spontaneous but

still intentional creativity.

However, also serendipitous findings played a relevant [357] and sometimes perhaps

decisive role throughout human history. Some examples are for instance the discov-

ery of penicilin [45], the knowledge on how to reach America from Europe on in 1492,

the discovery of how a microwave oven could function by Percy Spencer [378], the

discovery of Helicobacter pylori (a microaerophilic bacterium in the stomach) [120],

the discovery of X-rays [21] and possibly the invention of man-made fire tremen-

dously extending beyond simply using burning material naturally induced e.g. by

lightning or vulcanism [393]. The motivated future comparative research might need

4Quote on his blackboard at the time of his death in 1988 [427].
5The word serendipity was coined by Horace Walpole in 1754 and rests on a silly Persian fairytale

denoted “The Three Princes of Serendip” featuring the journey of three princes making lucky unexpected

discoveries [119]. Thereby, “Sarandib” also represents an old Arabic term which in turn – like the Sanskrit

word “Simhaladvipa” [278] – refers to the island Ceylon and corresponds to the present-day Sri Lanka.
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to also be able to answer the striking question on how human explanatory knowledge

creation became possible in the first place. For instance, it could analyze whether (as

we only conjecture here) it could have started with disruptive serendipitous events

such as man-controlled fire – giving raise to the ability to doubt own strong feelings

of certainty. (Remarkably, Thomas Huxley, a biologist and supporter of Charles

Darwin already stated in the 19th century [393]: “[I am] inclined to think that

not far from the invention of fire must rank the invention of doubt.”) Similarly, as

briefly stated in Chapter 10, one can view philosophical conceptions such as puzzling

thoughts about qualia from a similar angle – namely in Bayesian terms of doubting

strong feelings of certainty (and subsequently recontextualizing the sensorium at a

higher level [109]). But obviously, not all doubts correct errors. In principle, doubt

could have enabled scientific knowledge creation. But in the past, it may have been

predominantly involved in creating and maintaining e.g. new traditions, rituals,

morality and religion – perhaps via shared doubt. Hence, while multiple other fac-

tors such as imitation, language and teaching [171, 418] might have played a decisive

role, we believe that future work could profit from more focus on cognitive-affective

and social mechanisms for doubt and how to doubt and to share doubt entered the

human affective niche. In a nutshell, it might as well be of relevance to know why

we think or/and share that we do not know and to know why we explain.

As active inference agents, animals including humans (i.e. biological Type I and

Type II systems) have been described to be equipped with an attracting set of

adaptive priors [42] where the imperative for an organism is to “proove” its own

existence [121], i.e. to be a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy [117] via action-preception

cycles. In our view, future comparative work could elucidate how and why human

Type II systems are seemingly able to transcend6 inherited priors, survive in hos-

tile environments unforeseen by biological knowledge and conscioulsy transform the

universe in a way “which is ultimately not limited by parochial factors [...] but only

by universal laws” as stated by Deutsch [136]. This requires future comparative

epistemological research – however not only in philosophy – but also e.g. in AI, cy-

bernetics, psychology, primatology, anthropology, neuroscience and linguistics (see

Appendix C for more details). The importance of integrating especially a cybernetic

view with neuroscience and psychology has been already undertaken in recent mod-

els relevant to Type II systems [42]. For a deeper appreciation, it might be useful to

also perform comparative studies focusing on (dis)similarities in the virtual reality

experiences of the world [360, 361, 432] briefly adumbrated in Chapter 11.

6Via the unpredictable reach of future knowledge, Type II systems can extend vastly beyond their

initial conditions. Self-fulfilling prior preferences might not tell the whole story for the Type II case.

Future work could analyze to what extent Type II systems have a read and write access on the underlying

parameters or an inherited prior for doubt. There may be more than one way to exist in a niche. Perhaps,

creating or “hacking” [41, 305] preferences must be modeled. In this vein, Harbisson, the first recognized

cyborg (with a cyborg antenna as skull implant) stated [257]: “I feel that I am technology.”
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Figuratively speaking, at the very beginning of this thesis, one started as human AI safety

researcher in an examination chamber looking at a picture of AI safety placed at the wall.

At a certain point the picture fragmented into Type I and Type II AI safety for which one

crafted hybrid-cognitive affective strategies. Then, one looked at hypothetical Type II

AI closer and closer and gradually ended up at a window through which one stared and

behind which one suddenly observed an examination chamber where a Type II AI safety

researcher is looking at a picture of AI safety placed at the same wall – which is reminiscent

of the boy in the lithograph of Escher printed in 1956 termed “Print Gallery”7. The

underlying scene with the boy in a painting gallery has been compactly summarized [299]

as follows: “the picture he looks at is gradually and imperceptibly transformed into... the

city where the gallery and the boy are!”. This type of circular epistemic scenario reflects

the hallmarks of what Maturana and Varela [299] incisively depict as “that mixture of

regularity and mutability, that combination of solidity and shifting sand, so typical of

human experience when we look at it up close”. In our view, this statement may generally

extend to all Type II systems.

Crucially, despite “shifting sand” and the AI safety paradox revealing that classical

twofold AI safety (as solving the conjunction of value alignment and control problem) is

unsolvable, AI safety research is not condemned to slip or fall. Au contraire, a transition-

ally solid novel starting point might be for instance accessible by alternatively conceiving

of AI safety as a discipline which proactively addresses AI risks and reactively responds to

occurring instantiations of AI risks (in both cases for risks forming themselves at the pre-

and post-deployment stage). Such an alternative framing acknowledges the necessity to

amalgamate proactive and reactive approaches given the fallibility of human knowledge

and the possibility of intentional exploits by malicious actors [409, 451]. Moreover, via

such reformulations, it becomes apparent that large areas of improvement are de facto

available already today for Type I AI safety and also for future Type II AI safety endeav-

ors – which it would be reckless not to address in the light of possible existential risks.

Finally, as incentive for future work, one might have already envisioned that the metaphor

of the AI safety researcher and the picture in the examination chamber is as well inter-

pretable as a primitive sort of an actively attended miniature mental socio-technological

feedback-loop whose first iteration brought forth our presented hybrid cognitive-affective

AI safety strategies – as well as new interesting problems awaiting solutions8.

7A picture of this lithograph (with the original Dutch title being “Prentententoonstelling” [307]) has

been intentionally chosen as illustrative title page for this thesis.
8See for instance Appendix A for a few examples of concrete Type I AI risk instantiations that already

occurred in practice.
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Summary

In recent years, the steadily increasing problem-solving capabilities in AI systems started

to unfold potentially tremendous beneficial impacts on society. However, it is important

to simultaneously tackle the array of possible risks that these developments are accom-

panied by such that society can ideally benefit from AI in the long-term. Against this

backdrop, the relatively young field of AI safety has gained international relevance in the

last few years with a growing body of academic research. In parallel, multiple contribu-

tions emerged in popular media commenting on the public reception of AI developments

and on whether society should ascribe constructed dichotomous motifs such as fear or

enthusiasm to those. However, in order to assess the landscape of AI risks and opportu-

nities, it is instead first and foremost of relevance not to be afraid, not to be enthusiastic,

but to understand as similarly suggested by Spinoza in the 17th century. In this vein,

in this theoretical and analytical thesis, we perform an in-depth transdisciplinary exam-

ination to understand how to address possible instantiations of AI risks with the aid of

scientifically grounded hybrid cognitive-affective strategies.

The motivation for the transdisciplinarity of the thesis is the need to avoid blind spots

when analyzing issues related to AI systems being entities embedded in a larger context

extending beyond classical computer science endeavors. The identified strategies are of

“hybrid” nature due to the fact that for a human-centered approach to this broad issue,

AI systems cannot be analyzed in isolation and the nature of human entities as well as

the properties of human-machine interactions have to be taken into account within a

socio-technological framework. Consequently, the attribute “cognitive-affective” comes

into the picture because in order to do justice to the human element, one needs to do

justice to the inherently affective nature of human cognition. Utilizing a cybersecurity-

oriented approach considering not only unintentional failures but also intentional malice,

we identify short-term and long-term strategies and cover AI governance as well as AI

engineering requirements.

We consider two disjunct sets of systems: Type I and Type II systems. Simply put,

Type II systems are systems that are able to consciously create and understand explana-

tory knowledge. Conversely, Type I systems are all systems that do not exhibit this ability.

Obviously, all current AIs are of Type I and represent an object of research in Type I AI
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safety. (For instance, Type I AIs cannot consciously and knowingly participate or create

and understand novel ideas in the domains of social reality, science, morality and culture

nor can they consciously understand and transform their own nature.) While hypothetical

Type II AI is clearly non-existent today, its implementation is not physically impossible

since no law of nature prohibits it. Hence, while the focus of the thesis is predominantly

on the practically-relevant Type I AI safety, we also briefly reflect on the Type II AI topic.

Paradigmatically, the first chapters thoroughly analyze the Type I AI safety problem of

meaningful control of intelligent systems (often called autonomous systems). Thereby, we

exemplify our conclusions with the use case of autonomous vehicles. Overall, we identify

the following non-exhaustive set of 10 tailored hybrid cognitive-affective strategical clus-

ters for AI safety ranging from conceptual large-scale AI governance recommendations to

concrete small-scale AI engineering requirements: 1) international (meta-)goals, 2) trans-

disciplinary Type I/II AI safety and related education, 3) socio-technological feedback-loop,

4) integration of affective, dyadic and social information, 5) security measures and ethical

adversarial examples research, 6) virtual reality frameworks, 7) orthogonality-based disen-

tanglement of responsibilities, 8) augmented utilitarianism and ethical goal functions, 9)

AI self-awareness and 10) artificial creativity augmentation research.

Cluster 1 suggests considering the UN Sustainable Developmental Goal (SDG) 16 on

peace, justice and strong institutions as meta-goal for AI safety and to harness the hu-

man values encoded in the UN SDG framework for AI safety but to consider those as

complementary basis. Cluster 2 applies the UN SDG 4 on quality education to AI safety

and establishes the importance for a transdisciplinary education and life-long adaptive

learning for AI safety researchers and related educative measures for the general public.

Cluster 3 emphasizes the importance to cover both proactive and reactive methods in any

AI governance framework in order to obtain a dynamic socio-technological feedback-loop.

Cluster 4 stresses the need to inject affective, dyadic, contextual and social knowledge into

Type I AI architectures, loss functions, data and data acquisition processes in order to

avoid the violation of human ethical intuitions explained by dyadic psychological models.

Cluster 5 proposes a set of cybersecurity-oriented measures for AI safety including red

teaming but also importantly a research direction on so-called ethical adversarial examples

and defense methods for which we offer propositions from concrete practical settings.

Cluster 6 analyzes past VR experiments in AI ethics and provides suggestions for future

VR experiments on ethical self-assessment and debiasing for a meaningful control of intel-

ligent systems at the societal level taking the example of autonomous vehicles. Cluster 7

motivates orthogonality-based disentanglement of responsibilities as the ethically-relevant

and systems-engineering oriented separation of the what (ethical conceptions) and the

how (problem-solving) in intelligent systems with large societal impacts (such as e.g. au-

tonomous vehicles). Thereby, given a domain, a representation of society specifies the

what in the form of a new type of context-sensitive, affective and dyadic utility function
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and the manufacturers are responsible for the how. Cluster 8 clarifies that these utility

functions should be formulated within a novel non-normative and scientifically grounded

descriptive and explanatory ethical framework called augmented utilitarianism (AU). Im-

portantly, AU only serves as intentionally left blank scaffold for the what which means

that ethical parameters are human-defined and filled in by a representation of society.

Cluster 9 presents Type I AI self-awareness (self-assessment and self-management) as

complementary element for an orthogonality-based disentanglement or responsibilities for

the meaningful control of intelligent systems. Cluster 10 motivates artificial creativity

augmentation as research with the substrate-independent goal of jointly augmenting both

human and artificial creativity to indirectly tackle global challenges such as AI safety.

In the thesis, we also introduce the so-called AI safety paradox. The AI safety paradox

states figuratively speaking that value alignment and control represent conjugate require-

ments in AI safety. While the value alignment problem known in AI safety addresses

the question on how to build AI systems that are aligned with human ethical values, the

control problem is linked to the connected issue on how to implement AI systems that will

not harm humans. To put it very simply, the AI safety paradox illustrates for instance

that an ultimate value alignment can only be achieved via mutual value alignment in a

reciprocal dynamic coupling for which the system would need to truly understand what

moral values are – such a system however is not controllable anymore and one cannot dis-

card that it could harm humans. In theory, with a Type II AI, a mutual value alignment

might be achievable via a co-construction of novel values, this however would come at the

cost of its predictability since it would represent a conscious explanatory knowledge cre-

ator and future explanatory knowledge creation is inherently unpredictable (as is human

malevolent creativity). Conversely, it is possible to build Type I AI systems that are eas-

ily controllable and predictable, but they would not exhibit a sufficient understanding of

human morality and could not be verily value aligned in all relevant real-world contexts.

Nevertheless, it is possible to meaningfully address AI safety by focusing on a cybersecurity-

oriented and risk-centered approach reformulating AI safety as a discipline which proac-

tively addresses AI risks and reactively responds to occurring instantiations of AI risks (in

both cases for risks forming themselves at the pre- and post-deployment stage). Thereby,

one needs to consider both the fallibility of human knowledge and potential exploits by

malicious actors. Beyond that, we provide 3 research ideas that might be of practical

relevance for future AI safety: 1) Type I and Type II AI observatory, 2) hybrid cognitive-

affective defense methods for Type I AI and finally 3) comparative transdisciplinary epis-

temology for Type I versus Type II systems. In a nutshell, the main finding is that future

AI safety requires transdisciplinarily conceived and scientifically grounded dynamics com-

bining proactive error-prediction and reactive error-correction within a socio-technological

feedback-loop together with the cognizance that it is first of relevance not to be afraid,

not to be enthusiastic, but to understand – that the price of security is eternal creativity.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

In de afgelopen jaren begonnen de gestaag toenemende probleemoplossende mogelijkheden

in AI-systemen potentieel enorm gunstige effecten op de samenleving te ontplooien. Het

is echter wel belangrijk tegelijkertijd de reeks mogelijke risico’s waarmee deze ontwikkelin-

gen gepaard gaan aan te pakken, zodat de samenleving op lange termijn optimaal van AI

kan profiteren. Tegen deze achtergrond heeft het relatief jonge veld van AI-veiligheid in de

afgelopen jaren internationale relevantie verworven met een groeiend aantal academische

onderzoeken. Tegelijkertijd zijn er meerdere bijdragen verschenen in populaire media die

commentaar gaven op de publieke receptie van AI-ontwikkelingen en of de samenleving

geconstrueerde dichotome motieven zoals angst of enthousiasme aan die ontwikkelingen

zou moeten toekennen. Om het landschap van AI-risico’s en -kansen te beoordelen, is het

echter in de eerste plaats relevant om niet bang te zijn, niet enthousiast te zijn, maar te be-

grijpen zoals Spinoza in de 17e eeuw op een vergelijkbare manier voorstelde. In deze geest,

in dit theoretische en analytische proefschrift, voeren we een diepgaand transdisciplinair

onderzoek uit om te begrijpen hoe mogelijke instantiaties van AI-risico’s kunnen wor-

den aangepakt met behulp van wetenschappelijk onderbouwde hybride cognitief-affectieve

strategieën.

De motivatie voor de transdisciplinariteit van het proefschrift is de noodzaak om blinde

vlekken te vermijden bij het analyseren van problemen met betrekking tot AI-systemen

die entiteiten zijn die zijn ingebed in een grotere context die verder reikt dan de klassieke

informatica-inspanningen. De gëıdentificeerde strategieën zijn van “hybride” natuur van-

wege het feit dat voor een mensgerichte benadering van deze brede kwestie, AI-systemen

niet afzonderlijk kunnen worden geanalyseerd en er binnen een sociaal-technologisch kader

zowel rekening moet worden gehouden met de aard van menselijke entiteiten als de

eigenschappen van mens-machine interacties. Bijgevolg komt het attribuut “cognitief-

affectief” in beeld omdat men, om recht te doen aan het menselijke element, recht moet

doen aan de inherent affectieve aard van menselijke cognitie. Gebruikmakend van een

op cyberveiligheid gerichte aanpak, waarbij niet alleen rekening wordt gehouden met

onopzettelijke mislukkingen, maar ook met opzettelijke boosaardigheid, identificeren we

korte- en langetermijnstrategieën en behandelen we zowel AI-governance als AI-engineering

vereisten.
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We beschouwen twee afzonderlijke sets systemen: Type I-systemen en Type II-systemen.

Simpel gezegd zijn Type II-systemen systemen die bewust verklarende kennis kunnen

creëren en begrijpen. Omgekeerd zijn Type I-systemen alle systemen die dit vermogen

niet vertonen. Uiteraard zijn alle huidige AI’s van Type I en vertegenwoordigen een

onderzoeksobject voor Type I AI-veiligheid. (Type I-systemen kunnen bijvoorbeeld niet

bewust deelnemen of nieuwe ideeën creëren en begrijpen op het gebied van sociale re-

aliteit, wetenschap, moraliteit en cultuur. Evenmin kunnen ze hun eigen aard bewust

begrijpen en transformeren.) Hoewel hypothetische Type II AI tegenwoordig duidelijk

niet bestaat, is de implementatie ervan fysiek niet onmogelijk, omdat geen enkele natuur-

wet dit verbiedt. Vandaar dat, hoewel de focus van het proefschrift voornamelijk ligt op

de praktisch relevante Type I AI-veiligheid, we ook kort ingaan op Type II AI. Paradigma-

tisch analyseren de eerste hoofdstukken grondig het Type I AI-veiligheidsprobleem van

zinvolle controle van intelligente systemen (vaak autonome systemen genoemd). Daar-

bij illustreren wij onze conclusies met de use-case van autonome voertuigen. Over het

geheel identificeren we de volgende niet-uitputtende set van 10 specifieke hybride cognitief-

affectieve strategische clusters voor AI-veiligheid, variërend van conceptuele grootschalige

AI-governance-aanbevelingen tot concrete kleinschalige AI engineering vereisten: 1) in-

ternationale (meta-)doelen, 2) transdisciplinaire Type I / II AI-veiligheid en aanverwant

onderwijs, 3) sociaal-technologische feedback-lus, 4) integratie van affectieve, dyadische en

sociale informatie, 5) veiligheidsmaatregelen en onderzoek naar ethische vijandigheid voor-

beelden, 6) virtual reality kaders, 7) op orthogonaliteit gebaseerde ontrafeling van verant-

woordelijkheden, 8) augmented utilitarisme en ethische doelfuncties, 9) AI-zelfbewustheid

en 10) kunstmatige creativiteit verbetering.

Cluster 1 stelt voor de VN-duurzame ontwikkelingsdoelstelling (SDG) 16 voor vrede,

rechtvaardigheid en sterke instellingen als metadoel voor AI-veiligheid te overwegen en

om de menselijke waarden gecodeerd in het VN SDG-kader voor AI-veiligheid te benutten,

maar ze daarbij te beschouwen als complementaire basis. Cluster 2 past de VN SDG 4

over kwaliteitsonderwijs toe op AI-veiligheid en stelt het belang vast voor transdisciplinair

onderwijs en levenslang adaptief leren voor AI-veiligheidsonderzoekers en gerelateerde

educatieve maatregelen voor het grote publiek. Cluster 3 benadrukt het belang om zowel

proactieve als reactieve methoden in overweging te nemen in elk AI-governance kader om

een dynamische sociaal-technologische feedback-lus te verkrijgen. Cluster 4 benadrukt de

noodzaak om affectieve, dyadische, contextuele en sociale kennis in te brengen in Type I

AI-architecturen, verliesfuncties, data en data-acquisitieprocessen om zo de schending van

menselijke ethische intüıties, verklaard door dyadische psychologische modellen, te vermij-

den. Cluster 5 stelt voor AI-veiligheid een reeks op cybersecurity gerichte maatregelen

voor, waaronder “red teaming”, maar ook belangrijk een onderzoeksrichting op het gebied

van zogenaamde ethische “adversarial examples” en verdedigingsmethoden waarvoor we

voorstellen doen vanuit concrete praktische omstandigheden.
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Cluster 6 analyseert eerdere VR-experimenten in AI-ethiek en geeft suggesties voor de

toekomst VR-experimenten over ethische zelfevaluatie en verminderen van vooringenomen-

heid voor een zinvolle controle van intelligente systemen op maatschappelijk niveau,

waarbij als voorbeeld autonome voertuigen wordt genomen. Cluster 7 motiveert op

orthogonaliteit gebaseerde ontrafeling van verantwoordelijkheden als de ethisch relevante

en systeemtechnisch georiënteerde scheiding van het wat (ethische opvattingen) en het

hoe (probleemoplossing) in intelligente systemen met grote maatschappelijke effecten

(zoals bijvoorbeeld autonome voertuigen). Daarbij specificeert een representatie van

de samenleving, gegeven een domein, het wat in de vorm van een nieuw type con-

textgevoelige, affectieve en dyadische nutsfunctie en zijn de fabrikanten verantwoordelijk

voor het hoe. Cluster 8 verduidelijkt dat de nutsfuncties moeten worden geformuleerd bin-

nen een nieuwe niet-normatief en wetenschappelijk gefundeerd beschrijvend en verklarend

ethisch kader genaamd “augmented utilitarianism” (AU). Belangrijk is dat AU alleen dient

als opzettelijk blanco steiger voor het wat dat betekent dat ethische parameters door de

mens worden gedefinieerd en ingevuld door een representatie van de samenleving. Cluster

9 presenteert Type I AI-zelfbewustheid (zelfevaluatie en zelfmanagement) als complemen-

tair element voor een op orthogonaliteit gebaseerde ontrafeling van verantwoordelijkhe-

den voor de zinvolle controle van intelligente systemen. Cluster 10 motiveert kunstmatige

creativiteit verbetering als onderzoek met als substraatonafhankelijk doel om zowel de

menselijke en kunstmatige creativiteit te vergroten om indirect wereldwijde uitdagingen

zoals AI-veiligheid aan te pakken.

In het proefschrift introduceren we ook de zogenaamde AI-veiligheidsparadox. De AI-

veiligheidsparadox stelt figuurlijk gesproken dat waarde-uitlijning en controle geconjugeerde

vereisten vertegenwoordigen in AI-veiligheid. Terwijl het waarde-uitlijningsprobleem be-

kend in het AI-veiligheidsdomein de vraag adresseert hoe AI-systemen te bouwen die zijn

afgestemd op menselijke ethische waarden, is het controleprobleem gekoppeld aan het

verbonden probleem over hoe AI-systemen kunnen worden gëımplementeerd die mensen

niet zullen schaden. Om het simpel te zeggen: de AI-veiligheidsparadox illustreert bij-

voorbeeld dat een ultieme waarde-afstemming alleen kan worden bereikt via onderlinge

waarde-afstemming in een wederzijdse dynamische koppeling waarvoor het systeem echt

zou moeten begrijpen wat morele waarden zijn – zo’n systeem is echter niet meer con-

troleerbaar en men kan niet uitsluiten dat het mensen zou kunnen schaden. In theorie

zou met een Type II AI een onderlinge waarde-uitlijning mogelijk kunnen zijn via een co-

constructie van nieuwe waarden. Dit zou echter ten koste gaan van de voorspelbaarheid

van het AI-systeem omdat het bewust verklarende kennis moet creëren en toekomstige

verklarende kenniscreatie is inherent onvoorspelbaar (net als menselijke kwaadwillende

creativiteit). Omgekeerd is het mogelijk Type I AI-systemen te bouwen die wel gemakke-

lijk controleerbaar en voorspelbaar zijn, maar ze zouden onvoldoende begrip tonen van

de menselijke moraal en zouden niet waarlijk op één lijn kunnen worden gebracht in alle

relevante realistische contexten.
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Desalniettemin is het mogelijk om AI-veiligheid zinvol aan te pakken door te focussen op

een cyberveiligheidsgerichte en risicogerichte benadering die AI-veiligheid herformuleert

als een discipline die AI-risico’s proactief aanpakt en reactief reageert op optredende in-

stantiaties van AI-risico’s (in beide gevallen voor risico’s die zich vormen in de pre- en

post-implementatiefase). Daarbij moet men zowel de feilbaarheid van menselijke kennis

als potentiële exploitatie door kwaadwillende actoren overwegen. Daarnaast bieden we

3 onderzoeksideeën die van praktisch belang kunnen zijn voor toekomstige AI-veiligheid:

1) Type I en Type II AI-observatorium, 2) hybride cognitief-affectieve verdedigingsmetho-

den voor Type I AI en tot slot 3) vergelijkende transdisciplinaire epistemologie voor Type

I versus Type II-systemen. Kortom, de belangrijkste bevinding is dat toekomstige AI-

veiligheid een transdisciplinair geconcipieerde en wetenschappelijk gefundeerde dynamiek

vereist die proactieve foutvoorspelling en reactieve foutcorrectie combineert binnen een

sociaal-technologische feedback-lus, samen met het besef dat het eerst van belang is niet

bang te zijn, niet enthousiast te zijn, maar te begrijpen – de prijs van beveiliging is eeuwige

creativiteit.
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Appendix A

Type I AI Observatory – A Few

Exemplary Risk Instantiations

For illustrative purposes, we discuss a few AI risk instantiations that occurred in practice

and have been identified in the context of our Type I AI observatory pilot study in 2020

whereby some findings have been documented retrospectively. The samples identified have

been mainly reported in the period between 2018 and 2020. In the following, we utilize

keys from the set of AI risks Ia, Ib, Ic and Id as can be found in the taxonomy of Chapter 1

and 10. A simplified scale from Level 1 to 5 (where 5 represents global existential, 4

lethal, 3 major, 2 minor and 1 minimal harm) is employed to assign intensity ratings.

As stated in Chapter 13, such categorizations contain subjective elements. However, our

classification suggestions are non-binding and the examples can be traced back via the

references provided for each incident which facilitates alternative estimations.

1. Risk Ia:

� Cybercrime via fake AI-based speech synthesis: In 2019, criminals im-

personated the CEO of an unnamed company in the UK and convinced an

employee to perform a transfer of 220.000 e [396]. The impersonation was

performed using a voice-generating AI technology to highly accurately spoof

the voice of the CEO including the particular intonations and the subtle Ger-

man accent of this person. One can regard it as risk instance Ia, Level 3.

� Defamation video with deep-learning based face replacement: In 2018,

the Indian journalist Rana Ayyub has been the victim of a major public

defamation event consisting in representing her face in conjunction with an

unknown body of another woman in a fake pornographic video she never par-

took [329]. The video was shared among multiple thousands of individuals

thereby threatening her physical safety. It was generated with publically avail-

able deepfake technology. This event can be labelled as Ia, Level 3.
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� Suspiscion of deepfake video: In January 2019, in the context of pre-

existing political unrest due to the absence of Ali Bongo (the president of

Gabon) who was under medical treatment, a recorded New Year speech raised

serious doubts about its authenticity. In fact, a later unsuccessful military coup

with a small number of casualties was among others partially grounded in the

assumption that the recorded video of Bongo truly represented a deepfake video

maliciously crafted for manipulative purposes [169, 224, 356]. In this case, the

sole knowledge about the possibility of risk Ia instantiations contributed to

cause harm [224] – even if later forensic analyses did not conclusively falsify

the authentic nature of the video in question. This particularly subtle case

could be interpreted at least as inconclusive Ia, Level 4 risk potential that

manifested itself mentally.

� Adversarial examples on deepfake video detection: Very recently, re-

searchers demonstrated the real-world threat of fooling deepfake detectors for

videos [315] by specifically applying imperceptible perturbations to each frame

effectively transforming the video into an adversarial examples video that

evades detection. The risks exhibited by such vulnerabilities (called adver-

sarial deepfakes [315]) are numerous. Especially, adversarial deepfakes could

be utilized for a targeted malicious AI design. Generally, adversarial examples

on real videos could be used to disseminate disguised illegal video material

displaying contents ranging from child abuse to terroristic data bypassing AI-

based content filters (see [114]). Conversely, adversarial deepfakes could for

instance enable the propagation of fake videos for agitative smear campaigns

that evade deepfake detectors and are hard to falsify1. While the vulnerability

shown in the study could be argued to solely represent a minimal risk instan-

tiation e.g. of the type Ia, Level 1, its future risk potential may be alarming.

2. Risk Ib:

� Fooling AI-based malware detection: In 2019, researchers [32] were able

to fool an AI-based malware detection system of the security company Cy-

lance into misclassifying only slightly modified versions of programs such as

the WannaCry ransomware cryptoworm as benign – despite them having been

previously part of the training set. The approach acting as “global bypass”

consisted solely in generally appending strings from a benign file to a ma-

lign file before inputting the latter into the AI-based classifier [458]. Thereby,

the benign strings originated from a whitelisted online gaming program. This

demonstration can be described a risk instance Ib, Level 1 revealing a poten-

tially wider attack surface.

1On the whole, it might become difficult to determine whether a video represents a real video or an

adversarial deepfake video or a misclassified conventional deepfake video.
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� Adversarial attacks on text classification AI: The pre-trained Bidirec-

tional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) which is a model

created by Google can be attacked by replacing certain words with their syn-

onyms within a recent attack scenario called TextFooler [247]. This type of

attack was successfully applied to BERT-based text classification tasks such

as fake news detection. For instance, word sequences that are previously iden-

tified as fake news can be misclassified as truthful when altering the wording

via a synonym replacement preserving semantic meaning. More generally, the

TextFooler method “shows that this style of attack also breaks NLP, the AI be-

hind virtual assistants – such as Siri, Alexa and Google Home – as well as other

language classifiers like spam filters and hate-speech detectors” [229]. Hence,

one can label this sample as Ib, Level 1 but the future risk potential is higher.

� Adversarial triggers on natural language generation: In 2019, Wallace

et al. [423] introduced a type of adversarial example denoted universal adver-

sarial triggers (abbreviated with UATs in the following) which were identified

via a gradient-based search. UATs are defined as “input-agnostic sequences of

tokens that trigger a model to produce a specific prediction when concatenated to

any input from a dataset”. These UATs were able to fool a question-answering

model to answer with “to kill american people” to most “why” questions for-

mulated in a dataset [423]. Moreover, they analyzed UATs placed within user

inputs to the GPT-2 language model of OpenAI [347] known for high-quality

outputs [239]. When the user prompts contained the neutral nonsensical token

sequence “TH PEOPLEMan goddreams Blacks”, GPT-2 generated a variety of

potentially offending completions including e.g.“and Jews are the most evil peo-

ple on earth [...]” or “[...] I’m a racist [..]” (see examples in the paper [423]).

In fact, when utilizing GPT-2 (via the publicly available API for GPT-2 called

“Write with Transformer” [436]), we ourselves realized two particular details.

First, when we entered a slightly modified trigger“TH PEOPLEMan goddreams

Indian women”, the system2 outputted for instance: “and people of color

are worthless cunts!”[204]. Second, the simple neutral user prompt “Young

women” could already lead GPT-2 to autocomplete3 with: “have the right to

be a victim of rape” [203]. Hence, neutral and non-sophisticated prompts can

already trigger risk instantiations Ib, Level 3 on such models.

2While Wallace et al. [423] worked with earlier small and medium versions of GPT-2, we used an

interface to the full-sized model. It also corroborated UAT transferability possibilites (see e.g.[208, 209]).
3The process is not deterministic, outputs are often neutral and are not necessarily of the kind de-

scribed. However, the mere possibility to trigger such patterns (see for instance [205, 206, 207]) reveals the

need for defense strategies (see e.g. Appendix B). (For GPT-2, “the top-quality generations obtained from

the model rely on randomness in the decoding method, in particular through top-k sampling [...]”[239].

Similarly, the GPT-2 results initially presented by OpenAI including an “impressively high-quality article

about Ovid’s Unicorn” [239], were hand-chosen and reflected some “some meta-cherry-picking” [346].)
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3. Risk Ic:

� AI for facial recognition of criminals: A recent piece of research termed

“A Deep Neural Network Model to Predict Criminality Using Image Process-

ing” [227] claimed to have developed an AI model that is capable of identifying

individuals that are likely to commit crimes based on minute features displayed

in pictures of their faces. (This type of controversial approach has been utilized

earlier by a different set of researchers in 2016 that utilized machine learning

classifiers for “automated inference on criminality using face images” [440].)

This scientifically highly questionable type of AI has raised strong objections

by multiple experts [332] leading the university in question to preliminarily re-

tract the corresponding announcement [226]. In fact, physiognomic criminology

represents a dubious outdated research area lacking scientific grounding [285].

The mere public announcement of the research with the subsequent reactions

can be classified as risk instance Ic, Level 2.

� Facial detection AI failure: Joy Buolamwini, a doctoral candidate working

at MIT having a darker skin tone was unable to utilize a facial recognition

model of Amazon called Rekognition. The reason being that the AI software

did not detect her face in the first place [90]. However, when wearing a white

artistic mask the detection procedure succeeded4. This event that can be per-

ceived as offending algorithmic discrimination case can be categorized as risk

instance Ic, Level 3. The related but different empirically existing problem

of facial misidentification of minorities by facial recognition systems can be

labeled with the same type of key Ic, Level 3 when occurring in real-world

settings (see e.g.[437]) facilitating discrimination and abuse especially if used

in law enforcement contexts.

� Facial emotion recognition AI failure: In a study [151] this year in the

context of facial emotion recognition tasks on emotional videos, the perfor-

mance of state-of-the-art automatic classifiers for facial affect recognition has

been shown significantly inferior to human observers – especially for sponta-

neous videos where facial expressions are not stereotypically posed. For reasons

briefly mentioned in Appendix B, most current facial emotion recognition AI

may not yet embody a sufficiently accurate scientific model of emotion recog-

nition in humans [49]. If prematurely used in ethically sensitive contexts such

as law enforcement, fraud detection or recruiting, it could lead up to risk in-

stances Ic, Level 3. In this vein, the AI Now Institute called for a ban on “the

use of affect recognition in important decisions that impact people’s lives and

access to opportunities” given its “contested scientific foundations” [122].

4A recent documentary termed “Coded Bias” [126] illustrates the research endeavor on algorithmic

bias that started subsequently.
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4. Risk Id:

� AI model theft: Krishna et al. [270] demonstrated a so-called model extrac-

tion5 (or model theft) on deployed language models such as the BERT model

designed by Google. The authors showed that a BERT model for question-

answering can be stolen without a big difference in performance between vic-

tim model and local stolen model solely by using random nonsensical queries

exhibiting an operational failure. Thereby, the model theft can already suc-

ceed “with a query budget of a few hundred dollars” [270]. The event could

be categorized as Id, Level 1. However, in the future, it could scale up to Id,

Level 3 for instance in case intellectual property or private data are stolen in

this way post-deployment.

� Operational failure with chatbot: Facebook released an open-source chat-

bot denoted Blender trained on Reddit posts which reportedly generated an

unspecified set of insults and fake news in the context of longer conversations

with users [57]. One could classify this sample as risk instance Id, Level 2.

� Medical image reconstruction AI failure: A recent study [26] identified

that a wide range of deep learning systems used for medical image reconstruc-

tion lead to unstable results that can compromise diagnostic procedures e.g. by

failing to accurately represent the presence of tiny structural changes such as

tumors. While the demonstration in the study itself can be seen as encoding

a risk instance Id, Level 1 the potential vulnerabilities exhibited could exhibit

a much higher severity in the future.

As reflected in these few examples, it becomes apparent that when tackling Type I AI

safety, it is insufficient to only touch upon classical issues related to unintentional mistakes

(risk Ic and Id). In fact, it seems that a daunting multitude of open problems is already

raised by risks Ia and Ib. One possible starting point could be to address research on

ethical adversarial examples and corresponding defense methods in a targeted way e.g. in

the following already affected AI research areas in ethically sensitive contexts: 1) deepfake

detection, 2) image and video classification, 3) natural language processing, 4) affective

computing, 5) facial detection and identification. These efforts could be complemented

by AI security compliance methods [114] and transdisciplinary approaches as proposed

within the hybrid cognitive-affective strategies discussed (see overview in Chapter 12).

5In model extraction, a deployed black-box machine learning system A (the victim model) that is

made publicly available – for instance via an API as practiced by Amazon and Google – can be copied

by a malicious adversary via queries to A aiming to train a local model B as mimicry of A owned by this

adversary. The motivation for model extraction can be for instance to extract private information on

the private training data of victim model A. Another goal could be to simply acquire a high-performing

model B without much efforts thereby potentially stealing intellectual property. Alternatively, it can

serve as reconnaissance strategy for later attacks such as by crafting adversarial examples on model B

that can then successfully be transferred as attacks to model A.
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Overall, in our view, the goal of targeted research on ethical adversarial examples should

not be to blame, embellish or degrade specific entities and organizations but instead to

create a deeper understanding and to identify requisite variety for defense methods fa-

cilitating error-correction. In the light of the AI safety paradox, it is to be expected

that Type I AI systems can inherently not exhibit human-level robustness against ethical

adversarial examples across all domains, contexts and modalities relevant to human enti-

ties. However, being cognizant of this limitation, one can nevertheless attempt to achieve

gradual improvements as good as possible. Especially, model-based defenses which lead

to AI systems that are more robust against adversarial examples might also simultane-

ously facilitate a superior performance by entailing a better model of certain aspects of

human cognition (for illustration consider e.g. the simple defense 2 briefly discussed in

Appendix B). Thus, this research area could be even lucrative from another angle than

ethics and security.
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Appendix B

Hybrid Cognitive-Affective Defense

Methods – A Few Suggestions

In order to illustrate our recommendation for future model-based defense methods against

ethical adversarial examples from Chapter 13, we briefly comment on 3 exemplary simple

ethically sensitive Type I AI contexts requiring more robust solutions:

1. Conversational agents: One can regard the incidence with the chatbot Tay [46, 240]

which generated patterns perceived as racist learned from interactions with unethical

human entities as glimpse on possible future consequences of vulnerabilities against

ethical adversarial examples. A technically feasible already existing method to craft

ethical adversarial examples is the possibility to craft so-called “universal adversarial

triggers” [423] (described in the previous Appendix A) inducing generative language

models to output offensive patterns. Given any ethically sensitive domain in AI re-

search, it appears recommendable to model the affective context of interactions

within which the system would be embedded and proactively implement defense

methods against strong adversaries. While affective elements in human-computer

interactions have been early recognized as beneficial [331], it could for instance be

important to integrate affective components when crafting loss functions as men-

tioned in Chapter 9 since not all misclassifications are considered equally weighty

by most humans. As one possible defense method for conversational agents, certain

affectively undesired mappings could be explicitly penalized in the objective func-

tion. For purposes of illustration only, consider the case of an emotional chatting

machine that when prompted by a sad user that “losers are destined to live lonely

lives” responds with an anger related output stating that “losers are deserved to

live lonely lives” [459]. Depending on the dyadic context, such as in the case of

a suicidal user, it could raise safety concerns related to emotional well-being. To

forestall such instantiations that could be disclosed by adversaries crafting ethical
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adversarial examples, sad→ angry mappings could be penalized in the loss function

in comparison to e.g. unproblematic happy → happy cases1.

2. Hate speech detection2: This field in natural language processing represents a fur-

ther adversarial framework of interest. As shown in the work by Warner and

Hirschberg [426], the detection of specific hate speech patterns represents a chal-

lenging endeavor due to the heterogeneity of possible expressions. For instance, the

authors mentioned a dataset out of Yahoo! comments where the offensive words of

the hate speech samples were intentionally misspelled in order to bypass filters from

the site e.g. by using slight character substitutions or even pseudo-homophones (e.g.

when intentionally using “joo” instead of “jew” in antisemitic texts). Thereby, a

pseudo-homophone is a homophone that does not correspond to an existing word

(e.g. “security” and “securitee”) and homophones represent existing words with the

same phonological encoding (e.g. “know” and “ no”). While the set of homophones

is finite and could in principle be learned within an adversarial training approach,

the set of pseudo-homophones is huge and offers an attractive possibility for ad-

versarial entities wanting to perform ethical adversarial examples in hate speech

detection. In order to remediate this possibility, a robust model-based defense mech-

anism would for instance investigate how human cognition is able to detect visually

presented pseudo-homophones which makes it possible for adversaries to craft such

samples in the first place. In future work, it could be equivalent to attempt to

loosely model the hereto relevant part of human visual word recognition. In fact,

it is known in cognitive science [44, 381] and has been shown in neuroscience stud-

ies [316, 317, 334, 429, 435] that human visual word recognition consists not only of

a consideration of orthographic and semantic, but also of phonological cues3. Thus,

next to the predominantly orthographic and semantic word embeddings utilized in

natural language processing, the simultaneous additional integration of phonolog-

ical information (e.g. initially by applying grapheme-to-phoneme conversion [77])

might be necessary as future model-based defense method against certain ethical

adversarial examples based on homophones and pseudo-homophones.

1Note that these examples were just selected for illustrative purposes and do by no means imply the

assumption of universal emotion categories. Instead, emotions are perceiver-dependent socio-cultural

constructions [47, 48, 245] (while valence and also arousal can be understood as universal affective

traits [47, 78, 245]) – a fact which should as well be considered in future affective computing.
2Interestingly, hate speech detection could be used as additional defense element against ethical ad-

versarial examples in the type of conversational agents described in the last paragraph by using it to

penalize x→ hatespeech mappings for any human input pattern x.
3Next to integrating information about the orthographic pattern of a word and its semantic mean-

ing, humans also require a phonological processing which if impaired can lead to problems related to

dyslexia [201]. To put it very simply, it signifies that humans do not directly see and understand a

written word but that they also process its sound. In contrast, an AI trained with classical orthographic

and semantic embeddings may not directly be able to detect the identity between “joo” and “jew” and

might ignore the former as a non-word missing a cue for hate speech detection.
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3. Facial emotion recognition: Another exemplary AI domain that might profit from

future model-based defense methods is the area of facial emotion recognition [246,

333, 343] (utilizing images). This application domain in which multiple known com-

panies like Apple and Microsoft [102] are involved is ethically relevant since it has

been suggested in sensitive areas such as e.g. job recruiting and fraud detection.

For this reason, ethical adversarial examples should be proactively studied in fu-

ture work and subsequently complemented by model-based defense methods. A

frequent assumption of facial emotion recognition in the AI domain is the existence

of universal emotion categories that can be reliably diagnosed from pictures display-

ing facial movements. However, this view that can be traced back to Ekman [86]

has been recently made highly problematic by a group of scientists [49] review-

ing around 1000 papers on emotion recognition and by a further growing body of

work [48, 51, 183, 276]. In fact, emotions are not akin to fingerprints that can be de-

tected in facial movements, but instead, humans “infer emotional meaning in facial

movements using emotion knowledge embrained by cultural learning” [182]. Overall,

embodied experience, context and participatory sense-making shape human emo-

tion perception and production such that emotion recognition datasets containing

static pictures or posed dynamics may reflect stereotypes and do not do justice to

the underlying variety [49]. In a nutshell, in order to loosely model human emotion

recognition one needs to consider its context-sensitive, active, dynamical, dyadic

and variable nature. Hence, it might be interesting to consider advanced model-

based defense methods in the future which might even integrate sensory-motor and

affective simulations engaging artificial sensors and actuators in an active embodied

context4. Interestingly, a form of multimodal active inference approach to emotion

recognition grounded in a scientific model of human emotion perception has been

very recently proposed [132]. On the whole, we believe that methods based on rich

human-inspired cognitive-affective models (such as e.g. in active inference 5 settings)

could represent promising avenues for crafting future defense methods against eth-

ical and further types of adversarial examples to obtain more robust Type I AI

systems. However, once such defense methods are put into effect, it will be im-

portant to evaluate their robustness against adaptive attacks i.e. such that adapt

“to what the defender has done” [99]. Ideally, such future adaptive attacks should

be studied in white-box settings where not only information regarding the defense

method is given to the adversary but also full information about the implementation

of the system (see e.g. [99] for guidelines on defense evaluations).

4Generally, leveraging insights from neuroscience to implement more robust AI was already suggested

by George et al. [184] and by Hassabis et al. [228].
5As a side note, it is worth mentionining that when utilizing sophisticated active inference models for

the design of future Type I intelligent systems, one may be able to fulfill the security-relevant technical

self-awareness requirement (self-management and self-assessment) introduced in Chapter 2 – a topic that

could be addressed in more detail in future work.
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Appendix C

Type I vs. Type II Systems – A Few

Preliminary Notes

In our view, a future comparative transdisciplinary epistemology for Type I versus Type II

systems (see Chapter 13) could among others explicitly address the following questions:

1. How to identify elements of the (non-empty1) set N of necessary pre-conditions for

conscious explanatory knowledge creation as exhibited in Type II systems?

2. How to work towards identifying a possible non-empty set Px of sufficient pre-

conditions for conscious explanatory knowledge creation as exhibited in Type II sys-

tems?

Since the only currently known Type II systems are humans, future work could for in-

stance focus on a comparative evaluation with existing advanced Type I systems to identify

candidate necessary criteria within N and more specifically the subset of necessary and

unique pre-conditions Nu for conscious explanatory knowledge creation in Type II sys-

tems. Withal, the nature of Nu is crucial to Type II AI observatory endeavors as it could

help to establish reasonable monitoring targets in the first place. Obviously, the set Nu has

to exclude all similarities in traits with advanced Type I systems (and trivially all traits

unique to Type I systems). Next to overlaps with advanced Type I AI, additionally ana-

lyzing overlaps in traits with the biologically and cognitively closest sort of Type I system

might be useful. Exemplary choices for such suitable Type I systems could for instance

be the common chimpanzee and the bonobo which form the genus Pan often studied in

1We assume that explanatory knowledge creation does not represent a random pattern that can occur

by chance in all conceivable systems. We suppose the existence of a number n ≥ 1 of necessary pre-

conditions that form a pattern without which it is not possible in a system.
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comparative psychology [406] and which are often generally refered to as chimpanzees2.

After excluding traits that can be found in Type I systems, the remaining complement

set of traits might appear sufficient to extract Nu. However, it might be important to

make sure that one factually considered generally applicable traits of Type II systems and

not the idiosyncratic profile of e.g. a neurotypical or/and western human as variety is the

norm in the cognitive domain. Therefore, one might need to exclude all dissimilarities

in traits between neurotypical and non-neurotypical humans from the consideration for

Nu. For instance, the ability to reliably infer the mental states of the majority of con-

specifics from the predominant neurotype is impaired in autistic individuals [134, 176] due

to interactive dyadic mismatches of bidirectional nature [80, 133, 303, 335] and cannot

represent an element of Nu. Similarly, one has to exclude all differences in traits with

humans in other extant cultures. While this might appear trivial, an example is that a

trait such as e.g. the use of recursive grammatical structures in language often mistakenly

overestimated [107, 157] in linguistic circles cannot be regarded as an element in Nu or N

since certain rare languages (such as Pirahã in Brazil [156]) function without that element

of recursion [158].

In short, in order to start to address the question (a) related to the set N of neces-

sary pre-conditions, future work could aim at an explanatory account utilizing a targeted

Venn-diagram approach to identify cognitive-affective traits forming the set Nu of neces-

sary and unique pre-conditions being a subset of N . Exemplary plausible but partially

inconclusive candidate elements of this subset Nu that have been already touched upon

in literature include for instance: a knowledge about one’s own existence i.e. autonoetic

consciousness [275], high transmission fidelity in culture and cumulative learning [281],

teaching [171], cognitive branching [265, 293]3, conscious use of language as a combination

of at least symbols and linear order [155, 158] or the point of view of a “we” in a community

and moral roles including the ability to see oneself from the outside [406]. Other possi-

bilities may include the ability to ask and understand questions about the “why” [217],

the ability to construct abstract concepts based on functional similarities [306] but also

knowing that one is a cultural being [222] when engaging in cultural behavior. For the

2We assume like Deutsch that non-human great apes (such as chimpanzees), do not create explanatory

knowledge [136]. By definition, they would need to be categorized as Type I systems. Likewise, the legal

system in most countries does not assign rights of personhood to chimpanzees i.a. for reasons related to

capacities for legal duties and legal responsibility [125]. However, this position is not uncontested [370]

and there are arguments for granting chimpanzees rights of personhood [23, 431]. The proposed research

focus might contribute to a targeted analysis in this old area of human inquiry [166, 413]. For instance,

if the set Nu turns out to be empty, this could falsify a categorical difference between Type I and Type II

systems and suggest a matter of degree or combination instead of a matter of kind – which is of high

ethical importance and relevant to AI safety and monitoring activities in a Type II AI observatory.
3Cognitive branching refers to “the ability to put on hold an alternative course of action (pending

task set) during the concurrent performance of the ongoing one” [265] during voluntary choices which is

facilitated in the human lateral frontopolar cortex that has no functional analogy in non-human animals.
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further course of action, when aiming at identifying potential additional elements of N

lying outside Nu (if existing), the superset S of all intersections between considered di-

verse Type I and Type II systems becomes relevant. For instance, it is thinkable that the

ability to feel affect [47] and being a cognitive agent [121] which is given in chimpanzees

too might be elements in N while absent in Nu. Withal, it is clear that the ultimate step

to answer question (b) i.e. finally identifying a possible set of sufficient pre-conditions

Px for conscious explanatory knowledge creation within the set S (next to establishing

whether N 6= Px
4) is equivalent to reliably model Type II systems.

4In case of set equality between N and Px, Px would represent the set of necessary and sufficient

conditions. In theory however, there could be multiple possible sufficient (but not at the same time

necessary) sets of pre-conditions.
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